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PREFACE

DrKiKo tb« but decwls great ohanftM hsra titkan pUo* in th*
metbodi of teaching nut of tiw subjecti of tha tchool coatM. In
DO lubjects have tha choogaa baan mora apparant than in tha math*.
matical onai, geometry, algebra, and arithmetic. The premnt book
ia an effort to meet a piaaaing demand on tha part of the teachers of
Canada for .*.

' elementary arithmetic, conoeired on modem lioes, and
raited to thr needa of tha public achooU

The book conaiata of two partai Part I. ia deaigned for Otadea IV.
and v., or for Form III. of the pablio acl x>la. A child is incapable
of naing a text-book intelligently befora the third book elaaa ia

reached. At thia point a l <xt may irith advantage be placed in his
bands, and Fkrt I. will, w wliave, be found specially suited to tha
porpoaa.

Fart I. begins W7th two chapters on number work, covering the
ground alriady familiar to the pupiL Theae exereiseK, reviewing as
they do the ordinary number relations and ' taining simple problems
based upon them, will aerve to familiarixa ' child with vhe use of a
text-book. Then follows a series of shorv chapters presenting the
main facta of arithmetic with practical applicationa in a way which
we believe will be found suited to the intdligence of children at this

period of their school life.

A short chapter on simple fractions has been introduced after the
aimple rulea. This chapter does little more than atata definitely

facts already familiar to tha pupils. In later chapters vulgar and
decimal fractions and percentage are introduced in an elementary
way. This is done to enable those pupils who leave achool at the

end of the Third Form to have a general, if elementary, idea of these

rabjeota, so important from a practical point of view.

Fkrt n. is designed to complete tha public school course.

Throughout, the principles and facts set forth in Part L are reviewed;

such new material and extensions of the subject as are deemed
ary have been added ; the exercises will be found to contain

) difficult and complex problems.

iii
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The indnctiTe method of presenting the subject has been followed
M far as possible. The papil is called upon all the way throagh to ^

express what he has discovered, thus arriving at exact definitions and
statements of facts. Review exercises relating to the particalar part
of the subject nnder discussion, and also special review sections
covering the whole ground already familiar to. the pupil, are intro-

duced with each chapter. This will, we believe, secure to the <diild

all the advantages of the ' spiral method " without its many evident
disadvantages. Ench chapter ends with a series of problems which
requires the pupils to be independent of special rules or suggestions
arising oat of chapter headings.

The book -s not a book of problems only. This, we believe, will

commend it to teachers. We are firmly convinced that a careful and
exact statement of facts, by means of definitions, will be found helpful
to both pupil and teacher. iVant of exactness in statement and the
lack of appreciation of the precise meaning of words are among the
chief causes of defective teaching, especially in subjects which may
he classified as exact sciences. Rules, therefore, we have omitted,
but definitions have been plainly stated after the facts which make
them necessary have been worked out Occasionally a chapter begins
with a statement of fact or a definition, but where such is the case it

is because the facts upon which it is based have become familiar

through i»evious work.

Further, we have not hesitated to introduce solutions where
it seems necessary to make clear the process involved and to gnide
the pupil in a method of doing his work. Many years of experience
OS teachers and examiners in mathematical subjects have convinced
us that not enoa(^ attention is paid to securing, on the part of

pupils, clear statementa of the meaning of the steps involved in the
working of problems.

We have introduced, under denominate numbers in Part L, only
the tables of measures in common use in this country. The metric
system, tables of English money, Troy weight, etc., will be found
at the end of Part IL Teachers who desire can {nesent these tables
earlier. This arrangement has been adopted to avokl confusion in

the elementary stages,

Thi AirnunM.
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ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC

PART II

CHAPTER I

REVIEW EXERCISES

I. NOTATION AND NUMERATION

EXERCISE 1

Point o£F the following numbers into periods and read
each number

:

1. 361^80202 ; 276248604 ; 720006 ; 201204000
;

2002012.

2. 607070 ; 8100180
; 10150105

; 1015010 ; 101501 •

7007022.

8. 70070220
; 700702202

; 770077077 ; 500050006 :

6076076.

4. 800808 ; 3030003 ; 40004400 ; 309093039.

Express in words

:

6. 707.7, 850.79, 5696.06, 473.628.

6. 664.18, 7840.06, 4005.07, 36000.41.

7. 3000.71, 901,007, 720,009, 1820.106.

8. 3^400.06, 5Qp00.604, 36000.107.

9. 404004.001, 440000.04, 40004.004.

10. 70q700.5; ^7qp36.4; 4(^40^40.4.

11. In which period may there be fewer than thi«e
figUieef
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13 Name the perioda in order to the left of the dednulpoint, as far as trillions.
<~iu«»

Write in figures the following

:

18. (o) Eight hundred thousand and eight
(6) Eight hundred thousand and eighty.
(e) Eight hundred thousand, eight hundred.
(d) Eight thousand, eight hundred and eight
(«) Eight thousand, eight hundred and eighty.

(/) Eighty thousand, eight hundred.
U. (a) One million, one thousand, one hundred and one

(i) One million, ten thousand, one hundred and ten

and one^
°'"' '"^'°"' "'"' ^'^^'^ '"d oae thousand

(d) One million, one hundred thousand and one.
(«) One million and one.

15 One tenth; one hundredth; one thousandth; sUtenths s«ty-s,x hundredths; sixty-six thousandth^
seven tenths; seventy hundredths ; five thoZSS:
'Z^:^,Z''''''-'-'^-' --''o-d,an1Sx'

J\T''' "l^
^"'^»*«; 'O". ""d four hmidredths;

ewr ^ «»°"««d",s; ten, and eleven hundredths
eleven, and seventy-four thousandths; nineteen and
ninety-five ten-thousandths.

nineteen, and

<^

EXERCISE 2
Write in Roman uumemls

:

1- 444, 999, 949. 4. 8849,
». 1499, 2409, 1902. 5. 1794
». 1876, 1901, 1839 \ e 2846

1844, 1900.

1497, 1990.

1999, 1444.
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Rktiew ExxBcism 11

Write in flgnrea

:

^ 7. XCIX, MCXXIX, CMXC, CMXCIV, DLIV.
_- 8. MIX, MDIX, MCD, MCCCXXXIX, DXLIV.
X 9. MDCCCLXXXIX, MDXL, MCDXC, MCMXCV.

10. What numbers can be expressed by means of the
letters G and X, taken separately or in combination ?

11. Multiply MCMII by MDCCCXIV, and divide the
result by CCCXVII.

II. SIMPLE RULES

Add the following

:

1. 2.

74

68

76

69

49

99

78

78

96

46

88

78

97

44

76

897

896

876

897

987

898

696

767

898

464

678

689

879

786

886

878

EXERCISE 3

a.

764

69»

987

876

669

676

884

494

787

666

987

497

768

689

564

786

4.

9978

8986

8766

7674
T78

6688

666»

5. Write down the

pash receipts ; add the

7778

7897

6846

778»l

87»
Pa78

7648

> r-zSi
following statement of six weeks'
amounts vertically and horizontally,
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and prove the correctnetM of your work by adding your

Mow. TUM. W«o. TlIUM. Fhi. 8iT. T0T4t

ut
8nd
3id
4th

6th
6th

•84.66
73.56

91.38

64.39
67.96

78.19

•74.68
65.43

47.62

54.98

49.17

63.68

•67.98
81.47

90.54

76.41

42.86

69.29

•78.81

86.57

64.93

71.46

98.78

63.69

•61.87

74.23

83.67

54.39

67.44

96.08

•73.28
36.19
75.64

46.37

85.16
79.31

Totab. .

.

r

Subtract and verify the results :

6. 370001884706 8. 900700600500
197094793759 166987784907

6600:7006301

184738956976
.307040602070

156489765097

10. Subtract 78563 ten successive times from 888072
and add the ten successive remainders.

'

Multiply the foUowing and verify the results :

U. 90007006 by 406. is. 45678947 by 88.

12. 98700987 by 789. 14. 76897967 by 849.

EXERCISE 4
Divide the following and prove the results :

1. 768497689 by 69. 8. 607080903 by 178.
2. 380078000 by 693. 4. 910008100 by 377.

6. What number must be added to 280 so that 133
times the sum will be 96 times 399?

6. Find a number such, that if it is added twenty-nine
times to 64678, the sum will be 70541
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7. The product of four numbera is 827658432 ; the fint

number is 12, the product of the second and third is 144.

Find the fourth.

8. The number 8967 is both divisor and quotient of an
example in division, and the remainder is the largest

possible. Find the dividend.

0. The quotient is 12434, the remainder 2743, and the

dividend eighty-seven million nine hundred and eleven

thousand one hundred and twenty-three. Find the
divisor.

EXERCISE 6

1. A grocer mixed 106 lb. tea costing 38c. per pound,
75 lb. costing 42c. per pound, and 94 lb. costing 45c. per
pound, and sold the mixture at 60c. per pound. What
was his gain on the whole ?

2. If 24 men do a work in 10 days, and 40 boys do it

in 8 days, which will be the cheaper—to get boys to do it

at 40c. each a day, or men at 75c. each a day ?

8. How much water must t-e added to 63 gal. of brandy
worth 14.40 per gallon, in order that the mixture may be
worth $3.60 per gallon ?

4. A coal dealer paid t965 for coal. He sold 160 i at

15 a ton, and then the remainder cost him only $3 a ton.

How many tons did he buy ?

6. A drover bought 247 sheep at $4.75 each, and 42
more at $4.80 each ; 8 of them died, and he sold the

rest at $6 each. How much did he gain ?

6. Seven hundred and twenty navvies have provisions

for 50 days, but after 20 days an additional number arrive,

and the provisions are exhausted in 10 days. Find the

number of navvies in the additional number.
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7. If 26 Bheep ue worth fi oxen, 2 oxen m eqiul in
value to 8 horees, and 7 honea cam be puichmsed for |4U
find the value of a sheep.

'

8. A man hired a laborer on the agreement that for
each day be worked he should receive 11.60 and his
joard, but for every day he was idle he should pay 60c.
At the end of 40 days the laborer received 140. How
many days did he work ?

Jtt COMPOUND NUMBERS

EXERCISE 6

^ 1. Reduce the following to yards :

^
43rd.;101rd. 2 yd.

a. Beduce the following to rods:

623 yd.; 2507 ft.; 1181 in.

8. Reduce 7 mi. 5 rd. 2 yd. 2 ft 11 in. to inches, and
prove the result by reducing the number of inches to
miles, rods, etc.

4. Reduce the following to square yards :

SeSsq. rd.;75sq. rd.;19 8q.yd.

5. Reduce the following to square rods :

890 sq. yd.; 6000 sq. yd.

6. Reduce 5 a. 39 sq. rd. 3 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft 100. sq. in.
to square inches.

7. From 7 mi. 31 rd. 1 yd. 1 ft Sin. take 1 mi. 39id
1 yd. 2 ft 7 in.

8. A man walked round his farm, which is 3 mi.
26 rd. 8 yd. in perimeter, every day during the month of
June. How far did he walk in making the cireuits ?

9. Divide 818 mi. 208 id. 4 yd. 1 fCH in. by 19.
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«. ^'J: **J^ *^" "° **»* *" * »!'"'*•» the length ol•achbeuigSOin. At wl«t «te per hour does he Jjkl

^n !^^ y r* ^ ^5 **• "*"' """y "«" revolution,wui one wheel make than the other in 1 mi. ?

, . EXERCISE?

June till 9 a.m. on December 31gt following

?

2. If telegraph poets are placed 80 vd. apart, and a tndnI»»esone eveo^ 4 sec., how man/mUef^wSrunmng? " "

hav'i- IJJ^»^
't«^ to 'eed 13 horw,, for 40 weeks when

Sh i J
P*' *«"-"'• »»»• 40c. per bushel, if a horse eat.

16 lb. of hay and 12 qt of oats per day ?

4. From BelleviUe to Madoc is 26 mi. 80 rd Mid a«m«ge wheel turns 11088 times in going the distance.Fmd the circumference of the wheel in feet and inches

AJ: ^^'^ '^!*?/ '^'"" " ^ **• '""« 2 ^t- wide, an<i 2 ftdeep on the outside and is made of boards 1 I. thid^How many ^,^ f^et of lumber are required to make it.and how many cubic inches of space are inside it 7

7 How many miles wiU a boy walk to plough 8 a.tummg a furrow of 9 in.?
^ '

2ftMT "'"'"? * .''''««l*>*™w takes 85 steps, e«5h
2 ft 6 m. long, in 1 min. How often will the wheel ofthe^barrow, which is 46 in. in circumference, r.^.^
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9. On a field I sow tlT.SS worth of buley, at 84o. p*!

buahel, using 2 bu. and 2 pk. to the acn. f^iA the riM

of the field. ^
EXERCISE 8 \ ^ ,

1. A cubic foot of wheat weight 48;ltk Bow many
bushels of wheat will a bin 8 ft long, &ft wide, and 8 ft

deep hold 7

2. Rule in proper form and make out the following bill

:

Mr. Thomas Kennedy, bought from The T. Eaton Co.,

Toronto, December Ist : 1J doz. knives at $3.60 per down

;

1 doz. dinner plates at $3 per dozen. December 6th : 1^

doz. cups and saucers at $1. 10 per dozen
; \ doz. forkd at

88 per dozen ; 4 pitchers at 60c. Date the bill September

20th, 1908, and receipt as clerk for The T. Eaton Co.

S. What is the total cost of the following : 108 eggs at

13c. per dozen ; 1281b. of pork at 86.26 per cwt; 16601b.

of bian at 112 per ton ; 6060 lb. of wheat at 87c. per bushel

;

876 lb. of sugar at 20 lb. for a dollar ; 963 lb. of oats at

68c. per bushel ?

4. A wagon wheel 11 ft in circumference, makes 48

revolutions in a minute. How many miles an hour is the

wagon traveling?

5. How many bushels of oats are equal in weight to

68 bu. of barley and 61 bu. of wheat?

6. A man bought a rectangular field 40 rd. long by 26

rd. wide, paying therefor at the rate of 1300 per acre, and

then had it fenced at the ratu of $1.60 per rod. How much

did the field cost him ?

7. A farmer sold a load of hay at 116.26 per ton ; the

whole weight of the wagon and hay was 2876 lb.; the

wagon al(»ie was found to weigh 1083 lb. How much did

the farmer receive for his hay ?
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•. A lot 150 ft. long and 100 ft wide, is to be «ur-
lounded by a cloee board fence 6 ft high. What will the
board* cost at M2.60 per thousand feet?

EXERCISE 9

1. If a road is 4 rd. wide, how many miles of it will
make 10 a.?

a. If a cow gives 12 qt 1 pt of milk every day, and
1 lb. 8 01. of butter can be madt from 25 qt of milk how
many pounds of butter can be made in one week from the
milk of 16 cows?

8. If 1 lb. of thread makes 3 yd. of linen IJ yd. wide
how many pounds would make 45 yd. of linen 1 vd.
wide ?

'

4. If you buy 3 lb. of butter at 2'k;. per pound, 5 lb
of tea at 66c. per pound, 6 bars of sor.:, at 17c. per bar
12 gal. of oil at 27c. per gallon, and S oranges at 40c pet
down, and the merchant throws off 10c. for each dollar's
worth purchased, how much change would you get out of
ft vXl/'Dill f

6. A tern 80 ft long and 60 ft wide, is built on a plot
of ground 308 ft long and 204 ft wide. The rest of the
plot IS covered with cordwood to a depth of 8 ft Howmany cords of wood are there?

6. Some Atlantic liners consume 200 t of coal per day
They average 8 days out and 8 days back. In case of
accidents they carry a supply of 4 days extra. How many
cubic yards of the hold of su^h a steamer will be occupied
with coal for her round trip, if each ton is 33 cu. ft?

7. Find the cost of digging a cellar 48 ft long 30 ft
wide and 6 ft deep, at 20c. per cubic yard, and flooring
It with Portland cement at 10c. per square yard.
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8. A load of wood 10 ft. long, 2 ft 8 in. wide, iuid 3 ft

high, was sold for $3.

(a) What was the price per cord ?

(6) At $4 per cord, what would the load be worth ?

9. A farmer sold a load of barley weighing 4032 lb.,

when barley was 40c. per bushel. In weighing the grain,

the dealer made a mistake and took it as rye and paid for

it at 49c. per bushel How much did the farmer gain or

lose by the mistake ?

10. A corr*. of wood and one hundred bushels of grain

fill equal s'jaces. A 'cubic bin whose edge is 12 ft con-

tains 45900 lb. of grain. Find the weight of 1 bu. of this

grain.

EXERCISE 10

1. What length of road 44 ft wide will contain la,?

What length a chain wide ?

2. At S20 per M, board measure, what will be the cost

of 2-inch plank for a 4-foot sidewalk half a mile long ?

3. A piece of road 180 ft long and 66 ft. wide is to be

lowered 1 ft 8 in. How many cubic yards of earth will

have to be removed 7

4. What length of wall 7J ft. high and 2 ft thick can

be built with 15 cords of stone ?

6. A cubic foot of water weighs 62J lb., and gold is

19 times as heavy as water. Find the weight of a cubic

inch of gold.

6. A farm 90 rd. long and 80 rd. wide is to be divided

into 7 fields of equal size. How many acres, rods, yards,

feet, and inches will there be in each field ?

7. Take a million inches from 100 miles. Antu^er mtttt

be in mUes, rods, yards, feet, and inehe^.
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EXERCISE tl

1. A man paid for a piece of land 32 rd. wide by
giving 240 cords of wood at $4 per cord. Land being
worth $10 an acre, find the length of the piece of land.

2. Each side of the roof of a bam is 62 ft. by 25 ft.

How many shingles, eaoli covering 16 sq. in. of the loot,
will it require ?

3. Find the cost, at 24c. per square yard, of plastering
the walls and ceiling of a room 35 ft. long, 25 ft. wide,
and 10 ft. high, deducting 2 doors 7 ft. by 4 ft., and 4
windows 6 ft. by 4 ft.

4. A field contains 15 a. and is 330 yd. long. What
will it cost to build around it a 5-foot close board fence at
$15 per M ?

6. How many cubic yards of gravel will be required
for 3 mi. of road, the gravel to be laid 9 ft. wide and
averaging 8 in. deep ?

6. A sulky wheel 14 ft. 8 in. in circumference, made
7200 revolutions in 2 hr. What distance did the sulky
go during 1 hr.?

7. Find the cost of wire, at 8c. per 5 yd., for a barbed
wire fence 5 wires high, to enclose a field 36 rd. wide and
45 rd. long.

8. In rolling a grass plot 24 yd. long, and containing
400 sq. yd., how many times must a roller 3 ft. 4 in. wide
be drawn over it lengthwise so that the whole plot mav be
rolled?

'

9. How many cubic feet are there in the schoolroom if

it is 30 ft. long, 24 ft. wide, and 12 ft. high ? If there are
40 pupils in attendance, how many cubic feet of air does
that allow for each pupil ?
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EXERCISE 12

1. Find the area of a Bquare field if a side ie 12 rd.

2. Find the area of a square field if a side is 8 rd. 4 yd.

5. Find the area of a square field if a side is 12 ch.

4. If the middle points of the sides of a section of land

are joined by fencei-, find the area of the square field

enclosed within the fences.

6. An oblong field is 100 rd. long and 80 rd. wide.

Find how many acrey it contains. Find the distance

around it. How long will it take a person to plough the

field if his horses travel at the rate of 4 mi. an hour, and

a furrow is 9 in. wide ?

6. Fill in the blanks in the following :

Ana of field. Length. Bieadth. Farimetar.

(a) 6 a. 40 rd. ? ?

(b) ? 20 ch. 8ch. ?

(e) ? ? 20 rd. 100 rd.

{d) 10 a. 7 5ch. ?

7. Fill in the following blanks :

Height of box. Length. Bnwdth. Cubio Content Borfioa.

(o) 6 ft. 4 ft. 3 ft. ? ?

(5) 8 ft. ? 4 ft 160 OU. ft ?

(e) 5i ft 4ft ? 62 cu. ft 7

8. Find the area of the following figure

:

BD-.-65in.
A a C

AC -1.26 in. \ ^
CD= .95 in. EF-.4 in. \ J<^jC
CF= .71 in. GH-.21in. >L:^ />H



C3HAPTER n
FACTORS, CANCELLATION, MEASURES, MULTIPLES

1 FACTORS

EXERCISE 13

1. Give two factors of 10, 35, 14, 77, 33, 66.

2. Resolve into three factors 45, 30, 42, 70, 66.

8. Give the prime factors of 144, 90, 75, 72, 84.

4. Name the prime numbers between 60 and 75.

6. Give all the common factors of each of the following
pairs of numbers : 16 and 24 ; 24 and 30 ; 36 and 42 •

70 and 60 ; 26 and 35.

6. Give three pairs of number? that have no common
factor.

7. Give the Highest Common Factor of each of the
following pairs of numbers : 27 and 36 ; 72 and 64 •

46 and 76 ; 100 and 75 ; 125 and 75 ; 108 and 81.

8. How can you tell without actually dividing whether
a number is exactly divisible by 3 ?

9. Change the units' digit in each of the following
numbers to make it exactly divisible by 3 : 112, 244 612
322.

'

10. Resolve each of the following numbers into prime
factors : 360, 560, 845, 1640.

H. Find the number that has the following factors •

2, 3, 6, 7, and 11.

12. Resolve 249984 into prime factore, and show that
it is the continued product of three consecutive numben.

21
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IL CANCELLATION

EXERCISE 14

1. Divide each of the following :

9x7 ^ 7 x5x120 ^ 15 X 20 X 25
3x7' ^xSxSO" 30x60

2. Simplify (25 x 36 x 11)-;- (65x4).

3. Simplify (24 x 27 x 32) -=- (36 x 48).

4. Find the quotient of
18 X 22 X .% x 42

49 X 33 X 15

6. Divide the continued product of 20, 35, and 60 by
the continued product of 14, 15, and 25.

6. A fanner exchanged 8 bbl. of apples for 240 yd. of

cloth at 12c. a yard. Find the selling price of apples.

7. If 256 doz. eggs pay for 66 yd. of clovh at 96c.,

what is the price of eggs ?

8. If 360 sheep are exchanged for 25 horses at 1144,

what is each sheep worth ?

9. A man worked 8 days for 24 bu. of potatoes worth

40c. a bushel. How much did he earn each day?,

10. How many tubs of butter (54 lb. ), at 28c. a pound,

will pay for 378 yd. muslin, at 16c. a yard ?

11. At what price will 260 doz. eggs pay for 78 yd. silk

at 95c.?

12. Find the quotient obtained by dividing the con-

tinued product of the even numbers between 11 and
21 by the continued product of the numbers 1 to 8 in-

clusive.

13. A number has the following factors : 8, 15, 24,

42, 65, and 77. Divide this number by the continued

product of all the prime numbers less than 15.
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III. MEASURES

EXERCISE 15

1. Find the common factors of 248 and 356. Ascertain
whether each common factor of 248 and 356 is also a
factor of 108, their difference.

a. Set down two numbers having a common factor,
tmd their sum and their difference" and di.scover whether
the common factor of the two numbers is a factor of their
sum and also of their difference.

8. Set down two numbers having a common factor.
Take any multiple of one of them and find whether the
common factor of the two numbers is a factor of the differ-
ence between this multiple and the other number.

1. It vnU thus be seen that a eomnum /actor of two numbers
V, Olson /nrtor of the difference between the numbers, or of themm
or the difference between a muUiple of one of them and the other.

2. To find the H. C. F. when the numbers are large.

ExampU 1. Find H. C. F. or G. C. M. of 52 and 91.

52)91(1

52

39)52(1

39

13)39(3

39

13 is a divisor of 39 and, therefore, of 13 + 39 or 52
Smce it divides 39 and 52 it also divides 39 + 52 or 91; 13
is therefore a divisor or factor of 52 and 91.

It is also the Greatest Common Factor. If not let a
peater number divide 62 and 91, it will then divide 39,
their difference, and dividing 39 and 62 it will also divide
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their difference, or 13. That is, a greater number than 18
will divide 13, which is impossible ; 13 is therefore the
Greatest Common Divisor, or H. C. F. of 62 and 91

Hence, to find the H. C. P. o! two numbers,

(1) Divide the greater number by the less.

(2) Divide the less by the remainder.

(3) Divide the first remainder by the second, and con-
tinue this process, always dividing the last divisor by the
last remainder. The last remainder which divides the
preceding divisor, is the Greatest Common Divisor or
Highest Common Factor.

'

Find the H. C. F.

1. 115 and 161.

333 and 592.

697 and 820.

392 and 672.

405 and 900.

1220 and 2013.

of:

EXERCISE 16

7,

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

6006 and 3318.

2871 and 4213.

43902 and 49593.

23940 and 28350.

32480 and 44544.

185'^7 and 40012.

T!.- : 1*^} J?* °- ^' ^- »' "»»" *"»" two numben
First find the H.C.P. of two of them ; then find the H C F
of the common factor thus found and a third number • and
so on through all the numbers. The last common factor
found will be the H. C. F. of all the numbers

EXERCISE 17

Find the H. C. F. of

:

1. 1435, 1064, 2135.

2. 14385, 20391, 49287.

8. 4795, 3395, 6048.

4. 5463, 6677, 7891.
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EXEKCISE 18

1. A rectangnlii- field is 6880 ft long and 4840 ft. wide.
Find the length of the longest string that will measure
both a side and an end of the field.

2. A land-owner has three fields containing 24 a., 18 a.
and 42 a. He wishes to cut them into smaller fields of
an equal number of acres each, but the laigest possible
How large will the fields be ?

8. Three men living on a new street own land fronting
as follows : A, 600 ft. ; B, 720 ft. ; C, 900 ft. They wish
to cut their land into lots of an equal width. How wide
will the lota be, and how many will each have if they are
as wide as possible?

4. A, B, O, and D start together and travel the same
way round an island which is 600 mi. in circuit. A goes
20 mi. per day, B 30, 025, and D 40. How long must
their joumeyings continue in order that they may all come
together again ?

6. Three rooms are 120, 132, and 156 inches wide
respectively. What is th« width of the widest boards that
will exactly floor each room ?

6. ^ and B purchased horses at the same rate per head.
The value of ^'s horees was f623 and of B's $1068. How
many horses did each buy?

7. Find the largest and the smallest numbers that will
divide 64610 and 72204, leaving as remainders 27 and 23
respectively.

'

8. Find the least number which, taken from 6000,
leaves a remainder of which 67 is a divisor.

9. What is the greatest equal length into which three
trees can be cut,- the first being 84 ft long, the second
laS ft, and the third 119 ft ?
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IV. MULTIPLES
^

EXERCISE 19

„. ^L^''"^
^'"*^ multiples of each of the following

numbers
: 6, 7, 8, 9, 2^, 3J.

*
2. Name the numbers of which the following numbers

are multiples : 21, 35, 65, 63, 77.

3. Name 4 numbers that contain both 2 and 7 as factors.
4. Name the least number that is a multiple of 4 and 7 •

of 6 and 11 ; of 5 and 8 ; of 6 and 9 ; of 8 and 12 ; of 10and 15 ; of 9 and 12.

6- Make a list of fivd multiples common to 2, 3, and 4 •

to 3, 4, and 6; to 4, 6, and 6 ; to 2, 3, 4, and 6.

Find the Least Common Multiple of :

« 12, 15, 18, and 20. ». 32, .6, 48, and 60.
7. 20, 25, 30, and 32. lo. 36, 60, 72, and 84.
8. 30, 40, 60, and 60. n. 56, 60, 84, and 112.

A
^^'^ f":!*}»«« numbers that on being divided by both

4 and 5 will leave a remainder of 1.

13 Find the three smallest numbers that on being
divided by both 5 and 6 will leave a remainder of 2.

EXERCISE 20

9ifi^' ^'1^ **?? ^- ^- ^- °' ^^' ^' 21. 28, 22, 27, 81, 243,
216, and the G. CM. of 9460-. and 96509. ' ' ' '

2. (a) What multiple of 595 divided by 505 gives as
quotient 595 ?

^

.,«^*2 ^'"^ *'^^ '^^* common multiple of *2, «3 84 i6
$10, 120, 150, and $100.

, ' , 9^, 90,

3. What is the smallest sum of money with which you
can buy chickens at 25c., or geese at 60c.. or turkeys at
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75c., or lambs at 13, or sheep at #5, or pigs at $7, or cows
at «3'>, or horses at «140, and have exactly $15 left for
expenses ?

4. A certain hall 60 ft. lonjf is to ]te carpeted. It is

found that by stretching the carpet lengthwise, any one of
four pieces, the width, respectively, being J yd., 1 yd.,

1} yd., and IJ yd., will exactly fit the hall without cutting
anything from the width of the carpet. If the narrowest
piece, worth $1.10 per yard, be chosen, wh t will be the
least cost of carpeting the hall ?

6. Find the smallest numlHjrof bushels of wheat which
would equal in weight an exact number of bushels of rye
or of barley.

6. There are four bells, each of which strikes at inter-

vals of 3, 7, 12, and 14 sec. The four begin to strike at

12 o'clock. When vill they next strike together, and how
often will they strike in unison in 7 min.?

7. Three men whose steps are 2 ft. 6 in., 2 ft 9 in.,

and 3 ft. , start to walk together with their left feet forward.
How often will they put the left foot down together in
walking a mile ?

8. Two cog-wheels, contauiing 48 and 56 cogs, respec-

tively, are working together. After how many revolutions

of the larger wheel will two cogs, which once touch, touch
again?

9. Two cog-wheels, containing 32 cogs on one and 36
on the other, are working together. The larger wheel
makes 64 revolutions per second. How often will the same
cogs come in contact during 6 working days of 8 hr. each ?

10. The G. C. M. of two numbers is 210 ; their L. C. M.
is 120120 ; one of the numbers is 2730. Find the other
number.
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oral exercise

. .io "^^^~T"
•^WRht 26 Bheep at $6 a head, and 5 cowi.tM2«head. Find the cost of the whole.

10
*•.?!'"' '''«j««t number which, divided by 8, 10, and

12, will leave 3 for remainder in each case.

.
„'• '"'*

"; 9;
^- »' *"'<• numbers is 3, and their L. C.M

IS M
;
one of the numbers is 9. Find the other.

1
* I^?" ™.*"^ "•'*' "' '^'^ "* *•>«« ••» * pile 24 ft

long, 4 ft. wide, and 8 ft. high ?

hv
«°"

H^"?'*!!^ l^ ^^ ^^' '^^ «• '«^'<J« »'y JO, multiplyby 6, divide by 8. Wljat is the result ?

6. Find the least number from which 7, 14, and 21can each be subtracted an exact number of times.

w„„M? ! r*"
'"''^ ^ "^P" '" 80ing 10 ft., how manywould he take in going a mile ?

K *
'^"^l."/^^*- '" P«"'neter and it is 8 ft. longerthan wide. Find its dimensions.

9. From I of 1126 subtract | of 111 7.

10. A ^y had 7 five-cent pieces, 6 ten-cent pieces, and
3^twenty-five.oent pieces. How much money had he in

U. Simplify 12 X (7 + 8 - 6) X (112 - 36 X 3).

12. Divide $22 among A, B, and C, giving ^ t2 ai.
often as .8 gets t3 and C|6.

8 -« •-« an

18. 36 is I of what number ?

14 What is the length of the longest stick that wiU
exactly measure 4 ft., 5 ft. 4 in., and 2 yd. 8 in. ?

16. ^bought a horse for 20 per cent less than lieOand sold him for 10 per cent more Uian |160. Howmany dollars did he gain ?
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V. GENERAL REVIEW

EXERCISE 21

1. Divide 120 between A and B, giving to B half aa
much again as to ^.

2. 'Mnd the prime factors of 6006.

8. A room twice as long as it is broad contains 162
sq. ft of flooring. Find its length and breadth.

4. Find all the common divisors of 560 and 840,

6. Divide 2520 by 280 by resolving each number into
its prime factors and cancelling the common factors.

6. The sum of the producte of 7 and three other num-
bers is 231. Find the sum of the three numbers.

7. If the multiplier is 704 and the product is 217686,
find the multiplicand.

8. A cistern is 6 ft long, 4 ft wide, and 8 ft deep.
How many additional cubic feet of ea'th must be removed
to make it 7 ft long, 6 ft wide, and 8i ft deep?

9. A house is 44 ft long and 21 ft wide, outside
measurement What will it cost tc put two floors in it of

IJ in. lumber, the walls being 18 in. thick, and lumber
being worth $60 per M ?

10. The divisor and quotient are equal, and the re-

mainder, 907, is the largest possible. Find the dividend.

11. How many rails will enclose a rectangular field 1859
ft long by 1365 ft wide, the fence being straight, six rails
high, the rails of equal length, and the longest that can
be used?

12. A can dig 26 post holes in a day, £ can dig 30.
What is the least number of post holes which will furnish
exac;. days' labor, either for each working alone or for
both working together ?
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18. Find the prime factors of 8400, 8820, and 1380,
and from these write down tl.e G. C. M. and the L. C M
of these numbers.

14. Find the least amount of tea which can be put up
in packets of i lb., J lb., ]J lb., or 2i Jb.

lli. A rectangular court 42 ft. 6 in. long and 81 ft 8 in
wide 18 to bo paved with square tiles of e,,ual size and as
large as possible. How many tiles will Ihj required 7

le. Find all the divisors of 360.

17. Resolve the numbers 32.52 and 4248 into prime
factors, and from these write down the following :

(a) All the common divisors.

(6) The greatest common divisor,

(c) The least common multiple.

18. A wooden pillar is 2 ft. square and 84 ft high
Find how many cubic feet of wood ii co.uins and it?
weight if a cubic foot of wood weighs 30 lb.

19. How high is a square pillar—each side 18 in.—if it
weighs 360 lb., and the wood weighs 24 lb. to the cubic foot?

20. A boy buys a kodak for «5. His films cost 46c for
12 pictures, and it costs 3c to develop and print each
picture. Each picture sells for 10c. Find the profit on
8 doz. pictures, if none are spoiled.

21. The front wheel of a carriage is 9 ft. 4 in. in circum-
ference, and the hind one 11 ft. 8 in. How many miles
has the carnage gone when two points on the wheels, which
were touching the ground at starting, have touched the
ground at the same instant 3168 times?

22. The lumber for a packing case 6 ft. long, 4 ft 6 in
wide and 3 ft. 4 in. deep cost 93. 10. What did the lumber
cost per M?



CHAPTER III

VDMAR FRACTIOirS

t REDUCTION or FRACTIONS

(a) Review Exebcwes

EXERCISE 22

lirSi"*" "'
"'"^ """"»' »'»"' •" " "•

Reduce to fractional form :

"•

l[-
'• "A. n. 61H.

!' !!' ••
^^^- "• 99iv-

«• 4«. 10. 82}f u. 78H.

EXERCISE 23

4. Change 16 to sevenths and 23 to elevenths

piL'tch '^vd' f""^"J*
'^- '""«• " ^''^ -*« - intopieces each J yd. long, how many pieces will she have?

aoiiar bill. How many quarters had he left ?

31
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7. What fractions with denominator 32 at« eq livalent
to 4, 8, and 16 respectively?

8. Change 3| to fourteenths and 9^ to fortieths.

9. How many eighths of a pound are there in 7J lb.?

10. If } yd. of cloth are needed for a vest, how many
vests can be made from llj yd.?

11. To make badges ^ yd. long for a class, requires 5f
yd. of ribbon. How many pupils are in the class ?

12. How many more sixths of a yard are there in 5« yd
than in 4f yd.?

EXERCISE 24

1. Express J,^, J^, y, j^ as mixed numbers.
2. How are improper fractions reduced to mixed num-

bers?

Reduce the following improper fractions to whole or
mixed numbers

:

8- V-
4. V-
6. JLfl.

6. AH-

7. ^K
«• w-
9. W.

IC. w.

11. w-
13. W-

EXERCISE 26

From $iyi a man paid away 17.1. From fiyi a man paid away 17. How much money
had he left out of this sum ?

2. John has 9^. How much money has he ?

S. A number of equal sized pies were cut each into 5
equal parte

; there were 46 pieces. How ma-ay pies were
there?

4. Prom 2i yd. of ribbon, J yd. were cut Ht»w
many eighths of a yard remained ?
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7. A wishes to measure some oata TT« j... u l
three-fills of whirh «,oi,

""'"« "aw- He has a bucket

«"«AniL How many posta are there?

EXERCISE 36
1. Express « as sevenths and « as eighths.
2. Wnte out 8 fractions equivalent to * iw,v

-tatem^nt^^gfoHHehecondisundlrl^^^

8. How many twelfths are there in J? in,? i^}?
4. Reduce

i, ,, and J each to twentieths.

• '' *, I, and t " '• eighteenths.

*' ' "»dA " " twenty-fourtha.
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7. Reduce f }, and } each to sixtieths.

8- " }, f, and i\ " " thirty-seconds.

». How many fourths are there in |f ? in JJ ?

10. Reduce A, A, and ff each to fourths.

11- " «> H, and H " " fifths.

"• " n, 4», and If " " sevenths.

EXERCISE 37

1. Supply numerators in /i = „; #-„; ^.„

" «- T ; J?= T ; }f = T

^="; A=-^; «=*J'

-^
;
A=^

;
H=i

«=* ;?!=«; fl=i

EXERCISE 28

1. Express the terms of the following fractions as factors
and give an equivalent fraction to each, the terms used
bemg m each case the smallest possible whole numbers :

A' «. «. H, iV, H-
2. state how a fraction is reduced to its lowest terms.

Reduce the following fractions to lowest terms :

»• **• 8- T%. 18. AVV-
*• «• »• m- 14. Uii.
»• H 10. m. 15. ij^.
• * " i« i« im
f- H- la. Hf 17. jijj.

2. (( i(

8. << (t

4. << «

6. " denominators

6. " II

7.
II (1

8. '1 II
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' eaaiit w^^iiSi"
^" '''"^ '^' """^ °^« °' *' - the

sZZuLT '" "''" "^°'"' ^'^ ^^"« "-

20. Write down f5ve other fnictions, each havin. the

21. By how many elevenths is H greater than H» ?

Twentil", Xu? '"" "*"^ ^'^'^«' ^^-*^^

EXERCISE 29

1. By what number must the terms be multinlieH tnreduce , to tenths ? } to twelfths ? | to fiWhs ?

fourths^TTrS;;;;^^
'""""* '"""°" " *''''°'^-

den^mratorT"'"'^"**"^""^-
""'^^ ">« '-^"'--n

8. f and f 7. I and f
4. * and^ 8. f and #.

6. f and A- 9. # and y^.
«• I and If. 10. fandA.

"• i and f
12. f and A.
18. f and/i.

14. f and f

.

EXERCISE 30

leTormmt^rrX;'''^'^^'^*^^ '^^ ">«

1- f. . i 6. i, J, ^. g ^^ ,^ ^
*

J'
*' *• « h A, f. 10. I, I, f

*• *' A. a. 8. I, ^, ,. 12 ^
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EXERCISE 31

.n*n ^T^f
"*"'* 0' the following a. SSths, and then

Find which is the greater :

slZh *'^"**- *«^^«-

foi~:''
*^' ^"'''' *"'* ''^**''* '" **"« '-^t of the

^^j,ii,iV 10. A, f, A? 12. VV, if, if?
»• A, A, 43? 11. v{r, i}, U? 13.

f, f {?
Anange in ascending order of magnitude :

^*- H> A, A, Ai I- 16.
J, j, jj I

i«

16. Find a fraction, with 60 for denominator' inter-mediate m value between
i and J

(A) Compound Fractions

EXERCISE 32

1. Find by measurement f of a line 1 ft. long.
2. Find by measurement f of } of a line 1 ft. long

of * oflt^""'
* '**"*°*'^ ^ '"• ^

' ^ '"• "^^ ^"^ the area

(6) Mark off i of | of this rectangle.

4. How do you find f of a foot ?{ of a rectangle?
^.^How do you find I of J of a foot ? i of # of a „«(.
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4. Fractions like «, 4 ft 4 ft 4 »i,i„v

Eiwwipfe ?. Find i of }.

3 .

lofi=lof«)
6 7

•.lofl-iofA-±.

8. Find the following :iofi;/!fi;j„,
J» Findjof J;iofi;|of}; Jofj.

*

Eeampfe g. Find } of f
4^20
7°°36

36'

_8x4
7 ""86 3'''6x7
_ the product of tlm nnmeratora
the product of the denominators"

EXERCISE 33
Simplify the following fractions :

^*'>^^-
4. 2J off

''•*"' A- 6. fof^off
»?°^4i. 6. lofAoff

fof^

36

.3X±= 12,
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7. A of f of 2>. n. # of I of A of f.
8. f off of i off 12. i of} ofA of 7.

9. |of}of Aof A. 18. #ofT«tof JJofS}.
10. J of I of J of t\. 14. f of 8} of i of 21.

16. A man owned } of a farm, and sold J ot his abate.
Show that he sold ^ of the farm.

16. Some boys owned | ot a boat ; they sold } of their
share. What part of the boat did they sell ?

17. Having } of a bushel of potatoes I gave away f of
what I had. What part of a bushel did I give away ?

18. A boy had ,1^ of a dollar, and spent | of it How
much did he spend ? i

19. If a man has } of a section of land in wh-at, and }
of his crop is destroyed by hail, find how many acres are
destroyed.

II. ADDITION OF FRACTIONS

EXERCISE 34

1. Find the sum of A, A. and A.
2. Reduce

i, i, and J to equivalent fractions with a
common denominator, and find their sum.

Example 1. Find the sum of f J, and ^.
8 _ ax6_I8
6 8xe"30
8 _6x6_25
6 ex6~30
3_ 3X3 _ 9
10 loxa'so'

6 6 10

30 30 30 30 IS

Here a number of fifths, sixths,

and tenths are to be added. The
addends must be reduced to

equivalent ones with the same
denominator. When this is done
the sum is found as in addition
of integers.
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EXERCISE 36
Add together the foUowing frections :

'• *> f J, and A-
1. J and}.

2. i and f
8. A and A-
*• h h and }.

6. i, }, and f
•• A. A. and A-

«• f , iV, *, and A.
»• f , H, and A.

10. }, i, I, and j.

"• «. *, H. andJI.

" i, i, A, and A.
18. ^ spendB i of his income on food, JU on rent »nH

i on clothes. What part of his income does rs^nd?

alt^JetTe?;'
^"^"'^ "' * '*°^'" ^""^'* '»' **' '^'^ »* be

f have 2 mistalLes andA have 3 mistakes. What fmction
01 the class has mistakes ?

16. A has a journey to make ; the first day he goes 4 of
t, the second f of it, and the third A of it. wLt frac-
tion of the journey did he go in the three days ?

EXERCISE 36

01 k' ^i
"^^** gardenersold 3 bu. of potatoes to one man •

? 5"; A-^^'lf' ""^ ^* ''"• *° * «^- How many'
bushels did he sell to these three ?

^

EmmpU S. Add together 2^ 3*, 7a, and A.
8i+3t+7A+A

-8 + 3+ 7+-^ fi+A+I
4 & 12 10

-18..15+ 18^.25 42

60 60 60 60

.I2+'^-,8+ 2i=,4j.
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M

i

EXERCISE 37

Plnd the sum of the following fnwtloM

;

1. 2i, 3|, and 4f
2. 2J, A, and 7ft.

8. 2t, 8J, and 4^.
4. 3f, If, and A.
«• ItV, «, and 2f
«• 30*, 4tV, and lOj.

7- 2i, 4|, 7A, and 8^.
8- 7#, 10^,41, and 7,V
»• IJ. 3J, 2f, and 6^.

">• 4J, 6J, 3t, and 9^",.

" 4}, 3J, 4#, and A-
"• SJ- 6f, 3}, and ft.

18. At a Bchool picnic 2| gal. of coflfeo, 6f gaL of milk,H gal. of tea, and IJ gal. of cocoa are drunk. How
many gallons are drunk altogether ?

14. One tub of butter has 25J lb., a second has 24» lb
a third 27| lb., and a fourth 30f lb. How much buttei
IS there in the four tubs 7

16. One number is 14|, a second one is 2* greater than
tois, and a third one is 4^ greater than the second.
Fmd the sum of the three numbers.

16. One remnant has 2* yd. in it, a second If yd., a
third A yd., a fourth 1| yd., and a fifth 2J yd. How
much cloth is there in the five pieces 7

17. A farmer sold 145J bu. of wheat, 248| bu. of oats
31^ bu. of peas, and 149j bu. of barley during the yeal'
1908. How many bushels of grain did he seU that year 7

ni. SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS

EXERCISE 38

1. Reduce * and i to equivalent fractions with a com-
mon denominator, and find their difference.

2. Reduce | and J each to tenths, and find their differ-
ence. Illustrate your work by a diagram.
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8 Before wbtracting one fraction from another howmust the fractions be expressed ?
'

Example 1. From f take f

Since

therefore

*-f^ and 5.?5,
8 40 8 40

9. iVuidf
10. ^j and Jj.

11. i* and Jf.

12. ^rand/j.

6 8 40 <o"40

anoJhe?'"'
" ™'* ''"' ""^'"^""^ on« 'action from

EXERCISE 38
Find the difference between :

1. f and |. 6. jj and «.
a. iandf. e. fand^V
8. Jandfj. 7. jandjj.
4. ij and f 8. 4 and -AA,

18 A certain fraction is added" to f and the sum is +4What fraction is added to | ?
"'

U. Add ^ to the difference between J and A-

WW Sr** r/"' ^,
''7^'^' * '^' """J *»»« "«t blue." Hat part of it is blue ?

«v'' 7° *.u*'^'"
''^"*'" * '« "'''J*'!. """1 when A istaken from the sum the remainder is JJ. Find the fraction

EXERCISE 40

proc'ess"^""
^ '"''^' '''• ^^^''^'^ '^'^ «»«? - '"e

proiss^""
'* '"^'^' ^*- "^^P^"'" '''^'' «t«P i-^the

proifl^T"'^' ''• ^'''"'' "^^ ^*^^ ^ «"
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StampU a. From 5| taka 2|.

6I-4 +1+A-4H
«}-«A -8A

wH-sAi 6A+H-»ff
«f-«A; sA+i-aA

Sj+ Ji l8_

Find the value of

:

<• 8f-lf 7. 8f-5f

18. Out of 110, a woman spent |2}.
she left?

14. From 20 yd. of ribbon there were sold to one person
TJ yd., to another 2^ yd., and to another 4* yd. How
many yards remain unsold?

10. 6A-2H.

12. 9-4|.

How much had

Simplify the following

:

1- H-H +M + 2J.

a- if + *-iA + 3i.

8. l} + 2f-|| + 9}.

*• *+4A-i,V-2A.
«• l*-l?-2A + 6f

EXERCISE 4t

«. 60A-4f-84-5A.
7. 16-3j + 4f-3f
8. 8-4J-5A + 2A.
». 7A-3f + 8if-10f

10. 8A-2A-4i| + 6A.

EXERCISE 42

1. The sum of two numbers is 26^, and the lees ia 7*
What is the greater?
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a. Prom • barrel of vinegar containing 814 gal 14^4

JPJ. were drawn. How much wan there Irft ?
^

-o
* ^"^ P**** "' ""^ containing 85f yd 14i vdwere «,ld. How much remained in the piLf

' *
^'*-

im'it ^« K*" .^r '"'* °' ^<^' *- «"» «>« other of118** ^ If he sell, 87H a., how much land haa he left ?

hand ST^'"'^ ^^l •*" ' P""**' •«'»' " he had onnana bOj), reams, and has uwwl 7» ».». «
»« um

8* reams for ano0.er 7
* "*^ '"' °'"' ^"^ '^'^

6. A grocer, having mixed 15f lb. of tea with 82il IK

ich^ dS^;: ;:» ~'^ ^' ^« '"^-^ ^-SKt
travlil^ a'S'l?" fj"""'*^

o' 100 mi.
;
the firet day he

Wett'gSt
""""""' '''^'^"'- Howfar'h«,

_ 8. Henry had $47*, and James as much, lackingWaH,^w many dollars had James ?
««"ngwrt.

ftThe selling price of a horse was 11251 • the «mwae tUf. What was the cost price ?
^ ' *^

difllL^f tl'esfsum:.""
''^ *'^ ''''*' *'''•' -*> ">«

EXERCISE 43

1. 12491 is I134J less than the value of my horse •nJcani-ge. What are they worth ? "*
°' "^ ''O"" «<i

3». A boy paid *J for a baU, U for a slate « f^r »
kmfe,imd»Aforabook. Ho; ^uch dilltll^^d ?

8. What IS the entire weight of 4 crocks of hn««
weighmgasfoUows: The first lOJ lb., the^nSll.T
the third ISA lb., and the fourth 14| lb.?

' '
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4. A grocer has three barrels of molasses ; the fiiM
mntains 28| gal., the second 42^,, and the third 861 gaLHow many gallons are in the three barrels ?

5. What number is that from which, if SW is taken
the remainder will be 2] } ?

e. A merchant sold 34| yd. of cloth for 9U^, 39*4 yd
for •124t, and 70j yd. for •184|. How many yards of cloth
djd he sell, and how much did he receive for the whole ?

7. Pour geese weigh, respectively, 9f lb., lOj lb
12^ lb., and 11} lb. What is their enUre weight?

8. A lady hired a gardener at 15c. an hour for 3 days.
How much did she pay him if he worked 6^ hr. the first
day, 7J the second, and 5f the third ?

9. If 6f gal. of brandy are mixed with 1^ gal. of water
and 3/r gal. of whiskey, how many gallons are there in all?

10. A paid |46i for an ox, and 157^ more than this for
a horse. For how much must he seU them to gain |26J ?

IV. MnLTWLICATXON AND DIVISION OP FRACTIONS

EXERCISE 44
Multiply

:

1. «x4.
2. Hx8.
8. Ax 7.

4. I|xl0.
6. ifx9.

6. i}x28.

7. J}x21.
8. Ax 24.

». ilx25.
10. How is a fraction multiplied by a whole number?

EXERCISE 45
Divide :

1- H by 3.

2- H by 7.

8. Hby9.

4. 2J by 17.

6. 7tby6.

«. 4} by 7.

7. A by 6.

8. 6tby7.
9. 4f bylO.

10. How is a fraction divided by a whole number ?
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Find the value of :

1- I X 18. 6.

2. ; X 45. 6.

a- * x43. 7.

4. A "124. 8.

EXERCISE 4a

I'oX^XiV- 10. IJ xj^xff.

i^xAxA- la. fiixjfxf

. ]u V'V*'""'*'
"^ P"'*' '"'• » °U of a pound of tea,

at the rate of II of a dollar per pound ?

the whole barrel is worth }} of a dollar ?

"u ^ ^^J "' •^^^' •»»>'«*<« much, and O j a«much as both. How many dollars has each, and howmany have they all ?
i «w

EXERCISE 47
Find the value of

:

1. 3Jx.5f 8. 17jxl6j.
a- 6|x7f 4. 39jx33j.

6. 5fx4Ax77x4i.
6. 3x7Jx}jx3x^.

EXERCISE 48

1. Multiply the sum of 4f and 2f by the difference
between 9J and 7j.

25j*bbl^*"
'^^^^' *^'*' '^^ ^' '^^'' ^"'^ *•** *'"'' "^

8. Find the coet of 7} doz. eggs at 22ic. per dozen.
4. Convert 2^ of f x | into a simple fracUon.

.
,* .??7 ""''^ """* ^ '^^^ *o A o' 168 to make «of j of 750 ?

'

6. Multiply the sum, difference, and product of i and
I together.

. » -uu
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7. Find the cost of 51J yd. of braid at 22J<5. per yard.

8. A merchant sold three pieces of silk containing 17^
yd., 18| yd., and 18f yd., respectively, at llff per yard.

How much did he receive for the silk ?

9. How much more did 40| dozen eggs at 22^. a
dozen cost, than 56f lb. of beef at 12|c. per pound 7

10. Mr. Jones rented a house at I42f a month, taking a
lease for 5 yr., but disposed of the lease at the end of 3^
yr. How much rent did he pay 7

11. On } of my field I planted com ; on f of the re-

mainder I sowed wheat ; on f of the remainder I planted
potatoes ; the rest, consisting of | of an acre, was planted
in beans. How large was my field 7

Simplify

:

2. 5x(7-2j).

8. (3}-2«x24.

4. 4i-iof3f
»• (i-i+i)x24.
•• (Hri-6f)x2f.

EXERCISE 40

7. (J + #)x(i-J).

«• ixd-^+i.
». (2i + 8j-4i)xl2.

10. 60-(2j + 4f)x8.

11. 2}x*ofH-A.
12. toflJ + fof4i.

6. The inverted divisor is called the reeiproeal of the
divisor, reciprocal numbers being those which, multiplied
together, will produce unity.

Divide:

1. 10 by f

.

2. 18 by f.

8. BObyf

EXERCISE 60

5. fbyA.
« H by A.

9. 9} by A.
10. 7A by 12A.

7- ti by A. 11. 21f by 12*.
4. 401qr8i. 8.H»byH- 12,46|by2f.
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EXERCISE 61

1. A farmer sold 27| a. of land for #1150. How much
per acre did he receive ?

2. If it takes 43i yd. of cloth to make 5 suits of clothes,
how many yards will be needed to make 12 suits ?

8. A pole 28 ft high casts a shadow 64^Vft- long
How long a shadow will a pole 15 ft high cast at the same
time?

4. If 21 a. of land yield 735f bu. of oats, how many
bushels will 45 a. yield at the same rate ?

6. A train goes 184J mi. in 6 hr. How far does it oom li hr.?
*

6. If 2 a. of land yield 76f bu. of barley, how many
acres will be required to yield 210 bu. at the same rate ?

7. The cost of 30 1. of coal was 1107. 08j. At what
rate per cwt must it be sold to gain | of the cost ?

8. A man's wages are |3f per day ; his expenses are
•If How many days must he work to save t46^ ?

9. Find the weight of water in a rectangular cistern

7J ft long, 3J ft wide, and 4| ft deep.

10. Find a number which, divided by 5J, the quotient
increased by 2f, and the sum multiplied by 5i the dto-
ducti8 36.

*^

EXERCISE 52
Simplify :

i-.a+A)+(t-f).
2. li+Hot^ + l^).

8. iof|-i-4j + 7t.

4. f ofl-i-{li + lJ).

6. 2ix3j-(5i-i-2j).

7. (7H-6})H-(7j-6f).

«• H-H + Joff.
9. 2}x3j-i-6i-5-2j.

8. (7| + 2i)-^(15A-8t). 10. 2}-aj-i-6j + 2j,
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V. COMPLEX FRACTIONS

7. ExpHwioMBUchaai, ± ^, are caUed Complex

8. A complex fraction ia one in which either the
numerator or denominator, or both, are fractions.

Ecamplel. Simplify ?i.
5

Since the numerator of a fraction ia the dividend, and
the denominator the divisor,

8 1 4 6 SO

EhcampUS. Simplify ?l±li.
2i-lj

In many cases it is simpler to multiply the numerator
and denominator of the complex fraction by the L. C. M.
of the denominators

; thus, multiplying both numemtor
and denominator by 4,

Simplify

:

S. it.

EXERCISE 63

6. i*. ». m.
2»

ii.
2^

2,V

6*

10.

11.

12.

_9

23

?i±ii.
81-2*
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14. iJt+M

H of li

A of 8^'

IS.

18,

17.

20. MzJl.
H of ij

21. Ji+2i_

22. ilzM

28.

24.

26.

26,

27.

2i + J

, 3i±4i
41 + 6J

2* + 3j"

20£-20i
20J + 10|'

EXERCISE 64
1. >4 can dig a garden in 2 da n«.- - j-

wiU It take him to do the whole of it ?

wiU It take him to do the whole of it ?

How long

How long

How long

4 a1'
^'^^"^ P»«» Of work in 5 da. which4da. Howmuchoftheworkcantheytoger ^ can do in

8 >4 non ^ •
"•'' "^TS^'^w do in 1 da.?

o ^, .

'°«*"*^''"» what time will it be done?». ^'8
- —

, ..^.i.uuH) Will

workmgpowerisiofiTs. How
wq«irei»todoaworkwhich!l can do in 6 da. ?

long will it
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10. A'» working power is f of Rt. How long will it

require £ to do a work which ^ can do in 12 da. ?

H. A't working power is } of Rs. How long will it

require .i to do a work which B can do in 12 da. 7

12. yi can do r piece of work in 8 da., and B can do it

in 9 da. How long will it require A and B working to-
gether to do it?

Fart of the work A does daily -i

:

8'

« " « B K II 1

"9'

" " " i*and.Bdodaay-l+l-12;
, 8 9 78'

t> -srefore they do — of the work in — d*.:
78 17

therefore they do the whole work in — da., or 4jVcla.

18. .4 can do a piece of work in 12 hr„ and £ can do
it in 15 hr. In what time can both workkig together do
the work ?

14. .4 can do a piece of work in 20 da., fi can do '. in
24 di., and C can do it in 30 da. In what time will
they all do it working together ?

16. A quantity of flour lasts a man and wife 9 da.,
and the wife alone 27 da. How long would it last the
man alone ?

16. .4 can do a piece of work in 20 da.; after working
at it for 8 da., £ comes to help him, and they finish
the work in 6 da. How long would it take B by him-
self to do the work ?

17. A cistern has three pipes; the first will fill it in 10
hr., the second in 12 hr., and the third in 16 hr. In
what time will they together fill the dstem 7
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» wh.. u„. .iu tt., d.u^ikr

'

"" '°«^-

20. A and 5 can mow a ficlH in lo j ^ ,

15 da.; 5and a in 20 dl In t^at l/" ' 1/".^ ^'"
i" by himself ?

** *""* *»"'«' ^ mow

^ and i? can do i of the work In Ida.

A and C can do — « • „
IS

S and C ctn do -i « « „
20

Therefore 2 ^'s, 2 i?-. and 2 C". can do 1+ i + i „f »u _^
in Ida. or 1; 12'^16%1 °^*^» '«»k

6

the«fo«^.^andCcandoloflofthew„rkin,da..orJ-;

«.erefore^candol-±oftheworkin,da.,or-l, '"

therefore ^ can do the work in 20 day».
*"

ti-ecanallthreeworkingt^l'rllJ^^^- '"^ '"^'

•tin20d. InwhStimeca„^''d;uUit:«r*^'«
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34. A'a working power is iot ffaand ffaia i<A Ca.
In what time will all three working together do a piece of
work which B by himself can do in 16 da. ?

VL DENOMINATE FRACTIONS

EXERCISE S6

1. What is the unit in f yd.? in 4 mi.? in | sec.?

9. A fraction in which thtunitit a dmominaU numbtr
a Baid to be a Denominate Fncdon.

2. Give five examples of denominate fractions.

8. Reduce 3 ft to inches an4 find the number of inches
injof 8 ft; injft

4. Find I of 2 hr. and compare this with | of 1 hr.

Exampk 1. Find the value of J yd. in feet and inches.

4)8
' S"?"» i yd - i of 3 yd. , we divide 3 yd. by

2 3 4 as in compound division.

EtampU 2. Find the value of 3j of JV of 2 t 8 cwt

«iof Aofat3cwt.-^of AofstScwt

-? of 2 t 3 cwt

What is the value

:

6. Of 4 of a bushel ?

6. OfjofamUe?
7. Of i of a rod ?

_et 9 cwt
I t IS cwt SB IK

8. Of AofamUe?
9. Off of a ton?

10. Off of an acre?
11. Of ? of 12 hr. 1 min.? of 26 da. 4 min.+3|?
12. Of I of a week + } of a day + | of an hour?
18. Of i|*j cwt -A of 2 lb. 8 OS. ?
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EXERCISE Sa
1.

Jl
iB What part of $4? of 15? of t7? of «107

I
«« what part of $4 7 of |6? of «77 of tlO?

S. What part ofafooti8li„.?i,2i„.7i38in.?

wh:pSfEi^--?i--inche.a„.«„.

-^rrtfJ;lleTaJe!tSILrr--'

tiof^rfJie.^^^'«»^"»-^^'»-^'^^in.«thef»c-

««1.8yd.lft4in.-880h..andlm.-68»60in.
Now 1 in. of 63360 in.63360

'^^'^-J^o' 63360 in.

Hence the fraction required ia
-^^O j^
63360 78*

ben, be expJ^ ?'
"^^ '^^'''"""^t.on must the nmn-

7. What fraction ia 2 ft 3 in. of 6 yd ?
8. What faction of 2 hr. 10 min. is 1 hr. 30 min. 7
9. U the unit of meaaurement ia 3 ft. 4 in -». * • .umeaau^ of 10 ft. ^f 6 ft 8 in. 7 oM It 8 in.V oflo^i^'^

(a) Reduce 4 lb. to the fraction of 8 Ih.
(ft) What fraction of 8 lb. is 4 lb. 7
(e) WhatpartofSlb. i8 41b. 7W H

8
lb. is the uni«, what is the memmw ol 4 lb. r
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EXERCISE S7

1. What part of a ton is | of an ounce f
2. What part of a mile ig { of a rod ?

8. What part of an acre ig } of a square foot r
4. Reduce f of a

i int to the fraction of a gallon.

B. Reduce f of an inch to the fraction of a rod.
6. Reduce J of a pound to the fraction of a ton.
7. What fraction of 3 mi. is 7 fur. 3 yd. ?

8. Express 2 a. 41 per. as a fraction of 4 a. 97 per.
9. Reduce ^J^^ of a ton to the fraction of an ounce.

10. Reduce x^tj^ of a mUe to the fraction of an inch.

EXERCISE 68 (Review)

1. If ) of an inch on a map corresponds to 7 mi. of a
country, what distance on the map represents 20 mi. ?

2. If 31 cwt. of cheese cost $651, what will 15 cwt
50 lb. cost ?

8. Bought 2 OE. of tea for 7}c. What is that per
pound ?

*^

4. If 99 lb. cost 177.55, how much is that per
hundredweight ?

6. If, when flour is «5 a barrel, the five-cent loaf of
bread weighs 10 oz., what ought to be the weight when
flour is $8 a barrel 7

6. If 1} a. of land seU for $34.50, what will 20 a.
90 per. cost at the same rate ?

7. If 18 a. 140 per. cost «900, what wjll 150 a. cost at
the same rate ?

8. If 1| bu. of wheat cost 11.68}, what will 164 bn.
1 pk. 6qt cost?
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•lint li' *^ ^7^^^ ™J- in 9 hp. 40 min., how longwiU it be in travelUng 228 mi. ?
*

1 ^'J!I7.fi ^ ''* "' '^°* '^ '"-^O' *»»** '^u 3 qt.
1 pt cost at the game rate?

11. If 15 yd.. I of a yard wide, will make a drew, howmany yards, f of a yard wide, wUl make another drew
of the same size ?

la. How many yards of cloth, # yd. wide, will be re-
quired to line 35 yd., 1} yd. wide ?

Jt ?«'*T^ ^^ y^- "' «*T««°ft * yd- wide, tocoyer a floor, how many yards, i yd. widef will be w-
quired to cover the same floor ?

14. A regiment of 1000 men are to have new coats:eaeh coat is to contain 2* yd. of cloth, Ij yd. wide, and
to be l^ed wi h shaUoon f yd. wide. How many ;ards
of shalloon will be required ?

16. A bankrupt owes 14000, and his assets-that is.
his whole property-amount to no more than «84o!What dividend will his creditors recr^ve in the doUar ?

i.^*" t"^!!^^* ^"*""' insolvent, owing 16850, andhad only $4932 with which to pay his creditors. Howmuch should a creditor, whose claim is 11540, receive?
17. What does a bankrupt pay in the pound if his

creditors receive X376 5s. out of £2076 ?

ts^oS^TJ"""'*.'^ * '^^'^ '»«' on » debt of
^6M^.25 If he receives only 67ic. in the dollar?

19 A creditor loses 37ic. in the dollar of what was
due to him, and thereby loses $330. What was the sum
due?

ao. The product is 73j; the divisor is 2*: the re-
mainder u Ij. Find the .juolient.
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ai. A man expeniei for « yew are 11200, whioh m •
of h» ulary. If he pate J of what he earns in the bankhow long will he be in aaving 11800 ?

'

aa. A farmer has 60 toas of hay, which is | as mnoh
as his neighbor has. How mnoh has his neighbor ?

aa. ^ has ^ of a ton of hay, whioh is } as much as B
has. How mnoh has B ?

84. A owns ^ of a railroad, and } of this is 3» times
What B owns. How much does B own ?

85. How many acres of land has B, ifA of 18 a. is JL
of his number? "•

86. A'B money equals A of 1^750. and ^.'s isM of B-s
money. How mnoh money has £ ?

87. A rode 2^ hr. at the rate of 12 mi. per hour: B
rode 4 of this distance. How far did B ride ?

.Jt. ^'l."'°"*y " *»'*! Bfs is 2J times Cs; <7 has
9<i4ou. How much money has A ?

89. Uj of the cargo of a ship is worth $3200, what
will be the value of f of J of the remainder ?

80. A farmer sold * of # of his farm to B and of the
remainder to a O paid 12345 for his part. At the same
rate, what was the value of the farm ?

O' \L EXERCISE

1. What number is that whioh, diminished by 4 of
Itself, equals 24? ' *

a. Mie sum of two numbers is 12f, and the less is
*fy. What IS the greater ?

8. If 8 men can do a piece of work in 5+ days, how
long will It take 1 man to do the work ?
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. ,1;-

J'* '^y*™* •**«»» d»y, how much wiU he ewn
in 12 dnyu ?

». If » yard of oloth eo$U ||, how mnoh can be
bonght for t6 7

«. If 6 gold pens oort t7J, how much wiU 7 gold
pent eoet ?

*

7. Ma man can walk 7 miles in 2 hr., how far oan
he walk in 8 da. by walking 10 hr. each day ?

8. 60 i« I of what number ?

9. 28 ia f of how many timeg 6 7

forW? * *"^*'^ °"'*" *^*' ^"^ """*^ **° ^ ^"^^^

11. If a farmer bow 1 bn. 8 pk. of wheat on an acre, howmany bushela wiU be required to seed a Saaore >leld7
la. What ia the amaUeat fraction that, added to the

>nm of 2i and 3f, wiU make the result a whole number 7

18 Which of the foUowing numbers are prime, and
which composite : 29, 35, 42, 47, 51, 67, 73, 87 7

14. Find the greatest coriimon divisor of 36 and 45-
of 61 and 63 ; of 24 an-' "',.

'

Vn. GENERAL REVIEW

EXERCISE 69

1. Write in words 404040404.04.

2. Expreso the foUowing in Boman numerals : 494
349,909,404,999.

"">•*»»,

8. Find the difference between the product and the
sum of 76 and 705.

4. The divisor and quotient are each 504 and the
remamder is the largest possible. Find the dividend.
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5. Ewolve 2700 into prime factors and from theM
And nz diTigon of thia number greater than 100.

6. Find the number wUch ha« aU the prime numbers
between 16 and 40 for its prime factors.

7. Resolve 360, 540, and 688 into prime f«rtors and

(2)*Uie G^C
p*""'"* ^^^ *" *''*'' °°"""'"' '"'**"' *"'*

8. Simplify (16 x 18 x 24 x 32 x 36) + (96 x 144 x 192).

f ^uJ"""^-T> * "' ^'^''' ^'^'' ««'' " A of his
father's. Hip father's age U 57. How old is Tom?

10. ^'s money is ^ of fi-s and together they have $66now much has each ? *

11. Make out a bill of the foUowing sales, showing
that a payment has been made on account and that a
balance remains due: 17^ yd. flannel at 40c.: 18+ yd

l^7nZ 'i ^ilJ^^^
y^- '''"'•'^ ** »^- 3 'elt hru at

f3.70, 40 yd. nbbon at 9e., 90} yd. cotton at 12c Be-
• ceived in payment 50 lb. butter at 224o. and 17 doz
eggs at 18c.

EXERCISE ao
1. Find the cost of 75860 bricks at $9.75 per M.
2. 7 lb. black tea at 68c. and 9 lb. of green tea at 75c

are muted and sold at a gain of $3.69. Find the sellinir
price per pound.

^^
3. If 2| bu. of potatoesare worth $.70, find the value

of 7 bu.

4. What part of 5^ is | ?

6. Name the largest and smaUest fractions in

«, «, A, and f
«• At A of a doUar per dozen, what will 127 steel

pens cost ?
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7. Good* valued at #8200 wen destroyed bv Are.
what would a man lose who owned ^ of the gr. .iJs

a If 38 yd. of cloth eo8t «95, what wiU 24 yd. coat ?
•. By gelling a carriage for $195, I lost 132.75. For

how much should I have sold it to gain j of what it cost ?

10. What is the value of ?4 of 12} ?

11. If 3| cords of wood are worth 112.50, what are 21
cords worth ?

'

EXERCISE ei

1. If of «350 you spend 1125, what fraction of the
money will remain ?

2. What number is it of which the third part exceeds
the fourth part by 3 ?

8. A boy spent i, ^g, j and J of his money, and had
96 cents remaining. What had he at first ?

4. A man had 100 fowls. He sold J of them to one
grocer and § of the remainder to another grocer
Find the value of the remainder at 25o. apiece.

6. Divide a pole 12 ft. long into two parts so that
one part shall be twice the other.

6. Divide t75 into two sums such that ^ of the first
sum is equal to J the second sum.

7. A carpenter can buUd a shop in 18 days and with
the help of his son in 12 days. In how many days can
the son alone do it ?

8. A room is 15| ft. long and 12j ft. wide. Find
the length of a moulding that will reach around it.

9. One man can walk a mile in ^ of an hour, and
another in ^ of an hour. In a race of 15 miles, which
will win and by how much ?
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of oib"
**''" °' ''^^^'^^oHh W.20, find the value

11. What ia the value of (3 + 2|-jof|+i)+4j?

EXERCISE e2

Of 6*^ bb
** **" °' *^^^*' *"* """^ •*^**' *°^ *•" ^•'^

quo«e„Hr**
'"""'*" ""^^*'' "^ ^'^^"^ *» ^i-"

4. Find the L. C. M. of 160, 170. 180, and 200
8. Reducem to its lowest terms.

6. Find the value of J of | + f of a..

whL ^ """ ^=*''* * "*"' '"" ^- He sold her milk
Jh oh averaged 5 gal. a day, at the rate of 16 qt fora

will It bo before she wiU pay her cost ?
*

128 ft^w7«'*'*-^
"""*.* P"" "' ^'^'1 be if it is1^8 ft. long, 8 ft. wide, and contains 32 cords ?

(ft) If a man saw the pUe in 16 days and receive |1 7Sa^day. how much has been paid j^ cord for't^f

7yJcJr^^?^?i:i*:-ij?:^«''«-

FiSth?mS;lJ.
''''' -^ '"^ -"^«P"» iB 25.

11. Find by the shortest method possible the value of1UAil„oe. imt, .«.

725 + 25; 625 -• :.<>. 25x
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H 'f
•

^'ofl^^:
*5 XM X 72 X 80 by the continued pro-

duct of 24, 27, 35, 48, 64. and 81 in the shortest layyon can.
"

EXERCISE 63
1. When water freezes it expands ^. How many

onbio inches of water wiU there be when a block of ice
which 18 4 ft. x-2 ft. X 2 ft. is melted ?

2. A horse cost $125 and is sold for «115. Whit
fraction of the cost is lost ?

8. A horse cost 1150 and is sold at a gain of 4 of the
cost. Find the seUing price.

o t »

4. A hoffle is sold for 1160, and the gain is i of the
cost Find the cost.

» "«»

6. When 128 is paid for 2^ tons of hay, what part
of a ton will II purchase ?

6. When 12 cords of wood cost $76.50. what is the
oost of 1 cord 7

7. At $( a yard, how many yards of cloth can be
bought for $43.50?

a Fill in the blanks in the following problems

:

nitt Nmnbar.

If

H

SaooDd Nombar, Their Sum. Their Fndiiet

H

9. To what number does { bear the same relation
that 6 bean to 7^ ?

10. Find the height of a room 20 ft. by 15 ft., the
papering of which, at 15o. per square yard, eo«U
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EXERCISE 04

1. Two of the dimenrions of a rectangular tank con-
taining m t. of water are 8 ft. and 4 ft. What is the
other dimension ?

2. The water in a rectangular cistern 12 ft. 6 in by 8 ft
6 in. has sunk 16 in. How many gaUons have run out?
8 If It costs 133.60 to carpet a floor 18 ft by 14 ft

with carpet at »1 per yard, find the width of the carpet.'

4 If snow lies 7^ in. deep, how many cubic feet
are there on 2 a. ?

6 Find the difference in o<vrt of carpeting a room
18 ft. long, 15 ft. wide, with carpet 1 yd. wide, at f1 25
per yard, or with carpet 27 in. wide, at $1 per yard.

'

!>

*
« r~^«f>^ fS^"^ 30 rd. by 15 rd. is enclosed

by a tight board fence 6 ft. high. How much lumber
will be required ?

*v'«^ "*" **° ^° * P'***® *•' ^""'^ "> 6 da., and
the tost does J as much work as the second. How lonir
would it take each to do the work alone ?

im t ^^°!l*^ ^u' * ^* •"• ''"™''' •"<* » *«ld is
160 yd. wide. What fraction of the field will be
Roughed in a day if the horses travel at the rate of
30 mi. a day and the field is } of a mUe long ?

». Fill in the blanks in the foUowing problems

:

CBrtof
Aftiel*.

Gain In

DoUan.
F^HUoaofCaat

Oatnad.
Mlins
Ftio*.

•K>



CHAPTER IV

DECIMALS

I. NOTATION AND NUMERATION

EXERCISE 66

1. (a) Bead 123.456.

(J) How are hundreds related to tens ? tenstohnn-
dreds?

(c) How are tens related to units? units to tens ?

(d) How are tenths related to units ? units to tenths ?

(«) How are hundredths related to tenths? tenths to
hnndredtlis ?

(/) How are thousandths related to hundredths?
hundredths to thousandths?

H
S

3

5

7

I
8

3

5

7

s

3

5

7

I
S

3

6

7

m
2

3

6

7

2. (a) Compare the position of tens and tenths with
reference to units.

(6) Compare the position of hundreds and hundredths
with reference to units.

(«) Compare the position of thousands and thous-
andths with reference to units.
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8, (a) ExpreM as tenths : 4 units, 7 units, 9 units

9tent^^"^
" hundredths i 6 tenths, 7 tenths,

A ^'L^^ " thousandths: 5 hundredths, 7 hun-
dredths, 9 hundredths.

(d) Express as tenths : 4.7, 6.3, 36.8.

(«) Express as hundredths : 4.06, .78, 24.01.
4. Express in decimal form ;

6. (o) Read the numbers 7 ; 70 ; 700 ; 7000.

nnmb^?** " *^* '***°* "' '^°* *^P^*" *" '''"'*«

6. (o) Read the numbers .5 ; .05 ; .005 ; .0005.

(6) What is the effect of placing ciphers between
a digit and the decimal point ?

7. (a) Read .Ij .10 j .100; .1000.

Write the following decimals in words

:

8. .9.

». .27.

10. .368.

11. .064.

12. 4.31.

18. 7.216.

14. 3.314.

16. 6.8167.

1ft 21.3601.

17. 17.0064.

18. 18.00081.

1». 20.01458.
Express in figures the following

:

tho'L^dts.*"*'"'
*'"' "" "^"^ ^•'^"-' '^^

J^M^}^ ^""5^ *"'* •^*"' '^^ "iaety-four thon-san^i three thousand and seventeen, and seven
hundred and mne ten-thousandths; three, and one
thousand and eight millionths.
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n. ADDITION OP DECIMALS

65

EXERCISE 66

1. What kind of numbers can be added together?

nniJi o/'t!!^'''"''"' ^7 "' ^^"^ "•^^""'^^ ^""«'' «> thatunits of the same order may be added together ?

«lH!'ni°
3.* + 71.6U7.984 + .689 + 367.8, arrange theaddends under one another so that units may be underunits, tens under tens, tenths under tenths, etc.

Find the sum of the following

:

* 6. 6.

42.3 12.326 4031.06
13.06 204.00 108.304

8.3024

52.007

324.1

9.001345

76.739

250.0007

Find the sum of

:

8. 4.5 + 70.63 + 1.079 + 25.

». 126 + 3.05 + .07+.528 + 7.093.
10. 111.306 + .0317 + 2.793 + .007. '

11. 470.05 + 72.701 + 3.0315 + 413.2658
18. 12.3987 + 4.1462 + .02063 + 13 + 10.962.

EXERCISE 67

1. Add together fifty-nine tenths; six hundred, and«ven hundredths, eighteen thousandths, sSJl^ andeight ten-thousandth.
; and fifty, and fiye hundredths

in a tSrf.*«1=
*^*"' *" ^^-^ "•''"•' »««">d 14.75 a.,ina third 15.675 a. , m a fourth 17.865 a. How m«.y•ores are there in the four fields ?
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.8. Five loads of coal weighed as foUows: 1 75 t
1.345 t, 1.5 t., 1.976 t., 2.25 t. How much did the five
loads weigh ?

o«„^
merehant bought 147.6 yd. of cloth at one time

:

376.25 at another
; and 453. 126 at a third. How much

cloth did he bay ?

6. Find the sum of 407 thousandths, 75 miUionths.
813 tenths, 6845 hundredths, and 75 ten-thousandths.

6. Simplify 351.76 + 30.09 f .007 + 90.65 + 17.7943.
7. Six marble blocks weigh, respectively, 6.73 cwt

1834 cwt., 7.938 cwt., 7.4 cwt., 18 cwt., and 78.1 cwt'
Find their total weight.

,

8. A train ran 45.7 mi. in the first hour, 51.74 mi inae second, 50.7504 in the third, and 53.7105 in the fourth
How many mUes did the train run during these four
hours ?

9. A merchant has four pieces of calico measuring
rwpeotively, 25.6 yd., 29.126 yd., 34.25 yd., and 33.76
yd. How many yards are there in the four pieces ?

in.

Prom 18.6

Take 2.3476

SUBTRACTION OP DECIMAUS

EXERCISE 68

2- 8.

2.8706 .50376

.49 .065

4.

,36

12704

From

6. 1.869 take .0374.

6. .0061 « .00089.

7. 6.723 " 2.7981.

a 9.^ " 7.9.

9. 204.1 take 36.002.

10. 1000 "
999.99.

11. 2 "
1.3678.

la. 17.36 « 00184.



Find the valne of

:

18. 36 + 7.07-24.896

U. (273.29-41.802)-

Deciuals

- (3.164 - .799).

(7.162 + 51.386-

67

.09863).

EXERCISE 68

1. The len^h of a second's pendulum is 39.1392 in.

Find the differ-
and that of a French metre ii;1.371 in
ence in length between them

2. A sovereign weighs 123.274 gr., and a shilUng
87.271 gr. Find their difference in weight.

8. Take eleven thousandths from eleven hundredths.
4. Add together the sum and diflference of seventy-

three thousandths and one hundred and fifteen millionthg.

6. From a piece of muslin containing 27.5 yd., a
merchant sold 13.75 yd. How much was left ?

6. From one thousand take one millionth.

7. To how many pounds of chicory must 28.786 lb. of
coflfee be added to produce 34.35 lb. of the mixture?

8. A Manitoba farmer had two sections of land, and
sold 450.625 a. How many acres had he left ?

9. A owns nine-tenths of a ship. He sells eight hun-
dred and eighty-eight thousandths of it. How much has
he left?

10. When a certain number is taken away from 25.375
2.7869 is left Find the number taken away.

Simplify

;

1. 94.7-48.08 + 41.76

2. 78-16.45-24.786

8. 53 + 52.6-18.8946

EXERCISE 70

- 36.875 - 27.846.

9.95 + 18 - 16.7.

31.254 -.5 + 32.18.
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4. 1.6 + 7.84 + 6.876-3.999-5.5555.

6. .008 + 10.4-3.576-2.8497 + 7.567.

6. From the anm of 101.01 And 1.001 take their
difference.

7. Find the least number which, added to the sum of
.12, 1.5, .07, and 80.3, will make the resnlt a whole
number.

8. Mr. Jones, who owned 160.5 a. of land, 8o|d 13.125
a. to one man and 16.004 a. to another. How many
aorea had he left ?

IV. MULTIPLICATION OP DECIMALS

EXERCISE 71

1. How many places of decimals are there in the
product of .7 and .09? in the product of .007 and .09?

Multiply

By

2.

4.64

3.35

8.

53.062

4.53

4.

.1346

.203

6.

676.1

.008

Multiply : '

6. 713 by 3.47. 9. 13.14 by .0236.

7. 3.96 by .068. 10. 714.6 by 1.124.

8. 9.07 by 1.06. H. 9.006 by .0045.

12. A knot equals 1.1515 mi. Find the length of

49 knots.

IS. When a certain number is divided by 3.25, the

quotient is 2.00968. Find the number.

14. How many square yards are there in a rectangular

lot 56.25 yd. deep and 13.75 yd. wide ?

15. Obtain the continued product of 10.45, 1.045, and
.1045.
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16. Find the cort of 8384 ft. of boards at $16.75 per
thousand.

17. A pint of water weighs 1.25 lb. Avoirdupois.
What is the weight of 7.8 pints ?

18. Gold is 19.26 times as heavy as water. What
weight of gold is of the same bulk as 17.342 lb. of
water?

19. What is the weight of 5 en. ft. of water if a cubic
foot weighs 62.455 lb. Avoirdupois?

V. DIVISION OF DECIMALS

EtampU 1.' Divide .736644 by 234.6.

We multiply the divisor and dividend by 10; the
divisor is now a whole number. The operation will
then stand as follows

;

We first bring down 3 tenths
and put the decimal point in the

quotient. The divisor is not
contained in 73 tenths ; we
therefore put a in the quotient
and bring down 6 hundredths.

Since the divisor is not contained in 736 hundredths, we
put another in the quotient and bring down 6 thous-
andths. The divisor is now contained in 7366 thous-
andths. The rest of the work proceeds as in ordinary
division.

EXERCISE 72
Divide

:

8346)7.3e644(.003I4
7.0.38

3i84

U84

1. 16.578 by 5.4.

2. 48.591 by .96.

8. 2.56 by .0032.

4. 4.126 by 640.

6. 3.1 by .0025.

6. .0012 by 1.6.

7. .0774 by 480.

8. 21.3 by 37.6.
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EXERCISE 73

1. What nnmbur must be mnltiplied by .0064 to give 10?

3. How often can 1.314 be taken from 394.2?

a. Divide .1 by .001, and the quotient by 2.

4. The area of a rectangular field is 3414.012 sq. yd.

Its width is 125.7 yd. What is its length ?

5. If 36.25 yd. of oloth cost $118.90, find the cost of

1yd.

6. How many bnahels will fill a bin 6 ft. 5 in. long,

4 ft. 3 in. wide, and 5 ft 7 in. deep, there being

2218.192 en. in. in a bushel ? i

7. If 38.4 bu. of wheat are worth 86.4 bu. of oats,

how many bushels of wheat are worth 199.8 bu. of oats ?

8. A fanner sold .125 of his crop of hay in January,

.585 in February, and the remainder, 24679 lb., he kept

for his own use. Of how many tons did his crop consist 7

9. If 20.5 a. of land produce 345.876 bu. of wheat,

how much will 30.75 a. yield at the same rate 7

EXERCISE 74

1. Multiply 350.4 by .0105 and divide the product by

.0000219.

2. At 11.75 per rod, what will it cost to fence a rect-

angular piece of land 63.5 rd. long and 27.75 rd. wide ?

8. Divide the product of .037 and .0025 by the sum of

.9, .02, and .005.

4. A cubical cistern is 6 ft. deep. How many gallons

of water will it hold if 2'27.274 cu. in. make a gallon?

5. The weight of a cubic foot of water is 62^ lb., and

an imperial gallon contains 277.274 ou. in. Find the

weight in ounces of a pint of water.
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6. What is the least number that most be taken from

the snm of 69^, 8.2, 5.443. .063, and 2(Vr, so that it will

contain 6.05 au exact number of times?

7. Tlie length of a second's pendulum is 39.37079 in.

If 64 French metres are equal to 70 yd., by what decimal

of an inch will the length of a second's pendulum differ

from one metre ?

8. Find the value of
321 ^ 321 - .179 x .179

^^ ^^
.321 - .179

9. The great pyramid of Cheope measures 763.4 ft. on
each side of its base, which is square. How many acres

does the pyramid cover ?

TI. REDUCTION OF DECIMALS

EXERCISE 75

Express the following decimals as common fractions in

their lowest terms :

1. .7. 6. .709. 9. .3005.

2. .36. 6. .0614. 10. .00036.

8. .08. 7. .0078. 11. .712465.

4. .784. 8. .7614. 12. .000876.

Express the following fractions as decimals :

13. A- !«• Th- "• 126AWr.
14. ,Vff- 17- 2XU- 20. .„,,W-
16. T^. 18. 16^V 21- ISnA/Wro-

EXERCISE 70

1. Find the quotient when 13 is divided by 4.

2. Find the quotient when 3 yd. is divided by 4.

8. Find the quotient when 3 is divided by 4.
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EtampU 1. lUdnce A »<> » decimal.

«)^00(OW A equali A of 8 (Art 106, Part I).

^ 8equal«30tenth«,andAof30tentlwiB0

^ tenthi. 30 tenths equals 300 hundredths,

andA of 300 hundredths is 7 hundredths,
and 20 hundredths remaining. 20 hundredths equals 200
thousandths, and A of 200 thousandths is 6 thousandths

;

hence A " 076.

Reduce the following to decimals :

*^ f a A-
»• f ». A-
•• A- 10. A- '

7. A- . 11. If

ia.24HT-

i«. 8fJ.

14. <6A.
18. 47A.

EXERCISE 77

1. Change to common fractions in their simplest form

:

.25, .36, .96, .096, .376.

a. Change to decimal, form: A, xAif. tAVW-
8. Express in decimal form : 5A, 34^*,^, 8JJ.

4. Express as common fractions in their lowest terms :

.6i. .41, .04f, .087i
8. Change to mixed numbers in their simplest form :

7.5i, 4.3A, 5.16J, 7.01.

6. Reduce each of these fractions to hundredths :

i' i' 1) i> i) f> At A-
7. Change the following to decimals, and find the sum

of the decimals: f, |, A, #i, iJ, A-
8. Cut as many tablecloths as possible, each containing

31 yd., from 23.35 yd. of damask, and find how much
material remains.
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». Multiply .1284 by 10 ; by 100 ; by 1000 ; by
10000.

la Divide .1284 by 10 ; by 100 ; by 1000 ; by 10000.

11. What number divided by 1.26 will give the con-

tinued pioduct of 11, 1.1, .001 ?

U. What number multipi:< I by A of 7.8 gives .26 ol A
of 9^ aa product?

VU. DEaXALS UF OGNOVltNATB NUMBKRS

EXERciSF. ra

1. Reduce J lb. to ounces
;
reduce .!> lb. to ounces.

2. Reduce ^ t. to poundu ; reduce .125 t to pounds.

Example J. Find the valuu of .475 of 1 mile.

.476 .476 of 1 mi. -.476 of 8 far.

8 -3.8 fur.

S.800 fur. .8of lfnr.-.8 of 40 rd.

40 -38 id.

88.000 rd. Hence .476 of 1 IIU.-3 fur. 8>rd.

Find the value of

:

S. .94375 of 1 a. 7. .4375 of £1.

4. .815625 of 1 lb. Troy. 8. .966625 of 1 mi
8. 876 of Is. 9. .778125 of 1

1

6. .497 of 1 da. 10. 2.6384375 of 1 da.

EXERCISE 79

1. Express 9 in. as a fraction of a yard.

2. Express 9 in. as a decimal of a yard.

S. Express 2 ft as a fraction of 5 ft

4. Express 2 ft. as a decimal of 5 ft.

8. Express 2 ft as a fraction of 4 yd.

8. Express 2 ft as a decimal of 4 yd.
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16)8 ot.

100)1 6.5 lb.

20)16.186 cwt.

.76986 t.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Example S. Reduce 15 cwt 18 lb. 8 oz. to the decimal
of 1 1, and express 6 t 15 cwt 18 lb. 8 oz. in tons only.

8ot-(8-S-16)lb.-.6lb.
;

.'. 18 lb. 8 oz. - 18.6 lb.

18.6 lb.-(18.6-i-100)cwt.".186 cwt.
;

.". 16 cwt 18 lb. 8 oz.= 18.186 cwt
-(19.186 -r- SO) t
-.769S6t ;

.'. 6 t. 16 cwt 18 lb. 8 oz.- 6.76986 t

Express 4 hr. 8 min. as a decimal of a day.

Express 48 lb. of wheat as a decimal of a bushel.

Express 2 oz. as a decimal of a -ton.

Reduce 5 cwt 64 lb. to the decimal of 1 t

Reduce 248 rd. to the decimal of 1 mi.

12. Reduce 2 qt 1 pt to the decimal of 1 pk.

18. Express 17 cwt. 89 lb. 8 oz. in cwt only.

14. Express 7 bu. 3 pk. 1 gal. in bushels only.

16. Express 3| ft as the decimal of 1 fathom.

16. Express f of | of 22} lb. as the decimal of 1

1

EXERCISE 80 (review)

1. Express 6.3 min. as the decimal of a week.

a. At a certain place the daily rainfall for a week was

:

.04, .00, 1.02, .84, .00, .14, 1.64 in. Find the average
daily rainfall.

a. The average of four quantities is 18.65 ; the first is

26.207, the second 3.692, and the third is 38.06. Find
the fourth.

4. Express the sum of .4 mi., .424 rd., and .4246 yd.
as the decimal of a mile.

5. Express 6 w. 6 da. 9 hr. 46 min. 48 sec. as weeks.
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6. Which is the greater, .27 of 3 mL or .72 of a, mile,

and by how many yards ?

7. Cork, whose weight is .24 of that of water, weighs

15 lb. per cubic foot Find the weight of 3 cu. ft of oak,

which weighs .934 times as mu'^h as water.

EXERCISE 81 (REVIKW)

1. .4 of A'a money is invested in mines ; .025 in ships,

and the remainder, amounting to 12532.30, is on deposit

in the bank. How much is A worth ?

2. Divide 20 oz. of gold among A, B, and C, so that A'e

share may be equal to .4 of B's, and £"8 1.3 of Cs.

8. A cubic metre contains 1.308 cu. yd. and a gallon

277.274 cu. in. How many gallons will contain a cubic

metre?

4. Add together i\ of an acre, ^\ of 40 sq. rd., and

7.5625 sq. yd., giving the result in square feet

6. In a town of 240756 inhabitants, it was found that

.0475 of the whole could not read, and only .575 of those

able to read could write. How many were there of each ?

6. A and B step together ; A takes 2.6 ft each step,

and B 2.785 ft When B has gone a mile, what part of a

mile has A still to go?

7. From Hamburg to Bremen is 22.75 German miles,

or 109.5 English miles. What fraction of a German mile

is an English mile ?

8. A cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. Find the

weight of water in a rectangular cistern 6.2 ft long, 4.5 ft

wide, and 3.75 ft deep.

9. Divide t576.58 among 3 men and 4 women, giving

each man 1.75 of a woman's shara
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ORAL EXERCISE

1. At 40c. a square foot, what will be the oort of a
piece of land 40 ft. by 50 ft ?

2. How far will a locomotive, moving at the rate of
8 mi. in 16 min., go in an hour and a half?

8. How long must a box be that is 4 fi wide and
8J ft deep to contain 77 cu. ft. ?

4. Find the value of 1037 lb. of oats at 40c. a bushel.

6. When 1400 is paid for 16 acres of land, what will

4f a. cost ?

6. A boy bought a number of oranges at 5c. each for
#2. 75 and sold them at 8c. each. How much did he gain ?

7. ./I has a certain sum of money ; £ has 2| times as
much ; both have 121. How much has each?

8. A and B can together do a piece of work in 8 da.
.d can do it by himself in 12 da. How long will it require
£ to do it by himself ?

9. Reduce JV^ to its lowest terms.

10. Find the greatest number that will exactly divide
both 38 and 59, leaving 6 and 11, respectively, as
remainders.

11. At 15 per cord, find the value of a pile of cordwood
48 ft long and 6 ft high.

12. What must a boy ask for a pair of skates that cost
him 12.40, that he may take J off his asking price and
still sell them at cost ?

IS. If a machine makes 420 grape baskets in 1 hr.
how many baskets does it make in 2J hr. ?

14. A boaeball team won J of the games that it played.
It won 42. How many games did it play ?
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Vra. GENERAL REVIEW

EXERCISE 82

1. Write in figures five hundred and four thousands,
aiid five hundred and four thousandths.

2 From 55 take 37.074.

8. To 47.05 add 37.8 - 24.967.

4. Find the product of 3.5 and 3.6.

6. What part of 96 is .012 ?

6. The product of 3 numbers is 57.6 ; one of them is

.024, another is .06. Find the third.

7. If bricks be sold at $8.75 a thousand, how much
will 9860 bricks cost?

8. A man sold a coat at an advance of .25 of cost The
selling price was $6.25. Find the cost

9. Solve the following problems :

CkMt. Sellinc Price. Oaln in Dollws. Pnuittonal Gain,

(a) $18 S4 1 t

(6) $S7 t 6.86 t

(c) $84 t t .86

(d) $t t 3.60 .76

10. A merchant sold goods for $85.96 and lost } of the

cost How much did he lose ?

11. When the dividend is .1 and the divisor is 25.6,

find the quotient

12. One boy runs 6.5 yd. per second, and another runs
after him at 7.3 yd. per second. If the firet boy had
100 yd. start, how long will it take the second boy to

catch him ?

13. Twelve dozen pen-knives cost $108. If they aru

sold at $1 each, what would be the gain on each 7
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14. One pound of wood when bumed yields .023 lb. of

OBhes. What part of the wood was bumed away ?

16. What will 6875 ft of boards cost at 112 per M ?

16. A wheat crop at 1.78 a bushel gives $1883. How
many bushels are in the crop 7

17. Find answers to the following :'

.04X.04. .2H-.04. .011 -=-.44.

.011 X. 3. .02 -=-.8. .111 -r.l.

.044 X .04. .002 -f .4. .44 ¥ 110.

.lx.021. .6^-.002. .05 -i- 100.

18. A mixture of green and Wack teas is made, 3 oz. of

green to every 5 oz. of black. How much of each kind
will there be in 4 lb. of the mixture ?

19. A woman sold 8 turkeys and 8 geese for $11.60,
getting 25c. a piece more for each turkey than for a goose.

AVhat price did she get for each ?

20. John, James, and Henry had $1800 divided
amongst them. James got twice as much as John, and
Henry got twice as much as both John and James. How
much did each get ?

21. Divide $520 among A, B, and C, so that when A
receives $1.25, B may receive 80c. and C 55c.

22. Gunpowder is composed of nitre, charcoal, and
sulphur, in the proportion of 15, 3, and 2. A certain

quantity of gunpowder is known to contain 20 cwt of

charcoal Find its weight, and also the weight of nitre

and sulphur it contains.

28. A farmer agreed to pay his hired man 10 sheep and
$160 for one year's labor. The man quit work at the end
of 7 months, receiving the sheep and $60 as a fair settle-

ment. Find the value of each sheep.



CHAPTER V

PERCENTA6B

EXERCISE 83

1. How much i8 6 per cent, of $100 ; 7 per cent, of

200?
2. Express 6 per cent, m a number of hundredths ; 9%.
8. Express .07 as per cent. ; . 12 as per cent.

4. Express the following as vulgar fractions in their
lowest terms: 6%; 10%; 20%; 25%; 12^%.

6. Express decimally

:

(a) 8%; 15%; 25%; 6%; 76%; 7J%.
(») 2i%; 6i%; 37J%; i% ; 1%; 245%.
6. 10% of a string is 3 in. long. How long is the

entire string ?

7. A string is 100 ft. long. What per cent, of its length
is the following : 3 ft., 7 ft., 15 ft., 30 ft., 37i ft. ?

8. Express the following fractions as per cents :

i> i' i> i> tVi jHh A. f.

Find :

16 percent of 450.

EXERCISE 84

20

33i

12i

11*

37i

of ,^76.

of 69 sheep,

of 360 ft.

of «225.

of 40 mi.

7. 5^ percent, of $200.

8. 2J

». 7f

10. 6^

U. 8i

12. 87i

of 600 men.

of 630.

of 96 men.

of 576 sheep,

of 1320.

78
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EXERCISE 85

1. A man had 50 sheep and sold 3 of them. What
per cent, of his sheep did he sell ?

2. A man had 26 ducks and lost 7 of them. What
part of his ducks did he lose ? what per cent, of them ?

8. A man had 1200, and gained $13 more. What
part of his original money was his gain ? what per cent
of it?

4. What per cent, of a quantity is the J of it ? J of it ?

iofit? }of it? J of it? f of it?

6. A merchant sold 80 yd. of cloth from a web con-
taining 250 yd. What per cent, of the web did he sell ?

6. A farmer who had 800 bu. of wheat sold 320 bu.
What per cent, of his wheat did he sell ?

7. A fourth of a field has been ploughed. What
per cent, of the field remains to be ploughed ?

8. 780 is what per ceni of 1300? of 2146 ?

9. In a class of 48 pupils, 4 are absent What per
cent, are absent?

10. A man's income is 11760 ; his expenses are tl066.
What per cent of his income does he save ?

EXERCISE 86

1. Find the number of which 275 is 25%.

2. How much must be a clerk's salary in order that
17% of it may be $204?

8. A farmer buys a field which adds 19% to his
OTiginal farm of 300 a. Of how many acres did the farm
then consist ?

4. How many rods are there in 8J% of 12J mi. ?
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12°/*'„?>!"'?
"^^^

"J"^^
consisting oi 25 a., which wm

12% of h.8 fam,. How many acres we« in the farmbefore he sold the field ?

•6 per head. ^^ hat did he pay for the sheep ?

What did he pay per head for the horses?
8. A man spends 70% of his income and saves «616Find his income.

9. A sample of an alloy was found to contain 16 lb of
copper, which was 75% of the total weight Find theweight of the sample.

7fiv°' i^ TTu"**
^'""'^ *^^ '" ''"«"««'• This was

76/ of what he gained the previous year. How muchdid he gain that year ?

^ir What number increased by 40% of itself equals

thltJ r/u u
*'°"'^ '"' *'^^- He gained 12J% onthe cost of the house. Find the cost of the house ?

EXEFtCISE 87

than boys and 25% more men than women.
2. The sum of two numbers is 7785, and one is 16jymore than the other. Find the numbers.

8. A town whose population was 10000, increased

InirZ'Z^V''-
^•>'*-i'« population at the

eMctly as much as another who has just gained 16% on
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his capital ; the second man's capital was originally 19000.

What was the Int man's original capital ?

5. Brown purchased ^ of a mill property for

14064.55, and Smith purchased JV «' *•»« same property

at a rate 6% higher. What did Smith's part cost him,
and what fraction of lb property remains unsold ?

«. A man dying. ! ft 33i% of his property to his wife;

60% of the remaint < r to his son ; 75% of the residue to

his daughter; and the balance, 1540, to a children's

hospital. How much did the daughter receive ?

7. A farmer raised 20% mor* wheat this year than last

During both years he raised 1320 bu. How many bushels

did he raise each year ?

8. A and B each sold 240 a. of land, A gaining 7J%
and B losing 12J%. If A received $960 more than B,

what did each pay an acre for the land ?

9. A'b capita] was increased by 10% for two successive

years and then it amounted to $5687. What was his

original capital ?

10. A^B share of a sum of money is i of it This is 8%
more than B'b and 8% less than C's. What are Fa and
Cs shares of it?

11. A man owning J of a foundry sold | of his share to

A, and i of the foundry to B. What per cent of the

foundry did he still own ?

12. By selling goods for $380, A gains three times the

per cent that he would gain by selling them for $340.

What per cent is gained in the latter case ?

18. A is 36 yr. old ; B is 33J% older than this. In how
many years will £ be 20% older than A, should both live

as l<Hig?



CHAPTER VI

APPUCATIONS OF PBRCKKTAOE

I TRADE DISCOUNT

10. Wholesale merchants and manufactuwre catalogue
their goods at certain fixed prices. Usually these are the
pnces charged by the retailers. The price in the catalogue
18 called the list, grots, invoice, or catalogue price.

11. To enable the retail merchant to make a profit, a
deduction is made from the list price. If the price which
the retail merchant paid were printed in the catalogue,
and it fell into the hands of one buving from him, he
would, naturally, think that the retailer wa.s overcharging
him. Then, also, with a catalogue containing the retailers'
prices, the wholesale merchant or manufacturer can meet
the fluctuations of the markrt by merel;,. increasing or
decreasing the rate of allowance off the retail prices.

12. Sometimes a second deduction is allowed off what
remains after deducting the first one. This is to indue*
prompt payment by the retail merchant. At times a third
deduction is allowed off certain kinds of goods, but this is
a matter of special arrangement between the buyer and
seller.

EXERCISE 88

1. A manufacturer allows a deduction of 25% from a
bill of »300. How much will the purchaser pay ?

2 How much will pay for a bill of goods for $600, the
allowance off being at the rate of 33J% ?

8S
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8. A creditor allows 10% off a debt of 1120. How
much will settle the debt ?

18. The sum deducted from a bill or debt, is called
Difcoimt.

4. The catalogue price is $600.
•376. What is the discount 7

The price paid ia

14. The allowance made by merchants and manu-
facturers upon their catalogue prices, is Commercial, or
Trade DlKount

5. Find the discount on a debt of $25 at 10%.
6. Find the trade discount on an invoice of M60 at

83J%?
7. How much will pay for goods invoiced at $60, the

rate of discount being 25% ?

16. The amount of a bill, less the discounts, is called
the Het Amount, or Net Price.

Examine 1. Find the net price of goods bought as
follows

:

Invoice price $378, di«counts off 20% and 6%.

Invoice price -$37B.
First discount at 80% - 76

$300'
Second <Useount at 8% - 18

Net price-$888*

EXERCISE 89

Find the net price of the following bills :

1. Invoice price $450, discount 25%.

2. Invoice price $248, discount 37i%.
Find the net price of goods bought as follows :

». Invoice price $820, discounts off 25% and 5%.
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Invoice

or Pekcentaoi 85

price »1630, discounU off 20%, 10%, and:uunU

diacounta 20% and 6%
B. An invoice was #500, tnde

f1. Find the ooet of the good*.

^nf; j^*M' *''* ^'"feronc* on an invoice of $340, between
40^ direct discount, and discounU of 26% and 15% ?

7. Find the rate of dieoount when 1157.60 is Illowed
off a bill for $420.

*>7fl'^^u
°' *°°*'' "* P""* ^'^^^' ''" *t"«J 'or

Wxio. what rate of discount was allowed ?

9. At what price must goods which cost t216 be listed
to give 26% gain, after allowing 26%, 20%, and 10% off?

ofS%Si 6y
?^*"* "°*'* *^^""* " **^^' ^ •*'"**""'*

Ptot of price remaining after first diwioont- -?2 of list price.

Second discount=— " '•

rtrt of pnce rematmng after the two diacoonU are aUowed
76 ...^ .

~J^
of list pnce.

Hence, single discount - (-g- jg)of list price

-— ofhstpnc.

-84%.

EXERCISE go

1. Find a single discount equivalent to discounts of
26% and 5%.

a. Find a single discount equivalent to 26%, 10%, and K

a. What direct discount is equivalent to 20% and 10% ?

:' 7 ^
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-t&-

M-

M-

4. A dealer buys a book, list price $1, at a discount of

20% ; he sells the book for $1. What per cent, is the

profit?

6. What is the net amount of a bill of S360, discounts

being 12J% and 8% ? Find a single discount equivalent

to these successive discounts.

6. A man paid f190 for goods, at discounts of 20% and

5%. Find the list price of the goods.

7. A dealer paid 8288 for goods at 20% and 10% off.

Find the list price of the goods.

8. A bill of goods was offered at 45% discount, or at

30% and 15% off. Which offer was better for the

purchaser ?
'

9. A bill of goods aft«r successive discounts of 33J%,

10%, and 5% was settled for 8487. 35. Find the list price

of the goods.

II. PROFIT AND LOSS

EXERCISE 01

1. If an article costs 120 and is sold for $24, what is

the profit ?

2. If an article costs $20 and is sold for $16, what is

the loss 7

8. When is an article sold at a profit ?

4. When is an article sold at a loss?

6. How is the amount of profit found ?

6. How is the amount of loss found ?

16. The gain or loss in business transactions is denoted

by the Commercial term. Profit and Loss.

7. I bought an article for $100, and sold it to gain

10%. Find the selling price.
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8. An article coat 20c. and was sold for 30c. Find the

gain per cent

9. An article which cost 10c. was sold at an advance

of 2c? Find the gain per cent.

10. An article which cost $100 was sold for <85. What
was the loss per cent.?

EiampU 1. A horte which cost 865 was sold at a loss

of 10%. Find the selling price.

Selling price =-5—^- of cost price

-— of tea
100

-$fi8.60.

EXERCISE 02

1. If a house costs S1200, and is sold to gain 40%, how

much is gained and what is the selling price ?
,

2. A merchant invests $6575 in goods, and sells them

to gain 18%. What is his gain ?

5. Bought 600 tons of coal at $4.20 a ton, and sold it

at 27% advance. What was the total gain ?

4. At what price must goods which cost $43.50, be

sold to lose 12% ?

6. A merchant purchases sugar at $7.50 per cwt. At

what price per pound must he sell it in order to gain 10% ?

6. A merchant bought 1000 yd. of carpet at 60c. per

yard, and sold | of it at a profit of 30%, ^ at a profit of

20%, and the rest at a loss of 20%. How much did he

receive for the carpet ?

7. A bought a house for $3500, expended $550 in

repairing it, and then sold it at a loss of 8% on the total

cost. For how much did he sell the house ?
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8. 840 bu. of wheat, bought at 74c. per bushel, were
sold at a profit of 12%. For how much was the wheat
sold?

9. A bought a lot for 1275 ; he sold it to J? al an
advance of 40% ; B sold it to C at an advance of 9^%.
How much did C pay for the lot ?

10. Find the selling price of goods on which there is a
loss of 3% and an actual loss of 1117.81.

Emmple S. I bought a hoi'se for $130 and sold him for
1162.50. How much was my gain per cent.?

Gain on f1 30« 932.M ;

32.no
. gain= of coat

)30

25% of cost.

EXERCISE 83

1. If I buy a pair of boots for $6 and afterwards sell

them for $7.50, what per cent do I gain?

2. A grocer sells a barrel of oranges for $7. 50 which cost
him 16.25. What is his gain per cent.?

8. A bought books for f275 and sold them for $264.
Find his loss per cent.

4. A grocer retails his coflfee so that he charges as much
for 4 lb. as he paid for 6J lb. Find his gain per cent.

6. Brooms are bought wholesale at $20 per gross.

What per cent, profit will be made by selling them at 20c.
each?

6. A merchant buys hats at $8 per dozen and retails

them at $1.50 each. Find his gain per cent

7. A speculator sold half a section of land for the cost
of f of a section. Find his gain per cent
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8. A bought ft carriage for $84, which was 40% less

than its value. He sold it for 6% less than its value.

Find his gain per cent.

Example 3. A grocer sold a quantity of sugar for 1324,

and thereby lost 10% of the cost. Find the cost of the

sugar
00— of the cost of sugar—9324 ;

=.12?"
90

-9360.

of93S4

EXERCISE 04

1. A man sells a piece of cloth for 952.67, and thereby
gains 15%. What was the cost of the cloth ?

2. A tradesman adds 35% to the cost price of his goods,

and gives his customers a reduction of 10% on their bills.

What profit does he make ?

8. A merchant sold a piece of cloth for f' and thereby
lost 25%. What per cent, would have beea the gain had
he sold it for $34 ?

4. A sells goods to £ at a gain of 12%, and B sells the

same goods to at a gain of 7^% ; paid 93762.50 for

the goods. How much did A pay for them ?

6. A dealer sold an article for 98.10 and lost 10%. At
what selling price would he have gained 10% ?

6. A sold a town lot to B and gained 12^%. B sold it

to C for 9306 and lost 16%. How much did the lot

cost .4?

7. A grOw i bought 6 cwt. of sugar for 952.10 ; he used

66 lb. himself and sold the rest so as to make Ij^. per

pound profit on the whole quantity. How much per
pound did he sell it for 7
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8. A farmer sells a merchant 30 bu. of wheat at 90c.

per bushel and makes a profit of 20% ; the merchant sells

the farmer 5 yd. broadcloth at 83.60 per yard, 16 yd.

calico at 8c. per yard, and 44 yd. cotton cloth at 13c. per

yard, and makes a profit of 25%. Which gains the more
by the transaction, and how much ?

9. A man sold two farms for $3000 each ; on one he

gained 20%, and on the other he lost 20%. Did he gain

or lose on the whole, and how much ?

ni. COMMISSION

17. A business man often employs another to buy or

sell goods, collect accounts, and transact business for him.

The person so employed is known as an agent and is

variously spoken of as a Commission Merchant, Broker,

Factor, Collector, or Consignee, depending upon the kind of

business he carries on for his employer, who is known as

the Principal. Thus, a lumber merchant in Canad.'i may
employ an agent in Liverpool, England, to whom he con-

signs lumber to be sold ; or a merchant in Canada ma}
have an agent in Paris, France, to buy and ship to him
certain kinds of goods.

18. The agent is paid a certain percentage of the sum
received for the sales or expended for purchases.

19. The entire sum received for the goods sold is the

gross proceeds. After the agent has deducted pay for his

services, the necessary expenses, etc., what remains is

called tho net proceeds.

EXERCISE 85

1. How much will an agent receive for selling goods to

the value of $500 at 4% ?
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2. How much will an agent receive for collecting a debt

of 1780 at ^Z ?

3. An agent received $24. 50 for selling goods-for another.

He charged 5% of the Bum received for the goods. For

howmiich were the goods sold ?

4. For buying a city lot an agent received $250. He

charged 4% of the sum for which he sold the lot. Find

how much the purchaser paid for the lot and how much

the owner received for it.

20. The charge made by an agent for buying or selling

goods, is called CommisBion.

EXERCiSE 96

Find the commission on :

1. 1360 at 4%. 8. $1200 at 2^%.

2. $790 at 2%. 4. 14800 at 2i%.

6, A broker buys 3 tons of currants at $8.75 per cwt

What is his commission at 2^% "

6. An agent collected 80% of a debt of $3250. What

is his commission at 4^%, and how much did he pay over

to his employer ?

7. An agent collected 75% of a debt of $1500, for

which he received a commission at 3f%. How much did

his principal receive ?

8. A flour merchant sold 860 bbl. of flour at $6.75 a

barrel. Find his commission at 2J%. What were the net

proceeds of the sale ?

EXERCISE 97

1. If $62.50 is charged for collecting $1250, what is

the rate of commission 7
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2. An agent who charges commiBeion only on what he
invests, received 13672, and invests 13600. What per
cent does he charge ?

8. An agent received t82.80 for buying goods to the

value of 11440. What was his rate of commission ?

4. An agent sold a house and lot for $5760 and remit-

ted 95616 to his principal. Find his rate of commission.

6. An agent having sold a consignment of flour for

•3578, retained 195.70 to pay charges amounting to 16.25
and his own commission. At what rate was his com-
mission charged?

6. An agent purchased 5 t. of sugar at 5|c. per
pound. His principal sent <563.75 to pay for the sugar
and the agent's charges. At ^hat rate were his chaiges

made?

7. A shipped 140 bbl. of apples to his agent, who sold

them for $408j and remitted such a sum as enabled A to

realize $2.55 per barrel. What rate of commission was
charged?

8. A fruit broker sold $680 worth of apples, and after

deducting 5% commission and 20% for freight and other

charges, invested the balance in oranges. If he invested

$500 in oranges, what rate of commission did he charge
for the investment ?

EXERCISE 98

I. An agent receives $27.46 for purchasing goods at

,
commission. Find the value of the goods.

2. Find the amount of the sales when a commission of

HZ gives the agent $36.81.

8. A lad earned $21.16 collecting accounts for a physi-

cian. He was allowed 5j%. What amount did he collect?
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Emmple 1. I send my agent S1470 with instructions to

deduct his commission at 6%, and invest the balance in

wheat. How much does he invest ?

Commission on 9100 at 6% — 9B-

Sum invested out of 9105 -tlOO.

" " m^q.^UTOxlOO
lOB

- 91400.

4. An agent charges \\% of the amount invested ; he

receives 995G. 45 to invest and pay the commission. How
much is his commission ?

6. An agent receives $31.55 as his compensation for

purchasing goods at 4% commission. What amount must
the principal remit to him to pay for the goods and the

commission 7

6. Sent 92600 to my agent to invest after deducting

his commission at 4%. What sum did he invest ?

7. An agent bought 4000 bu. of wheat. His com-
mission at 2\% was 962, storage and freight charges were

958. How much per bushel did the wheat cost the

principal ?

8. How many barrels of flour at 16 per barrel can be

bought for 93468, after deducting a commission of 2% for

buying ?

IV. INStniANCE

2i. Companies are organized to make good losses of

property from fire, water, wind, lightning, or other speci-

fied causes. They charge a rate per cent, on the value of

the property for making good the loss. Such companies
are called Insurance Companies. These are of two chief

classes, SStoci Companies and Mviual Companies. In the

.^-
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former, the capital is owned b> the niembers of the com-

pany, who are called Stoekholden. These share the profits,

if any, and beconu; responsible for the losses, in proportion

to the capital which each man owns. In a Mutual Insur-

ai.ce Company, the persons whose properties are insured

become members of the company and give Preminm Note*

for their proportionate shares of the salaries of the officials

and possible losses. After these expenses are met, if there

is any surplus, it is returned to the members of the com-

pany, pro rata.

22. The following are the chief kinds of property

insurance

:

(1) Fire Insurance, or indemnity for loss by fire.

-
(2) Marine Insurance, indemnity for loss or damage of

vessels or their cargoes by the accidents of

navigation.

(3) Insurance of Live Stock, or indemnity for loss of

horses, cattle, etc., by lightnmg, or other

specified causes.

(4) Transit Insurance, or indemnity for loss or damage

to merchandise during transportation from one

place to another.

(5) Accident Insurance, or indemnity for loss of pro-

perty by accident.

2S. A person who wishes to effect an insurance makes

an application to a company, usually through an agent of

the company, who supplies him with the necessary form

to be filled in and signed. If the agent approves of the

application, he gives the applicant an interim recapt for

the money paid and forwards the application to the com-

pany. The interim receipt binds the company until a
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policy is issued by the company or the application has
been declined by it. In tlie latter case, the part ol

the sum paid proportionate to the unexpired time is

returned.

24. If loss or dama))^ occurs to the property, the person'

whose property is insured flll.>< in a claim paper, stating his

loss. This is forwarded to the company, which immedi-
ately sends an inspector to the place, who reports to the
company the extent of the loss.

25. If the property is completely destroyed, the sum for

which it was insured is paid, if the loss is only partial,

the full value of the property destroyed is paid, provided
this does not exceed the sum mentioned in the written

agreement. No insurance company will insure property
to the full extent of ite value.

26. The written agreement of insurance ^ called the
Policy.

27. The sum paid for the insurance is called the
Premiam. It is always a certain per cent, of the sum for

which the property is insured.

EXERCISE 90

1. What sum must be paid for insuring a house for

•2000 at 1J% ?

2. What must be paid to nsure a vessel for 85000 at

2%?

3. What sum must be paid for insuring a house worth
$5000 for i of its value at J% ?

4. What sum must be paid for insuring a factorj- worth
175000 for f of its value at i% ?
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Find the premium on :

5. t840 at li%. 7. 17360 at 1^%.

6. «375 at 3%. 8. 16280 at }%.

5. How much will it cost to insure a house for $3000

at i%, and the furniture tor $1600 at }%.

10. A merchant had 1200 bbl. of flour, worth 15. 80 per

barrel, insured for f of its value at 1^%. Find the

premium.

11. A factory is worth $6500 and the machinery t7-5(X).

The factory is insured for 80% of its value at 1^%, and

the machinery for 75% of its value at li%. Find the

premium paid.

EIXERCISE KX)

1. A farmer paid $61.25 for insuring his property for

$3500. What was the rate charged ?

2. If I paid $34.35 for insuring property for $4580,

what was the rate charged ?

8. A schoolhouse is insured for $7800, and the premium
is $46.80. Find the rate of insurance.

4. A merchant paid $60 for'insuring his stock of goods

worth $6000 for § of their value. What was the rate of

insurance ?

6. A store worth $4320 was insured for } of its value.

The premium was $108. What rate of insurance was

charged?

6. The sum of $280 was paid for the insurance, at f of

its value, of a factory worth $40000. What rate per cent,

was charged 7

7. A shipment of goods was insured for $6000. TliiB

sum covered the value of the goods, $5930, the premium,
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and 12.60 for expenses. What was the rate per cent, of
the premium ?

8. The sum of 81802.50 was paid for the insurance, at

i of its value, of a ship worth «360pOO. Whai was the
rate per cent, of premium, if #2.50 was charged for
necessary expenses ?

EXERCISE 101

1. The premium at 2\% on a cargo of goods amounted
to $1750. What was the value ,>f the cargo?

2. The premium for insuring a house at J% is 124.
For what sum is the policy drawn ?

8. The premium for Insuring a house and furniture at
li% is 179.14, For what sum is the propei y insured ?

4. Mr. Jones paid 1575 for the insuran of a cargo of
wheat at 1 J%. For what sum was it insured ?

6. A man insured f of the value of his stock of goods
at lg% and paid «77.92 premium. Find the value of f. ,

goods.

6. A man paid $81 for insuring property for J of its

value at 1J%. Find the value of the property.

7. A vessel and cargo valued at $35000 are insured •

for t of their value at 1J%. If this vessel were destroyed,
what will be the actual loss to the insurance company ?

8. If a person who is insured for 86000 at an annual
premium of $31.40 per $1000, dies after 12 payments,
how much more will his heirs get than has been paid in
premiums ?

9. (a) What is the premium on $.5000 at 2% ?

(6) If a policy for $5000 covers both the value of the
property and the premium paid at 2%, what must be the
^lue of the property ?
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(e) For what sum should goods worth 14900 be in-

sured at 2% so that, in case of total loss, the owner may
recover both the value of the goods and the premium

10. For what sum must a house worth 12400 be

insured at 4% so that, in case it is burned, the owner

may recover both its value and the premium paid ?

V. TAXES

28. Money is needed to enable the Dominion, Pro-

vincial, and Municipal Governments to discharge their

several duties. The money raised by these parties is

called a tax. In the case of t|ie Dominion and Provincial

Governments, the money is expended in public works,

building and maintaining public institutions, paying

officials, etc. Mimicipalities expend money in erecting

and maintaining municipal buildings, making roads,

building bridges, maintaining schools, paying the various

municipal officials, etc.

29. When the tax is paid directly by the person who is

to bear the burden, it is a Direct Tax.

30. When the tax is paid by a person who expects to

have it repaid to him by increasing the price of an article

on which a tax has been paid and which he sells to an-

other, the tax is an Indirect Tax, and is called a Duly.

81. For direct taxation, property is regarded as Real

or Ptrtonal. Real Property consists of fixed property, as

land and houses Pergonal Properly consists of vurniMe

property, as cash, merchandise, cattle, salary, etc.

82. The township, town, or city councils appoint

officers caUed Assessors or Assessment Commissioners, who
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estimate the value of aU the taxable property in the muni-
cipality. Assessore report to the Council the name,
addreee, and esUmated value of all property, real and
personal, of each resident r* the municipality. This
report is called the Asaeamtnl Roll.

88. When the Municipal Council has decided what the
expenditure for the year will be, it proceeds to determine
the Rate of Taxatfon. This is found by dividing the
sum to be raised by the measure of the value of all the
taxable property in the municipality. The sum to be
paid by each tax-payer is then computed, and an official,
called the collector, appointed by the CouncU, proceeds to
receive the taxes.

EXERCISE 102

1. If a mm pays annually 1% of the value of his pro-
perty, estimated at «10000, what is the amount of his tax?

2. If I am taxed 1J% on real estate valued at 18000,
what is the amount of my tax ?

EmmpU 1. The people of a school section wish to bmld
a new schoolhouse, which will cost #2860. The taxable
property of the section is valued at 1190000. What will
be the tax in the dollar, and what will be a man's tax
whose property is valued at 17500 ?

Tax on •190000= f28S0 ;

Tax on 17600= l^c x 7600=|11S.60.

8. A town is to be taxed 123200 on an assessed valua-
tion of $2900000. What is Jones's tax on an assessed
valuation of t5400?

4. In a school Bection » tax of $800 is to be niaedL If
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the amount of taxable property is jf25000O, what will be

the tax in the dollar, and what will be A's tax, whose

property is valued at $1800 ?

5. A town needs $24000 for a new schoolhouse, $15000

to pay salaries of teachers and others, and $5000 for

expenses. It receives $2000 in Government grants. The

rest was raised on property valued at $2800000. What is

the tax rate ?

6. A lives in a town in which the taxable property is

valued at $1600000. A tax of $2^000 is to be levied.

Find A's tax, if he is assessed for $7640 for real estate

and $2860 for personal property.

7. S.S. No. 5, Esquesing, \p assessed for $150000. The

trustees have built a schoolhouse costing $1800.

(a) What will the schoolhouse cost a ratepayer whose

property is assessed for $4500 ?

(6) What would be the raU of taxation per annum on

the whole section if the house were paid for in six equal

annual payments, without interest ?

EXERCISE 103

1. What is the assessed value of property taxed $37.80

at the rate of 4^ mills on the dollar ?

2. If the tax in a town is $5775, and the rate 17J mills

on the dollar, what is the assessed valuation of the

property ?

8. At the rate of 15J mills on the dollar, what must be

the assessed value of property to yield $9150 ?

4. An incorporated village allows 5% for collecting its

taxes. A sum of $3610 is needed after paying the collec-

tor. This is raised by 12J mills on the dollar. Find the

asseased value of the property.
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6. B paid a tax of 167.60 on property where the rate of
taxation waa 1J%. Find tlie assesBed value of his property.

6. A paid a tax of 1109.08. The rate of taxation was
\^ mills on the dollar. His real property was assessed
for 14; ""S. Find the assessed value of his personal
property

7. A tax of $7030, after allowing 5% for collecting, is

to be raised
; the rate is \2\ mills on the dollar. Find

the assessed valuation of the property.

8. A building costing $18135 was built by the proceeds
of a tax levied upon property in a town, the rate of tax-
ation being 5 mills on the dollar, and the cost of collection

2J%. Find the assessed valuation of the property.

EXERCISE 104

1. In a certain school district the rate of taxation is

4f cents an acre. If there are 12160 acres of assessable
land, what is the amount of taxes ?

2. In a certain school district, the rate of taxation being
5J cents per acre, the tax collected was $848. 10 ; find the
amount of assessable land.

8. In a school district 4 miles square the tax levied

amounted to $460.80 ; find the rate of taxation per acre.

4. There are 16000 acres in a school district ; the trus-

tees must raise the following sums in addition to the
government grant : for teacher's salary $420, for secre-

tary-treasurer's salary $25, for payment of debenture $210,
and for incidentals $145. Find the rate of taxation.

6. A ratepayer in a district in which the rate of taxa-

tion is 5J cents per acre pays taxes amounting to $50.40.

How many acres does he own ?
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6. A land company owna 8 qviarter-Bectiona in a Bchool

district in which the rate of taxation is 6.25 centB per acre.

Find the amount of taxes to be paid.

7. In 1911 the rate of taxation in a school district of

27 sections of assessable land was 4.6 cents per acre. In

1912 the trustees find that their expiinditure would be

$432 more than in 1911. Find the rate of taxation per

acre in 1912.

8. In a city the total assessment of real and personal

property is 13,250,000. In this city a man is assessed for

925,000 and pays t460 in taxes. Find the rate in mills

on the dollar and the total tax levied in this city.

VI. CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES

84. Goods entering Canada from foreign countries are

required to be landed at certain places, called Portt of

Entry.

85. The Dominion Government has an establishment

at each port of entry, called a Ou^om Houte, with one or

more officers attached to it, called OuMom Hoiue Officers.

Tli e inspect the goods, examine the invoices, collect the

sums levied upon the goods, etc.

86. An Invoice is a statement of the kind and quality of

the goods shipped to a purchaser, with their weight or

amount, and the cost of each article, made out in the

currency and weights and measures of the country from

which tiie goods are imported.

87. The sums collected on imported goods are called

Cwtomi Daties.
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88. Certain articles, such as spirituous or malt liquors,

cigars, snuff, etc., manufactured in Canada, are required

to pay an Excise Duty. At each place where these are

manufactured there are one or more Government officials,

called Excise Offlcen, whose duty it is to check the

quantities manufactured, levy the duty, see that none is

disposed of without paying duty, etc

89. The duty on some articles is reckoned at a certain

Rate per Cent, of their cost in the country from which they
are imported.

This is called an Ad Valorem Duty.

40. On other articles the duty is levied on the quantity

of the goods without regard to their cost

This is called a Specific Duty.

41. On some articles both kinds of duties are levied.

EXERCISE 106

1. Find the duty on 2750 gaL of spirits at tl.92 per
gallon.

2. Find the duty on 8 bhd. of sugar, each weighing

1200 lb. gross, at l|c. per pound, 16% being allowed for

tare.

5. Find the duty on an importation of ready-made
clothir J, invoiced for $1760, at 35%.

4. Find the duty on an importation of 375 lb. of

sugar-candy, invoiced at 4c. per pound, on which a
specific duty of Jc. per pound and an ad valorem duty of

36% are levied.

6. Find the duty on 3600 pint bottles of wine, valued
at 15c. per bottle, on which a specific duty of 25c. per

gallon and an ad valorem duty of 30% are levied.
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watches from Greneva,

Find the duty at 25%,

6. An importer paid $7320 duty on a consignment of

manufactured furs. Find the invoiced valuation, the

duty being 30%.

7. How many pounds of rice are there in a consign-

ment, valued at 4c. per pound, on which the duty is $48,

made up of a specific duty of 2c. per pound and an ad

valorem one of 10% ?

8. A jeweller imported 30 doz.

invoiced at 420 francs per dozen,

allowing a franc to equal $. 193.

9. An importation of aromatic spirits of ammonia,
invoiced at $1.50 per gallon, on which a specific duty of

$2.40 per gallon and an ad valorem duty of 30% are

charged, required $79S to releaiie it from bond. How
many gallons were there ?

VII. INTEREST

EXERCISE lOe

1. Find the interest on $640 at 6J% for 9 mo.

i. Find the interest on $560 at 5f% for half a year.

8. Find the interest on $500 for 146 days at 7%.

4. Find the amount of $480 for 8 mr at 8%.

5. Find the amount of $1500 from March 14, 1906, to

April 3, 1907, at 6%.

6. A man borrows $3500 for 3 mo. at 7^%. What
amount must he return at the end of that period ?

7. Find the interest on $6278 for 93 days at 6%.

8. Find the amount of a note for $260, made on March

21, 1908. at 6% per annum, on July 1, 1908.

9. If $300 is put on interest at the rate of 4^%, what
will it amount to at the end of 6 mo.?
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EXERCISE t07

Example 1. At what rate per cent, must $756 be put at
interest for 4 yr. to yield 1241.92 interest ?

Interest on #766 for 1 yr. = ??ll:]?? = $60.48.
4

In citeat on flOO for i yr.-— of t60.48-t8 •

766 '

.'. rate= 8%.

1. A man pays 172 for the use of $900 for 1 yr. What
ifl the rate ptr cent.?

2. A man lent $484 for 5 yr., and received $181.60 for
the interest What was the rate per cent.?

5. If $103.68 interest is received on a principal of $432
for 4 yr., what is the rate per cent.?

4. At what rate per cent, will $824 amount to $957 90
in a yr. 3 mo.?

6. I borrow $125, and at the end of 16 mo. return $134.
Fmd the rate of interest.

6. A residence costing $7500 is rented for $66.25 per
month. What rate of interest does the money yield ?

7. Seven months after date a note for $1800 amounted
to $1873.50. What was the rate of interest ?

8. The amount of $1022 for 260 da. is $1054.76. At
what rate per cent, per annum is the money loaned?

EXERCISE t08

ExampU 2. In what time will $800 amount to $880 at

'" Interest=$880 -$800=$80.
The interest on $800 at 8% for 1 yr. =$64.

Time to produce $64 interest- 1 yr.

;

" " •ah " 80 ,

,

$80 =_yr.„ijy.
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Find the time in which

1. The interest on 1360 at 6^% will be t67.60.

2. The interest on $275 at 6% will be $57.75.

8. The interest on $560 at 7^% will be $94.50.

4. The amount of $1168 at 7^% will be $1195.60.

5. The amount of $600 at 5)% will be $613.75.

6. On what day will the intei'est on $803, loaned on

June 80, at 6%, be $23.10?

7. How long a time would it require for $625 to amount
to $756.25 at 7% ?

8. A principal of $600 was loaned Ma7 20, 1896, at

7i%. At what date did it amount to $796. 87i ?

8. In what time will any sum of money double itself

at 6% simple interest 7

EXERCISE 108

Examples. What principal will produce $200 interest

in 146 da. at 5% per annum ?

Priacipal to give $6 interest in 366 da. -$100

" •' $800 " " 866 da.-^ of $100
6

faoo « " lda.-366x?22of$i00;
6

$soo (( " 146da.-?55x?52of 100
146 6

-$10000.

1. What principal will produce $39.90 interest in 1 yr.

at 6J, : ?

2. What principal will produce $63.45 interest in 1} yr.

at6%?
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8. A man borrowed money at 7% and paid 1246
interest a year. How much money did he borrow ?

4. What sum of money will produce 1300 interest in

2^ yr. at 6% simple interest 7

6. A man bequeathed his wile t876 a year, his daughter
1770 a year, and his son 1630 a year. What sum must
be invested at 7% to produce these sums ?

6. Suppose a gentleman's interest on money, at 6%, is

t^5 per month, how much is he worth ?

Example 4. What principal will amount to 1496 in

1 yr. 4 mo. at 6% per annum ?

The interest on $100 at 6% for 1} yr. -|6f

;

.'. the principal which amounte to f106{ in l^ yr.-tlOO

;

•49einlJyT.-i?^of$100

„ , ,
-$466.

Find the principal that

:

7. Amounts to $382.60 in 1 yr. at 6J%.
8. Amounts to 1772.60 in 8 mo. at 4i%.
9. The amount of a certain priucipal was $307.20 for

^ jnr. and $312 for 3} yr. Find the priucipal and the rate.

10. Find the principal that produces $12.96 interest, at

6%, from June 6 to December 2.

11. What interest is due on $584, at 6%, from March 7
to August 19 ?

12. $450. Toronto, Dec. 15, 1907.

Four months after date, I promise to pay to the order
of James Cowan four hundred F.ud fifty dollars, with
interest at 6i% per annum, at the Imperial Bank, for

value received. j,^^ jon^
How much should Cowan receive when this was pait>.
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Vm. BANK DISCOUNT

42. Much of the capital used in business is borrowed,
usually from banks. The money is loaned on notes. As
a rule the names of at least two persons are required on
the note. Thus, suppose a merchant desires to obtain a
l08' of tlOOO for 60 days he makes a note in the form
given below and has h indorsed or guaranteed by some
reliable person, who thus becomes responsible with the
borrower for the payment of the loan. The merchant
takes it to a bank which deducts the interest on 11000 for
63 days, at the current rate of interest, and gives him the
proceeds. The bank collects the $1000 at the end of the
63 days. The 3 days added "to the specified time are
called dayt of grace, which must elapse before payment
can be legally enforeed.

48. Bank Wscount is, therefore, simple interest collected
in advance upon the sum due on a note at its maturity.

Eaimple 1.

•350.86. Toronto, July 5th, 1908.

Three months after date, for value received, I promise
to pay William Robinson, or order, three hundred and
fifty tVV dollars, at the Dominion Bank.

James Thompson.

Discounted August 1st, 1908, at 6%.
The note matures nominally on October 5, legally on

October 8.

The term of discount is from August 1, to October 8, or
for 68 days.

The bank discourU is the interest of f3.50. 86 at 6% for 68
days, which is <3.92.

The proceeds= $350. 86 - $3. 92 = $346. 94.
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EXERCISE no

1- Find the date of maturity, the term of discount, the
bank discount, ind the proceeds of the following :

(a) A note for 1657 drawn for 3 mo. on April 19, 1908
without interest, and discounted May 3, at 8%. '

'

(6) A note for $511 drawn on Aug. 23, 1908, for 90
days and discounted on Oct. 25, at 5^°/.

2. What is the bank discount and present worth of a
note of 1584, drawn Jan. 8 at 11 months, discounted at
the bank May 10, at 6% ?

8. What is the bank discount on a note for $730 at 67
for 30 days, days of grace included ?

4. Suppose a bill for #1200 is drawn on the 12th of
August at 6 months, and paid by a banker on the 1st of
January, find the money he takes off at 7%.
EmmpU S. The proceeds of a note for°30 days at 6°/

are 1566.92. What is the face of the note ?

Bank discount for 33 days on fl at6%-|0054
P''~*«'»°f«l '

=«i-«.00B4

„ , =t.9946.
face of note of which proceeds is 9.9946 -fi •

1666.92-154?!
.9946

-t669.94.

5. I owe a bill amounting to $73.25, and I give my
note for 90 days. How must I draw it to cover the dis-
count at 7% ?

6.^ has a note of $1000 to pay at the Imperial Bank
At the time of its maturity he pays $300 and gives a note
to 3 months, days of grace included, for the balance
The rate of discount being 8% per annum, what was the
face of the note ?
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7. Discounted the following note 4 months, days of
grace included, before it was due at the Bank of Montreal
at 9% per annum. What did I receive for it?

•S^- Toronto, Jan. 1, 1908.

One year from date I promise to pay K. L. the sum of
five hundred dollars with interest at 8% per annum, for
value received. D_ e_

8. A note fo. $1760 was drawn on Aug. 10, for

4 months. It was discounied on Oct. 1, at the Dominion
Bank, at 7^% per annum. What sum was received for it ?

ORAL EXERCISE

1. I paid 3i% for coUectii^ a debt of 1400. What
sum did I receive 7

2. An agent received $75 for selling 400 bamls of flour
at $7.60 per barrel. Find his rate of commission.

8. Find the premium for insuring property to the value
of 12400 at 1%.

J. A fanner paid 19.50 for insuring his bam and its

contents, at i%. For what amount did he insure ?

5. A merchant bought tea at 30c. a pound and sold it

at 46c. Find his gain per cent.

6. A man sold a hat for f of what he paid for it. Find
his loss per cent.

7. A grocer bought coffee so that he could sell it at 36c.
and make a profit of 33^%. Find the cost

8. A number is divided into three parts which are as

1, 8, 6. If the second part is 24, find the number.

». If to i the cost of a lot you add $60, the sum will
be If of the cost. Find the cost of the lot.

10. Six-sevenths of f of a number is 2fJ. Find it
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n. What prindpid will give 112 intenst in 8 months
»t6%?

la. In what time will the interost on $600 at 8% be WO 7

18. At what rate will |800 make $45 interest in 9 mo.?
14. One number is 3^ Umes another and the difference

between them is 20. Find the numbers.

IB. How many boxes 6 in. long, 4 in. wide, and 3 in.
deep can be packed in a space 3 ft each way ?

16. Three men or four boys can do a work in 8 days.
In what time can 3 men and 4 boys do it?

IX. GENERAL REVIEW

EXERCISE til

1. Make a bill of the following iUms : Mrs. Hay bought
of Brown Bros., July 5, 1908, 8 lb. 8 oz. of curranteat8c
per pound, 26 lb. of rice at 16 per cwt. , 9 bars of soap at
3 for 26c.; July 19, 43 yd. of cotton at 7c. per yard. If,

yd. of dress goods at 29c. per yard, J doz. spor's at 3 ior
10c.

;
July 29, paid cash on account 15 and bought 3 qt

of maple syrup at $1.20 per gallon, and paid the balance
in cash on Aug. 9.

a. (a) Make out the following account neatly, accu-
rately, and in proper form : John Wilson bought from
^viu to-day, Tjlb. cheese at 12c. per pound, 6i lb. butter
at 23. per pound, 2j lb. tea at 66c. per pound, 27 lb
sugar at $1 per 12 lb.

(b) He paid you cash and you allowed him 6% off.

((•) Receipt the account.

8. The average of 7 numbers is 26.98. The average of
the first two is 34.5, and of the next three 19.3. Find
the average of the remaining two.
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4. The value of an equal number of half-crowns,

ehillings, pence, and farthings is £3 128. Id. How
many are there of each coin ?

5. Divide £2 19s. Ojd. between A and B, giving to B
half as much more as to ./I.

6. Find the cost of gilding the entire outside surface of

a covered box 3 feet long, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and 1 ft 9 in.

deep, at $1.20 per square foot.

7. In a factory the men receive $10 a week • 4 times as

many women, 19 a week ; and 10 times ac many boys, f5

a week. What is the average wages of oach ?

EXERCISE 112

1. Divide $2900 among A, B, and C, so that 7 times

.^'s share, 4 times B's, and 8 times Cs are all equal.

2. A drover bought 6 head of cattle, the average price

being $50 a head. Four actually cost $32, $35, $48, and

$55, respectively. Find the cost of each of the others, one

costing $5 more than the other.

8. A coal dealer buys 80 t. of coal, retails it at 36c.

a bag, and gains $20. Had he sold it at 32c. a bag,

he would have lost $30. Find the weight of a bag of

coal.

4. A grocer bought 30 loads of potatoes of 25 bu. each,

paying 55c. a bushel. He found 1 bu. 2 pk. in each load

worthless, and he sold the rest at 25c. per peck. Find

his gain.

6. How many seconds will it require a train 76 yd.

long, travelling 30 mi. per hour, to clear 100 yd.?

6. Divide $175 among A, B, and C, so that as often as

A gets $5, B may get $4, and as often as B gets $3, C may
get $2.
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7 If 13 geese are worth as much as 7 furkevs and «

17*ibT'* iT,"",
^ ""• ' "" '^ ^'- »' »" article cost, if17 lb. 1 02. 10 dr. cost $176 ?

^

EXERCISE 113

get half as much agam as B and twice as much as C.

and *34.56, respectively. The price of the firet piece was
74JC.

per yard. Find the price of the second Ke 7r

8. In dividing a number successively by 6 7 S the

"Sr •"'''"'«"*'"»'"• •'^.

4. How much water must be added to a cask of 60 eal

• t^^oT''''' ^"'"' "^ '''^- the Price tolfeli

B L^C "«8
1'*"*!^fV ^-

'
^ '^^ ^' «7 in 10 da.

;

^^and C $8.36 m 11 da. How much does each earn pe;

tor'^TS^^Mj^^f^ "'• ""^ '"'^'^ ^»« ^ boughtfor $97.30 and 29 lb. of coffee are worth $10.16 what isthe value of a pound of tea ?
'

7. If a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz., and a gallonof water we.ghs 10 lb., how many gallons will be reqStofilU rectangular tank 12 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and 4 ft

8. The bank discount on a note for 3 months, at 7iyper annum, « $3.45. Find the face of the note.
"^
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SHARING, PROPORTIONAL PARTS, OR DISTRI-
BUTIVE PROPORTION

I. SHARING

EXERCISE 114

1. Divide 198 inUy two parts proportional to 4 and 7.

2. Divide 198 into three parts proportional to 5, 6,

and 7.

8. The sum of two numbers is 1260, and they are to

each other as 57 and 48. What are the numbers ?

4. Divide 1600 among three persons, A, B, and C, so

that the three portions may be to each other as the num-
bers 6, 9, and 6, respectively.

5. A bankrupt has three creditors, to whom the sums
due are as the numbers 3, 4, and 5. If his assets are

valued at $600, find the sums they will respectively

receive.

6. Divide 915 into five parts proportional to 1, 2, 3,

4, and 5.

7. Divide 1815 into three parts which shall be to each

other as 2}, 3^, and 4}.

8. Three brothers raise 510 bu. of potatoes. How
many hushels did each raise, if their amounts are to each

other as 9, 10, and 11 ?

9. A farmer shipped a carload of wheat and oats con-

taining 875 bu. in parts proportional to \ and ^. Find

the number of bushels of each.

114
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h. partnership

EXERCISE lis

1. John Smith and David Jones agree to carrv o„business together and share the profiTlnd tSTTos
"^

iusC°"
to the sum of money each has inT

a SfifoSCh^artdT'^'^
'""^^ *^^' ^''-•'-^•^

aSmofii'i,rsi!dT^"'''°"^^^^'^'^^^

44. An association of two or more persons in businessJ^an^eement to share the profits and los^s, Ta

46. The Association is called a Finn or Company.

46. The persons associated are the partners.

i^tizTz:: ""^^^ '"^^^^^^ '^ *^« ^"-- -

B^^flf^^^^'^^^'^*^^- ^atiseachone's

The total gum in trade is t6000+»400O=«l(X)0O • wifi, k- u
they gain »1200.

t^^uw flOOOO
; with which

Gain on $10000=$1200

;

•1-f
1200

10000

'

100

,6000M?2^«M720-^-,.hare,

,4000=,^-5^^-,480-i.. share.
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EXERCISE tie

1. A, B, and C buy a house for $2,500 ; A pays 6500,
B 11200, C 1800 ; they rent it for $300. What is each
one's share of the rent ?

2. A man dying, willed to his son fG500, to his widow
$8000, and to his daughter $5500 ; but his estate amounted
to only $12000. How much did each get ?

3. A and B jointly rented a pasture for $24 ; A put in

36 cows, and B 24 cows. How much of the rent ought
each to pay ?

4. A, B, and G hired a carriage for $15.75, each agree-

ing to pay in proportion to the number of miles he rode.

A rode 90 mi., S 75, and 60 mi. What part of the hire

ought each to pay ?

5. A and B were engaged in business two years, making
an annual profit of $8190. A owned f of the stock. What
was each partner's share of the total profit ?

6. A, B, C, D formed a partnership with a capital of

$30000. A furnished $6000, B $7000, C $8000, and D the

remainder. They gained 18% of the joint stock. What
was each partner's shai-e of the profit ?

7. A, B, and O carry on a coal business. A invests

$d600, B $9000, and $12000. At the end of the year

JB's 9hare of the gain is $4050. Fii^d the total gain.

8. Three men engaged in business. A received $90, B
$115, and C $148 of the gain. C's capital was $740.

What was the total capital ?

9. A, B, and C enter into partnership. A invests $700
and receives $105 as his share of the gain. B invests

$580, and Cs share of the profits is $48. Find B's
profits and C's capital.
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iii. general review

117

EXERCISE 117

1. The divisor is 144; the quotient is 5 times the

2mJ^T "" *^°/«f*««'««l«- farms, each containing200 a.
;
one is 500 rd. long and the other 400 rd HoJ

a. A miller gets every ninth bushel for grinding thewheat, and a bushel of wheat produces 42^. of Sour

to obtain 196 lb. or one barrel of flour ?

4 The circumference of a circle measures 3.14159 times

ence of a cireh whose diameter measures 27 258 mi ?

^6. A drover lost .065 of his flock by wolves, .105 bydisease, and .27 by theft. He then sold .75 of whTtZ
zz^Tot^'''''''''''^-

-^"^thenJbrr^:;,^

pr^i:y%.:^:t^rs:^-^:;s^^^-^*°^*^^

ment. Pmd how many cubic feet it contains How

2T/cutt t^" "•" •* '°'^ " "^ bushel conl:jil8 cu. m. ? How many gallons of water will it hold ifa gallon contains 277J cu. in. ? Find the weight of the
«^ater if a pint of water weighs a pound and a quarter

Itts T'tJ'T^'i ''
i?

*'• ^^ ^ ^'•' ^"•^ « 6 ft- high.

wh^* f S ° '''^. ^"'^ """^ <^°'*1« "« there, Ldwha* 18 the value at 13. 50 per cord ?
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INVOLUTIOlf AND BVOLTITION

I. INVOLUTION

EXERCISE 118

1. What is the product when 2 is used as a factor twice ?

3 times ? 4 times ?
'

2. What is the product when 3 is used as a factor twice ?

3 times ? 4 times ? 5 times ?

48. The product obtained by taking a number one or

more times as a factor, is called a power of that number.

The power is known by the number of times the number

is taken as a factor : thus, 2 is the first power of 2 ; 4 is

the second power ; 8 is the third power ; 16 is the fourth

power.

49. The second power of a number is called its iqnare,

and the third power its cube.

3. Find the square of 7 ; of 5 ; of 9 ; of 12.

4. Find the cube of 3 ; of 4 ;
of 5 ; of 7.

6. Find the fourth power of 2 ; of 3 ; of 5 ; of 6.

6. How often is 2 taken as a factor to produce 8? 32 ?

64?

50. Ttie number of times a number is used as a factor, to

produce a power, is indicated by a figure placed to the

right and a little above the number. This is called the

Exponent or Index : thus, in 8 - 2», 3 is the index.

118
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7. Indicate that 5 is to be taken ri a factor 4 times
;

that 6 18 to be taken as a factor 3 tiir, -*.

8. State to what each of the followine is equal : 2* 3'

5', 9^ 12>.

EXERCISE 118

Square the following numbers :

1- 23. 4. 8.5. 7. 36J.
2-

2.5J. 6. 7.9. 8. f
8. 17i. 6. 367. 9. 7/j.

EXERCISE 130

Cube the following numbers :

1. 19. 4. 2J. 7. 207.

2. 75. 5. 3^.' 8. 24.5.

8. 4.5 6. 7.4. 9. 7j.

EXERCISE 121

Raise the following numbers to the powers indicated :

1. 852. 4. (.15)». 7. (1})'.

f 25». 5. (2.6)». 8. (j)^

»• (•07)«. 6. (.33)*. 9. (2J)».

EXERCISE 122

1. Multiply the second power of eleven by its third
power.

2. Multiply the third power of six by the second power
of five.

8. Of what number is .5007 one of the two equal factors 7

4. Of what number is 202 one of the three equal factors ?

6. Find the numbfir of which one of the four equal
factors is 5.
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6. A rectangular field is 64 rd. long and 86 rd. wide.
Find the area of a square field with an equal perimeter.

7. Simplify 2» x 3« x 4»+ 4» x 8.

& Simplify the following

:

(o) 5«+6« 6»+2« 8»+2».

n. SQUARE ROOT

EXERCISE 123

1. Resolve each of the follqwing numbers into two eauai
factors : 16, 26, 81, 49, 100.

61
.
One of the two equalfaetors of a number is called its

Square Root.

2. Find the square root of 9 ; of 36 ; of 64 ; of 144.

8. Square integral numbers of one digit and ascertain
the number of figures in the square of a number of one
figure.

4. Square integral numbers between 10 and 99 and find
the number of figures in the square of a number of t«p
figures. W

6. Square integral numbers between 100 and 999 and
ascert a the number of figures in the square of a number
of three figures.

62. It will thus be seen that a number express'^d by
one digit has one or two figures in its square ; one ex-
pressed by two figures has three or four figures in its
square

;
one expressed by three figures has five or six

figures in its square, etc.

6. Tell the number of figures in the square root of the
foUowing numbers : 841, 2304, 9801, 88804, 6889, 776161.
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EXERCISE 124

1. Examine the following method of squaring 2fi

!

•»- 80+6—

~

80+5
186- 80x6+ 6'

MO- 80» + 80x6
686- SC + Sx 80x6 + 6*

-80»+(8xS0+6)x6.

2. Square 43 in a
result.

3. Square 56 in a similar way and
result

similar way and examine the

examine the

68. lima thus be seen, that the square of a number cmmsts
of m square of the tens, plus twice the te« muhiplied by the
units, plus the square of the units.

E'ampU 1. Find the square root of 2026.

80186(48 1600+ 2x40x6+ 6»(40+ 6
1600

2x40+6 2x40x6+ 6'

8 + 40x6 + 5'

Smce the square of tens is hundreds, the part of 2025
expressed by 25 contains no part of the square of the tens
These figures are, therefore, disregarded for the present
Ihe greatest square in 20 hundred is 16 hundred the
square root of which is 4 tens.

'

The remainder, 425, is equal to twice the tens plus the
units multiplied by the units. Twice the tens is 8 tens •

8 tens 18 contained in 42 tens 5 times.
'

Twice the tens plus the units is 85, and 85 multipUed
by 6 IS 425. The square root is 45.
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403 124»

1209

4061 4061

4061

EXERCISE ISS

Find the square root of the following :

1. 289. 4. 625. 7. 9025.

2. 361. 5. 1296. 8. 2401.

8. 576. 6. 5625. 9. 4096.

ExampU «. Find the square root of 4124961.

4ll2l49|8l (8031 After findingthe first figureof the
root and subtracting its square from
the left-hand period and bringing

down the next period, 12, it is

found that 40 is not contained in 12.

A is put in the root, and the next
period is brought dowr. The part of the toot already
ftound is doubled and 40 is written as a divisor. It is

called 400, and it is found that it goes into 1249 3 times
;

i is put in the root and annexed to the 40 ; 403 is now
multiplied by 3, and the product, 1209, is written under
the 1249, and subtracted, etc.

EXERCISE 126

Find the square root of

:

1. 390625. 6. 820836. 9. 25080064.

2. 262144. 6. 734449. 10. 19228225.

3. 117649. 7. 6764801. 11. 44502241.

4. 499849. 8. 40005625. 12. 61685316.

EXERCISE 127

1. A man owns a farm in the form of a square, which
contains 10 a. How many rods in length or breadth is it ?

2. What would it cost to fence a square lot containing
160 a., at the rate of $4 per rod ?
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a. I have a room in the form of a square, which re-
quires 100 yd. of carpet to cover it. What u the size of
the room, if the carpet is 1 yd. wide 9

4. What is one of the two equal factors of 15625 ?
5. A garden contains 1452 sq. yd., and it is 3 times as

long OS It 18 broad. Find its length and breadth.
6. A certain public hall in a city contains 2646 sq ft

and Its length is 1^ times its breadth. What are the
dimensions of the hall 7

7. A merchant bought a certain number of yards of
muslin, giving as many cents for each yard as there were
yards. The whole cost 172. 25. How many yards did he
buy and at what price per yard ?

8. What must be the dimensions in feet and inches of
a square garden lot, which shall be e<iual to two
rectangular ones measuring, respectively, 5 rd. by 29 rd
and 8 rd. by 18 rd ?

9. A rectangular court that is twice as long as it is
wide contains 31250 sq. ft. How long and wide is it ?

10. The area of a square field is 10 a. What will it cost
to build a wall round it at 85c. per square yard of walUnir
if the wall be 2 yd. high ?

11. A body of soldiers in column forms 361 ranks 9
abreast U they were drawn up in solid square, how many
would there be in each face ?

12. A piece of cloth is 5 times as long as broad, and costs
^19. Supposing the piece to be 48. 9d. a square yard
find the dimensions of t^3 piece.

'

IS. A square bin has a capacity of 1920 cu. ft and is
7j ft deep. Find its length.
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I THE PARALLELOORAH
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EXERCISE 128

1. Examine Pig. 1. Compare the direction of its

opposite sideb.

64. A ParaUelogram is a four-sided figure •, hose
opposite sides are parallel.

2. Make r parallelogram from a piece of stiff paper or
rardboard. Dividing it vertically as in EF, change it into
a rectangle as in Fig. 2. Compare the areas of the two
figures.

8. What is the length of the rectangle? What is the
breadth of the rectangle ?

55. It is thtu eviderU that the area of a paraUehgram is

eqwd to that of a rectangle whose length is the length of the

parallelogram and «'<!« breadth is the height of the parallelo-

gram.

124
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EXERCISE 139

1. How many Bqnare yards are there in the surface of a
table 1 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. long by 1 yd. 9 in. wide?

2. A county ditch 18 ft. wide and ia5 rd. long 'vaa dug
diagonally across a farm. How many square rods did the
owner lose ?

8. Find the cost of gilding the entire outride surface of a
covered box 3 ft. long, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and 1 ft. 9 in. deep,
at 11.20 per square foot.

4. At $1.5 per M, board measure, what will be the cost
of 2-in. plank for a 4-ft. sidewalk half a mile long?

5. Trees are planted 12 ft. apart round the sides of a
rectangular field 40 rd. long, containing 2 a. Find the
number of trees.

6. (a) Find the area

of Browne's farm.

(6) Find the cost of

the boundary fence at

76c. per rod.

BROWNE'S FARM
Scale 18 id. to ^ in.

7. At 30c. per roll of 8 yd., what will be the cost of
paper for the walls and ceiling of a room, the paper being
18 in. wide, the room being 24 ft. long, 21 ft. wide, and 12
ft. high, and no deductions being allowed for openings?

8. The Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building of the
Columbian Fair was in the form of a rectangle and covered
an area of 30 a. 76 sq. rd. 19 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft The building
was 787 ft wide. How many feet in length was it ?

». On a map drawn to the scale of 1 in. to a mile, a
township measures 3^ in. long by 1* in. wide. How many
acres are there in it?
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IL THE TRIANGLE

EXERCISE 130

1. Construct a triangle of any shape and draw lines to
meet, parallel to any two sides.

(a) What figure have you thus formed ?

(6) Compare the area of the triangle with that of the
parallelogram.

2. Construct other triangles, and by drawing lines

parallel to any two sides comjjlete the parallelograms.

66. It will be seen that the area of any triangle i» orw.-halj

that of the paraUebgram upon the same base and of the same
altitude.

5. The gable end of a bam measures along the base 24
ft. and the perpendicular distance from the base to the
ridge is 12 ft. How many square feet of lumber will be
required to enclose it ?

4. A rectangle is 16 in. long and 10 in. wide, and a
triangle has a base 8 in. long and a perpendicular height
of 10 in. How many times greater is the rectangle than
the triangle ?

6. How much will it cost to enclose a bam which is

36 ft. long, 24 ft. wide, 14 ft. to the plates, and 10 ft.

from the plates to the ridge, with lumber at 814 per
thousand ?

6. The slant height of an octagonal steeple is 56 ft. and
the circumference at its base is 32 ft. How much will it

cost to cover it with sheets of tin 28 in. by 10 in. at 7c.

per sheet ?

7. The area of a triangular field is 1 J a. , and the perpen-

dicular height is 750 links. Find the length of the base.
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m. THE RIGHT-A ,fi',ED Tai iNGLE

67. The sides which enclose tiib ilght angle of a right-

angled triangle are called the Base and Perpendicular.

58. The side opposite to the right angle is the
Hypothenuse.

EXERCISE 131

Find the areas of the following right-angled triangles :

1. Base 10 yd. 2 ft. and perpendicular 10 yd. 2 ft.

2. Base 3 chains and perpendicular 40 yd. 1 ft.

Find the perpendicular or base in the following right-

angled triangles

:

8. Area 34 a. and base 40 chains.

4. Area 76J a. and base 7200 links.

6. Area 19f a. and perpendicular 616 yd.

6. Area 33.124 a. and perpendicular 1820 links.

59. In Fig. 3 take HC = Ga Then the square on gb
is equal to the square

on HC. DCH is a right-

angled triangle and the

Squares ABCD, EGBFare
the squares on its sides.

Move each of the tri-

angles HEG, DCH into

the positions ADK, EFK.

The figure formed is the

square on DH, the hy-

pothenuse of the right-

angled triangle OHC,
and is evidently equal

to the sum of the

squares on ite sides.
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III

im

60. Hence in any right-angled triangle the square on the

hypothenuse is equal to the sum of the squares on its sides.

EXERCISE 132

Find the hypothenuse of the following right-angled
triangles

:

1. Base 13 in., perpendicular 84 in.

2. Base 25 ft., perpendicular 312 ft.

Find the perpendicular of the following right-angled
triangles :

3. Base 17 in., hypothenuse 145 in.

4. Base 240 ft., hypothenuse 818 ft

6. If the gable end of a bam 42 ft. wide is 20 ft. high,
what is the length of the rafters ?

6. Find the width of a house whose rafters are 12 ft.

and 16 ft respectively and form a right angle where they
meet

7. A ladder 78 ft long stands close against a building.
How far must it be drawn out at the foot that the top may
be lowered 6 ft ?

8. A tree was broken 51 ft from the top, and fell so that
the end struck 24 ft from the foot What was the length
of the tree ?

9. What is the shortest distance between the lower
comer and the upper opposite comer of a room 60 ft.

long, 32 ft wide, and 51 ft high ?

10. Find the cost of fencing a field in the form of a
right-angled triangle, its base being 208 yd. and the hy-
pothenuse 233 yd. long, at 26c. per yard.

11. How far is it from the diagonally opposite comers
of a cube 20 in. long 7
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iv. the circle

129

1? ; .u ^ " * P'""^ '"'****' bounded by one line,
called the circtiinferonce, and is such that all straight line^
drawn from a point within it, called the centre, to the
circumference, are equal to one another.

62. The Radius of a circle is a straight line drawn from
tne centre to the circumference.

68. The Diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn
through the centre of the circle, and terminated at both
ends by the cirQumference.

EXERCISE 133

1. Procure a round ruler 1 in. in diameter and find
what length of string will just reach round it.

2. If possible, measure a cylinder 7 in. in diameter to
find what length of string will just reach round it.

8. Measure the circumference and diameter of a stove
pipe and compare the length of the circumference with that
of the diameter.

64. It is found that the circumference of a circle divided
by the diameter =3. 1416, which is usually denoted by the
Greek letter ». For practical purposes, , = 3f
Find the circumference of circles whose diameters aiB :

4. 35 ft. 6. 4 yd. 2 ft. 8. 7 ch. 84 1.

6. 91 chains. 7. 1 rd. 5 yd. 9. 6 yd. 1 ft 4 in.
Find the diameter of circles whose circumferences are •

10. 44 in. 12. 264 in. 14. 5 ch. 39 1

11. 10ft. 1 in. 13. 15.4 mi. 15. 73 yd. 1 ft
16. The radius of a fountain is 21 ft. Find the cost of

endosmg it with an iron raiUng, at $3.60 per ycrd.
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exercise 134

1. From a piece of leather or tough paper make a circle

and divide it into triangles as in Fig. 4. Change the circle

into the form of Fig. 6. Into what shape, nearly, has the

circle been changed ?

Fls-fi-

2. If the circle had been cut into twice as many equal

parts and arranged as in Fig. 5, it would still more nearly

resemble the shape of what figure ?

8. (a) What is the length of Fig. 5, in terms of the

circumference ?

(6) What is the width of the figure, in terms of the

radius?

4. Compare the area of Fig. 5 with that of the circle in

Fig. 4.

6. If Fig. 5 is 22 in. long and 7 in. wide, what is its

area?

6. What is the area of a circle 7 in. in ladius ?

65. It is evi'^-.it that the number of unitB of area of the

circle i» found by multiplying one-half the number of unilti in

the circumference by the number of units in the radiw.

Thus, area"^xr-^x 2«txv irr*.
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Find the area of circles with the following diameters

:

11. 483 links.
T. 84 in.

8. 98 yd.

9. 625 ft.

10. 133 ft. 12. 126 ft.

Find the area of circles with the following circum-
lerences :

"77 in. 15.220 yd. 17. 473 links.
14. 90.2 chains, 16. 3 rd. is. 1 mi.

Find the area of circles with the following radii :

19. 3 ft. 6 in. 21. 7 chains. 23. 1 rd. 5 yd
20. 7 ft. 7 in. 22. 1.75 rd. 24. 35 chains.

EXERCISE 135

1. How many yards of carpeting 1 yd. wide would be
required to cover a circular hall 45 ft. in diameter?

2. How many feet of iron mnst a blacksmith buy for
the tires of 12 wheels 4 ft in diameter ?

8. What space would the driving wheel of a loco-
motive 5 ft 3 in. in diameter pass over in making 25
revolutions ?

'

4. A circiilar lawn 220 yd. in diameter is surrounded by
a gravel path 12 ft. wide. Find the cot. of making the
path at 36c. per square yard.

5. Two circles the radu of which are 3J in. are placed
upon one whose diameter is 14 in. Find the area of the
surface not covered.

Find the length
6. Tlie diameter of a circle is 126 in

of an arc of 50- ; of 65' ; of 80' ; of 90*.

7. A circle 6 ft 2 in. in di^.^eter has another 2 ft in
radius inscribed within it Find the area of th'e part of
the iaige cirdo wiihout the smaUer one.
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V. RECTANGULAR SOUDS

EXERCISE lae

I. Find (a) the Burface area and (6) the volume of h

cube whoee edge is 4^ in. long.

Find (a) the surface area and (6) the volume of the

following covered boxes

:

2 I«ngth 6 ft., width 2^ ft., depth 3i ft.

3. Length 9 in., width 4J in., depth 2^ in.

4. How many 2-in. cubes will be required to build a

cube with an edge 12 in. lolig?

5. How much does the surface area of the small cubes

in the last example exceed that of the large one ?

6. A schoolroom 34 fi by 25 ft. is intended to accom-

modate 60 pupils. What must be its height to allow

260 cu. ft. of air-space for each pupil ?

7. A piece of copper 1 ft. long, 9 in. wide, and | in.

thick is rolled into a plate 6 ft. long and 4 ft. wide. How
thick will the plate be ?

8. A log of square timber is 18 ft. long, 18 in. broad,

and 15 in. thick. If 2J solid feet are cut oft the end of it,

what length is left 7

9. A rectangular cistern is partly full of water and has

250 gal. in it. If the length of the cistern be 6J ft. and

the breadth 3§ ft., find the depth of the water.

10. A rectangular cistern is 12^ ft. long and 8 ft. wide.

If when it is full of water 1500 gal. are drawn off, how

much will the surface of the water sink ?

II. To drain a swamp in Dereham, the township

council had a ditch dug 1 mi. long, 3 ft. deep, 6 ft. wide

at the surface and 4 ft. wide at the bottom. Find the

total coat at 9c. per cubic yard.
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EXERCISE 137

1. A rectangular tank holds 12J t. of water. If it is

16 ft. long and 4 ft. wide, how deep is it, supposing 1 cu. ft.

of water to weigh 1000 oz. ?

2. A closed tank made of plank 2 in. thick, is 10 ft.

long, 4 ft. wide, and 6 ft. 4 in. deep, external measure-
ment. How many gallons of water will it hold, a gallon

of water being j<y of a cubic foot ?

8. The surface area of a rectangular solid 1 ft. 3 in.

long and 14 in. wide is 1000 sq. in. Find its depth.

4. A brick with mortar occupies a space 9 in. long.

4J in. wide, and 3 in. deep. How many bricks will be re-

quired for a wall 90 ft. long, J 3J in. thick, and 6 ft. high ?

6. A rectangular block of wood measures 20 ft. by
1 ft. 10 in. by 1 ft. 3 in. What length must be cut off it

to contain 11 cu. ft. ?

6. A rectangular cistern 8 ft. long and 6^ ft. wide is

full of water. How much will the water sink when 1000
gal. are drawn off ?

7. It costs $584.50 to excavate the basement of a
rectangular building 125J ft. long and 28 ft. wide, at 25c.

per cubic yard. How deep was the excavation ?

8. A cubic foot of copper is rolled into a sheet 48 ft.

long, and 4 ft. wide. How thick is the sheet ?

». A rectangular cistern 4 ft. long and /»J ft. wide has
500 gal. of water in it. How deep is the water ?

10. A cubic foot of swamp oak weighs 43 lb. Find the

weight of 15 planks, each 24 ft by 14 in. by 3 in.

11. Water in freezing expands 10%. Find the weight
of ice on the surface of a pond 200 ft long, 77 ft wide,

which is f.ozen to a depth of 6 in.
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vl the cyundeb

66. A Cylinder is a solid bounded by

two circular plane faces and a curved

face, every part of which is equally

distant from a straight line joining the

centres of the plane faces.

nc.&
EXERCISE 138

Find the surface of each <^f the cylinders whose diameter

and height are, respectively :

1. 42 in. and 40 in. 3. 126 in. and 20 ft.

2. 8| in. and 10 in. 4. 21 ft. and 4 ft

Find the volume of each of the cylinders whose
diameter and height are, respectively :

6. 14 in. and 1 fi 7. 14 ft. and 5 ft

6. 42 in. and 3^ ft. 8. 21 ft and 6 ft

Find the diameter of each of the cylinders whose solid

content and height are, respectively :

9. 308 cu. in. and 8 in. 11. 115^ cu. ft and 12 ft

10. 1331 cu. in. and 14 in. 12. 2079 cu. ft and 24 ft

EXERCISE 180

1. The area of the curved face of a cylinder is 400 sq.

in. It is 6 in. in radius. Find its height

2. It costs $31.68 to decorate the curved face of a

pillar 21 ft high, at 36c. per square foot Find the

diameter of the pillar.

8. A roller is 6 ft long and 3 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

How much ground is rolled in 1000 revolutions 7
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4. How often would the roller in the last example turn
in rolling a 10-acre field 7

6. The cent is an inch in diametei and ^f in. thick. '^
How many £ent8 can I a coined from a cylinder of copper
6 in. in diameter and 1 ft. high ?

6. Find the cost, at 11.75 per cubic yard, of sinking a -^
shaft 120 ft. deep and 6 ft. in diameter.

7. If a cubic foot of iron weighs 488 lb. , find the weight ^
of a solid iron pillar 14 ft. long and 9 in. in diameter.

8. How many cubic feet of earth must be taken out in *^
digging a well 30 ft. deep and 6 ft. in diameter?

ORAL EXERCISE

1. How much lumber is there in 12 planks 18 ft. long
and 13 in. wide?

2. The length of a room is | more than its width, and
the area of the floor is 30 sq. yd. Find its dimensions.

8. A schoolroom is 30 ft. long and 24 ft wide, and
has seats for 48 pupils. How much floor space is allowed
for each pupil ?

4. Find the area of a circle 1 ft. 9 in. in radius.

5. How many Canadian cents can be placed side by
side u^dn a board 3 ft. 6 in. long and 1 ft. 4 in. wide ?

6. A oylindrical stone pillar is 28 in. diameter and ^
24 ft. high. Find its cubic content.

7. At $4.50 per cord, find the value of a pile of wood
12 ft. long, 4 ft wide, and 8 ft high.

8. Find tlie cost of digging a rectangular cistern 6 ft. /
long, 6 ft wide, and 8 ft deep at 11.20 per cubic yard.

9. Two men can do a work in 6 hr. ; one of them can
do it alone in 10 hr. In what time can the other do t?
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i

Vn. GENERAL REVIEW

EXERCISE MO
1. A certain number is added to .3005 aod the Bum

divided by 2.04. The result is 2.6375. Find the num-
ber added to .3005.

2. Express the sum of 7.125 mi., 3.375 rd. and .8626 yd.

as feet

8. What will it cost to put a close board fence around
the school grounds, if the fence is 5 ft. high and lumber
costs tl8 per M, the posts an<^ scantling costing \ as much
as the boards, the grounds being 8 rd wide by 20 rd. long?

4. An agent sold a consignmtnt of merchandise for

16000. What was the balance due the consignor after

deduction of 1115.75 freight, $250 duty, cartage, and
storage, and 6% brokerage ?

6. A stock of goods worth $7305 is insured for | of its

value. The premium paid is $77.92. Find the rate of

insunoice.

6. A town needs 16860 to build a bridge. Allowing 2%
for collecting, for what sum must the town property be
assessed so that it can be raised by 4 mills on the dollar ?

7. Find the duty on 20 hhd. of molasses, each con-
taining 63 gal., invoiced at 24c. per gallon, at 60% ad
valorem, allowing 1^% for leakage.

8. A loaned B $120 for 1 yr. and 8 mo. and received as

payment in full at the end of that time $130.25. What
rate per cent, interest did B pay ?

9. A jeweller bought a number of watches for $2790,
and sold part of them at $40 each for $1120, losing $120
on those sold. At what must he sell each of the re-

mainder in order to make a total gain of $200?
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mSCELLAOTOUS AND INDUSTRIAL PROBLBMS

1. Find the cost of sending the following telegrams
at 25c. for the first 10 words and Ic. for each additional
word;

(a) 16 words. (6) 40 words. (c) 54 words.

2. How much will it cost to talk over a long-distance
telephone for 7 min. at 75e. for the first 3 min. and 5o.
for each additional minute ?

8. Find the freight charges on 1750 lb. of sngar
shipped from Toronto to Calgary, at $1.52 per cwt.

4. A piece of work has been half done by A, B, and
working together in 8 da. If A and B together can

finish it in 12 da., in what time could have finished it?

6. A train 132 yd. long passes a post in 6 sec. At
what rate per hour is the train moving ?

6. A bin is 12 ft. long, 8 ft. broad, and when filled
holds 2000 bu. How deep is it ?

7. If a steer, when killed and dressed, weighs ^ aa
much as when alive, what was the weight of one that
weif ed 756 lb. when dressed ?

». A farmer d-ew his produce to market, a distance
of 4.75 mi., at a cost of $2.42 per load. If each load had
66 bn., find the cost of moving his crop of 3450 bu.

9. A fruit grower shipped 1200 ten-pound boxes of
cherries to Vancouver, where they were sold at 80c. per
box. Picking and packing cost Ic. per lb., freight and

187
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refrig«rati( n 20o. per box, and other expensea amounted
to 120. Find the net amount received by the fruit

grower.

10. Solve the following and fill in the blanks :

Ccat. SeUlnc Price. 0«1d In DoUan.

112 ? «2.50

tl6 ? ?

? 118.50 $4.50

r tl8.50 ?

? ? 112.40

OainX.

11. A coal bin lOj ft. Ijy 7i ft. by 5j ft. is filled with

egg coal. How many tons are in it, if It. occupies

35 cu. ft. of space ?

12. Mark goods that cost as follows so that there will

be a profit of 25% after giving the indicated discount :

(o) Cost 48c. discount 20%.

(6) Cost 54c. " 10%.

(c) Cost 80c. " 16|%.

18. When coal at the mine costs $2.80 per long ton,

freight $.75 per short ton, cartage and delivery $1.15

per short ton, what per cent, of gain is made by -a

dealer who sells coal at retail at $6.5() per short ton ?

14. One year a coffee planter had 96 a. of land on
which were planted 450 coffee trees per acre. Each tree

yielded 1.8 lb. of raw coffee on the average, which was
sold on the plantation at 6|c. per pound. It c-'t the

planter 3^c. per pound to raise the coffee.

Find (a) The number of pounds of coffee sold.

{h) The net g^n of the planter,

(e) The gain per cent, on his outlay if the planta-

tion cost him $10000.
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«i "J'lu
'~'**"^ "'•'*" ^^ "*•" •»«» ^omen 5re em-

H„- J^
"*• ^^ ^''^ ^'**' P*' day i8 11750.How many men are employed ?

16. In the Ama«on Valley a native tapped 250 robberto^es and secured , gal. of milk from eS^tree. E^hg»Uo„ of m.lk y elded 2| lb. of robber. Between jSand December the trees were tapped 12 times, eachtapping yielding as much milk «« the flrst.

Find (a) the number of pounds of rubber per treeobtained at each tapping.
^

^W JThe total number of pounds coUected during the

(c) If the rubber was sold in New York at 11.46 nerpound, find the sum received.
^

ratVof"2rlT
'°*^.* P*""" *" '" •"" automobile at therate of 25 mi. per hour and drive back at the rate of

7i mi. per hour, to be 65 min. away ?

18. The average yield of wheat per acre in varion.
countries was as foUows: Canadr21 4 bu T.!!?Britain, 31.8 bu., France, 26 bu.TSermany 194 buUnued States. 13.4 b«., Argentina, 18.6 bu Find the'yield from 56 a. in each of these countries.

-„S"/"-^'^r* 't""**"
^"^ " *«^"* »' ^heat 1 mi. longand # mi. wide. In ploughing it, he used two gZploughs, each turoing 12J a. per day of 10 hr h!«owed 6 pk. of seed to the Lre, a't 90c. pr7bihd tScrop averaged 22.5 bu. per acre, and was sold at th!

ZT "'
T.-

^" ""«•'«•• ^'- -' " Xig i g
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Find (a) the number of acres in the field,

(b) The number of days it took to plough the field.

((!) The cost of the wheat before it was stored in the

elevator.

(d) The profit to the farmer from this field.

20. The hay from 15 a. was stored in a mow 60 ft. by

27 ft, and when well settled filled it to the depth of

20 ft. How many tons did the field yield per acre, if

450OU. ft of hay is It.?

21. Each summer a farmer fills his coal bin with

furnace coal for next wiiiter. The bin is 8J ft. by 7 ft.

by 6 ft.

Find (a) the number of tons he bums, 35 cu. ft. of

hard coal being 1 ton.

(J) The cost at $7.25 per ton.

22. The elevation of certain places above the sea-level

is as follows

:

(u) Calgary . . . 3410 ft Red Deer . . . 2806 ft

Sumuiit . . 3627 ft. Battle River . . 2627 ft.

Olds. . . . 3402 ft Edmonton . . . 2188 ft

(6) Femie . . . 3302 ft Crowsnest Lake . 4424 ft

Michel . . . 3863 ft MacLeod . . . 3128 ft

Crowsnest . . 4438 ft St Marys River . 2795 ft

(c) Winnipeg . . 757 ft Virden . . . . 1444 ft.

Port la Prairie 854 ft Wolseley . . . 1950 ft

Carberry . 1258 ft Indian Head . . 1924 ft

Brandon . . 1194 ft Regina . . . . 1885 ft

Find (1) the average height of the places in (a) ; in (6)

;

and in (c).

(2) How much the average of (b) exceeds that of (c).
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28. In what time would a field 80 by 60 rd. pay for
underdraining lengthwise at 2o. per foot, if the field

yield 2 bu., at 66c. per acre, more than before draining ?

The drains are 4 rd. apart and the first drain runs down
the centre of the field.

24. I bought a bush farm, 180 rd. long by 96 rd.

wide, at 112.50 per acre. I paid $14.75 per acre for clear-

ing and $1.35 per rod for enclosing the whole farm with
wire fencing. Taking into account that I sold the wood
for $1160 and ashes for $17.20, how much has the im-
proved farm cost me per acre ?

26. A map measures 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft 3 in. and is

drawn on the scale of | in. to a mile. How many acres

does the map represent ?

26. At a cheese factory, milk was paid for according
to the amount of butter fat it contained. How much did
a farmer receive who brought 6400 lb. of milk that
tested 3f% of butter fat, the factory price of butter fat

being 27jc. per pound ?

27. A farmer, by feeding his cows $2 worth of meal
per day more than he had been feeding them, increased
the percentage of butter fat from 3i% to 4%, and in-

creased the daily yield of milk from 2000 lb. to 2250 lb.

How much did he gain per day by the experiment, the
price of butter fat being 27c. per pound?

28. The wings of a dragon fly make 28 beats per second.
A bee's wings make 6 less than 7 times as many as
this, and is 5 less than J} of the number of beats of a
house fly's wings made in a second. How many beats
do the wings of a house fly make per second ?

29. A grocer paid $86.40 for 3 cases of cocoa. There
were 12 boxes in a case ; each box held 6 lb. in ^ponnd
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tins. He sold the cocoa at 26c. per tin. Find his total

gain and his gain per cent.

80. How^many feet of lumber will if take to make an

open bookcase 12 ft. high, 4 ft. long, and 12 in. deep, if

there are 10 shelves in the case 7

81. A lumber camp of 50 men has provisions for

96 da., but after 30 da., 10 additional men arrive.

How long will the provisions now last ?

82. The average spruce tree yields enough wood for

500 lb. of paper. A printing establishment used

1500000 lb. of pai>er during the year 1907. How many
trees were necessary to produce the paper ?

88. A business block worth $48000, owned by three

men, was insured for } of its value. One had 421000

invested, one 118000, and one 19000. The block was

completely destroyed by fire. What amount of in-

surance was due each man ?

84. A drover bought sheep at a certain price per head.

He sold f at a gain of 20%, ^ at a gain of 25%, and the

rest at a loss of 10%, and gained on the whole t235.

How much did he pay for the sheep?

86. A stone wall under a building 100 ft. long by

76 ft wide is 10 ft. high and 2} ft. thick. How many
cubic feet are there in the wall 7

86. A man on an Alberta cattle ranch increased the

number of his cattle in four successive years by ^, |, ^,

^ of the number he had at first, and at the end of the

1st, 2nd, and 3rd years, respectively. He then had

4850 head. How many had he at first ?

87. A room is 25 ft. long and 15 ft wide. It has a

semicircular bow 20 ft long thrown out on one side.

Find the area of the whole room.



'CHAPTER XI

METRIC SYSTEM AND TABLES

I. METRIC SYSTEM

87. In 1795 Prance adopted a gyrtem of
Weights and Measures called the Metric
hystem, based upon the decimal systt a of
notanon aU the divisions and mnltiples being
by 10. It has since been adopted by most
of the nations of Europe and is in partial
use in Canada and the United States.

68. Its advantages are

:

1 {«) All arithmetical operations are the same
§ as in whole numbers.

I
(6) It does away with the Reduction, Addi-

I
tion, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division

I or compound quantities.

S (c) Its general introduction, by giving all

^
nations the same system of weights and

I

measures, would greatly facilitate trade and
I commerce.
>

x.-®?',,'''^®
principal units of the system are

the following

:

70. Unit of length. The metric standard
for measurement of distance is the Ifatre
which is 39.37 inches long, or almost 3 ft
8f in.

1*
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71. Unit of Capacity. The volume of a box one-tenth

of a metre long, wide, and deep is the standard unit of

capacity. Such a measure is caUed a litre, and is equal

to 1.761 pints (imperial).

72 Unit of Weight. The weight of so much distiUed

water at a temperature of 4-C. as would All a measure

one-hundredth of a metre (a centimetre) long, wide, and

deep is the standard unit of weight and is called a Gram.

78. By using Latin and Greek prefixes denominations

higher and lower *han the standard units are formed, the

Greek numerals . dicating multiples and the Latin ordin-

als indicating decimal divisions ; thus

:

Deca stands for 10 1

Hecto " " 100 [times the unit.

Kilo " " lOOoj

Deci " " 10th

Centi " " 100th ypart of the unit.

Mini " " 1000th
]

RKK TASUW

74, MEASURES OF LENGTH

The unit is the Metre.

10 millimetrei (mm.) = 1 cmtimetn

10 centimetres (cm.) = 1 decimetre

10 decimetres (dm.) = 1 metre (m) -

10 metres (m.) = 1 decametre -

10 decametres (Dm.) = 1 hectometre -

10 hectometres (Hm.) - 1 kilometre (Km.)

.Dim

.1
"

1.

10.

100.

- 1000.

10 kilometres (Km.) - 1 myriametre - - 10000.

The measures more commonly used are in italics.

Cloth, etc., is measured by the mire; very small dia-

tanoes by the MUUwKtre; great distances by the leihmeirt.
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inJSr'"""'*"
^'''^^"i''-'' «thcr way use the foUow-

8 metre8-31G inches very nearly.
8 kilometres- 6 miles nearly.

EXERCISE 141

meL^Tn TvM "!*",'
't

* d^'ametre? in a hecto-

u, '° » kilcaietre? How many decametres in ahectometre? in a kilometre.

a. What part of a metre is a decimetr* ? a centimetre ?a m^xmetre? What part of a centimetre is .X

LfZ A ?'*''*
"'J*'"''

"^''«''' *•»« l^^gth ""d width

orm; the width of the nearest street. Measure theforegoing with a yard measure. Convert the metric

^«ST f*
'"''* •""''^^ approximately and compare with actual measurement.

4 Find the value of each of the following ex-pressions in metres: *

(«) .435 m. +825 cm. +4263 mm. +.1595 Km
(6) .927 Km. -6495 cm. ; 4.37 cm. -42.87 mm.
(c) 8 X .0457 Km. ; 38019 mm. + .097.

6 Find the cost of 83.75 m. of cloth at 13.25 per
metre. *^

ta.S.rT"' ^l^"'" ''' '"^''•"^ * •^'^»'' ™"«>«»d is
»25000 per kilometre. What is the whole cost of theroad if ite length is 72 Km. and 53 m. ?

»Jn??9 00"^'' "iJ^"
*'"""'^ *'"^°«'^ Mont Cenis isabout 12.22 Km. What is this in mUes very nearly ?
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8. The width of the Atlantic is about 3000 mi.

is the width in kilometres ?

What

76, SQUARE on SURFACE MEASURE
I ,^t —• —

100 aq. mllUmatn* (sq. inm.)-l aq. centimetn

100 iq. oentlmetTM (sq. cm.)- 1 iq. deolmett* -

lOOaq. d«olnMtres (aq. dm.)- laq. metre

100 eq. metre* (eq. m.)-l eq. dekametre-

100 eq. dekmmetree (eq. Dm.)-lM|.beotometre-

100*q.heotometre«(iq.Hm.)-leq. kilometre -

.0001 aq. metre.

.01

1.

loa

loooa

loooooa

"-loentare.
"-lare.
"-1 hectare.

00»q.heotometre«(iq.Hm.)-l»q.kUometre - lOOOOOa

Nora. The are, oentaie and hectare are used only in Und measure.

The «re is slightly less than 4 sq. rods.

The hectare is slightly less than 2^ acres.

EXERCISE 142

1. Writ^j 12 square kilometres as square metres.

2. Write 8 square metres and 35 square decimetres as

square metres.

8. A farmer had 5 hectares, 5 ares, 9 centares of land,

and sold first .5, then .3 of it for 1384 an are. What

did he get for what he sold ? How much had he left ?

4. How many bricks, each 21 em. long and 11 cm.

broad, will be required to pave a court 5.5 m. wide and

6.3 m. long?

7g. CUBIC MEASURE

The units of this table are obtained by cubing the

units of the table of Linear Measure.

1000 ea. millimetres - 1 cu. centimetre - .000001 cu. m.

lOOOcu. centimetres- leu. decimetre -.001 " -1 litre.

1000 cu. dedmetne - 1 cu. metre - 1. " - 1 stere.

In measuring wood the «ter« is the unit ; it is about

1^ cubic yards. 3^ steres are about 1 cord.
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exercise 143

1. Write 5.14 cu. decimetres as cubic metres
2. Write 8765345 cubic centimetres as cubic metre.
S. Add 3 cu. m. 18 cu. dm. 207 cu. cm
385cu.m. 230cu.dm. 895 cu. cm. lOcu.mm
831 cu. m. 300 cu. cm.

Express the sum in cu. metres, then in cu dm

lone ^TnTt".
'**"*?

ol
""^^ "^ *^«'« '" » Py« 31 n..long, J.4 m. wide, and 2.5 m. high ?

i- m.

6. How many litres are there in a rectangular tank4.5 m. long, 2.5 m. wide, and 3.2 m. deep ?
"^ " "*"*

4L7^- '!
*'"' '^'P*^ "' * "^ta'-gnJar bin 7.5 m. lon»

4.4 m. wme to contain 3300 hectoUtres of grain ?

77. MEASURES OF WEIGHT

•01 gram
.1

10 milligwms (mg.)-icedtigmm =
10 centigrams (cg.)=l decigram =
10 decigrams (dg.)=igram -

i
10 grams (gr.)=i dekagram - lo'
10 dekagrams (Dg.) = i hektogram - 100
10 hektograms(Hg.)- 1 kilogram - 1000.

we^^hinrSt"'"'^''-*^''^'"^^"^- ""««edinweighing let ers, muing and compounding medicine.and in weighing aUUght articles.
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It is
The hOogram equala about 2\ lb. Avoirdupois,

the ordinary unit of weight.

In weighing heavy articles two other weights, the

quintaJ (100 kilograms) and the tonneau or ton (1000

kUograms), are used. The ton is a little less than

2205 lb.

The Avoirdupois ounce is about 28 grams.

A Utre of water at its greatest density weighs a kilo-

gram.
EXERCISE 144

1. Write 8 Kg., 7 Dg., and 7 gr. as grams.

2. Write 7 kUograms and 18 grams as grams.

8. Write 247 centigrams as grams.

4. Write 12 grams, 2 centigrams and 1 milligram as

grams.

6. At 16 a ton for coal, what will it cost to heat a

building 30 days if it takes 400 kilograms a day ?

6. How many grains are there in 2 grams ?

7. How many pounds Avoirduyois in 976.25 grams?

a How many grams in 12 lb. Troy 7 in 12 lb. Avoir.?

9. The French post-office aUows 7.5 grams for a single

postage; the Canadian 1 oz. Avoir. By how many

grtdns does the Canadian exceed the French allowance ?

10. What weight of water will fill a vat 76 cm. long,

65 cm. wide, and 42 cm. deep ?

11. Give the weight in milligrams of a pill when a

mass of 14.35 g. is made into 70 pills.

12. The pressure of the atmosphere on a certain day

was 14j lb. Avoir, to the square inch. What would be

the corresponding pressure in kUograras to the square

centimetre?
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U. TABLES
78. EMOUBH OB 8TERLING MONEY

^^^
'.:— ;r7:if-^^ - • pound, " £i.

Non 2. £1 .t«ling=$4.86|, .«! u =344 eenta.

EXERCISE 146

1. Reduce XIO Og. 6d. to pence.
2. Reduce 7163d. to .6 s. d.

8. Find the sum of £7 Gs. 8d., £,0 98. 3d fS o. 7^
and .£9 78. 9d. ' ^- ""•'

4. Divide £12 Is. 6d. by £1 Gs. lOd.

6. What i8 the value of 39 oxen at £15 78. lljd each ?
6. What fraction of £3 2a. 6jd. is Us. 10^4 ?

'"' TROY WEIGHT
M grains (gr.)

. . . -i pennyweight, . or 1 H.t
80 pennyweights

. . -1 ^neT *
' °f i**"

12ounce, .... ^,^^^ •
• • ..;-

ro«
1. Thi, i. chieay ™ed for weighing gold, «lver «d jewdaKo"a 7000 Troy g»i„=nb.Avoirf„poi^

15760 " .. = lib. Troy.

«7» " " =loiAvoiidu,»i8.
<«» " " =1 01. Troy.

80. APOTHECABIE8' WEIORT

sS • • • •
'^'»"' «ldr..',3.

"*™' - 1 ounce, ... " 1 n» « 1 •"»-"« -ii»unl . . ; '.iZ^li
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Nan 1. The ounce •nd ponnd o( ApotheoariM' Weight ue the

a in Troy Weight

Non 2. Druggiiti buy their medicinee by Avoirdapiria Weight

and diipente them by ApotheeMriee' Weight.

EXERCISE Ma

1. A miner having 112 lb. of gold sent his mother

17 lb. 10 o«. 15 dwt. 10 gr., and 3 lb. 16 dwt. less to hia

father. How mnch did he retain ?

2. What ia the weight of one dozen apoons, each

weighing 1 oz. 2 dwt. 16 gri ?

3. If from 2 lb. of silver enough is taken to make a

dozen spoons, weighing 1 oz. 10 dwt. 2 gr. each, how

much will be left ?

4. Find the value of .815625 lb. Troy.

6. Reduce 15 dwt. 15 gr. to the decimal of an ounce

Troy.

6. 7000 gr. make a pound Avoirdupois, and 6760 gr.

a pound Troy. How many pounds Avoirdupois are of

the same weight as 420 lb. Troy 7

7. In one year the average weekly wage of the English

laborer was 33 shillings, and of the Canadian laborer

$10,745. Which laborer was the better paid, and by

how much ?

8. A kilogram is equal to 32.1507 oz. Troy. Find

the weight in kilograms of 6 dozen silver spoons, each

weighing 2 oz. 15 dwt.

9. Kerr, the Canadian, won the 200 metre race in

22f seo. How many yards did he run per second 7



ANSWERS

Ex. 2. 10.

230. SIO. 320, SSa 77.10884,

to. 8. 10. 4SS978S.

T' T\^' '"• »•»> ». ilO. laO; 130. 210, i£».

Ex. 4. B. 6. 6. 547.

Bx. 6. /. $go.92L

7. 478780. S. 804I80M. 9. 7070.

Boys by 182. s. Ug,l. . g^..3.1... . .440n.,;..""';;^-. /ir
- , ?*' •• * <^J7iii. e. 82897182 «, in

»• 16 mi. 162 rd. 3 yd. 8 in. 10. H mi. it. lai
Ex, 7. 7. 4773 hr. *. 40M mi • te..

' ^.'"^ " W- l^a-i «t^^ yd 7.f"»0 J-
,'""•'»•

7. 33 mi. 8. 3326A. 9.Ij «. ^ '"• ^ ">• '"^ *' «• '"•

«. Sfo*- /,?J.S- /i'^^-
^- ••"•«• *•»<. 5.18.bu.

«.^i";yd.'*"WT;.iL'"- •^«^ '•«e7cd.
10. 841b.

'^-
'• "" •*••»• <*) »«0- 9. 0«„»1.S

Ex, 10, ^. aOrd., 40nl. * Uf^m * •>...
«• I187Jlb. «. ai^aSw rf 17!: ..1

„ *7'»* "•?««• ^.128K
7. Wmi. 69«,. 2yd.1f?2t

"*»• *"• "^- "^ *^ -»• -

S. i^:V- rirmi.%.T. ^"^'";8i:'-^
^- «*'•«

». 8640 c. ft , 216 0. ft
" "^^

^.^^.t»mji^s;n.i,'^r,s:s- t.T(0 81 a.. 80 rd. ; (d) ao oh TO rf, r , ^^j
**' »« «-. 2M rd.

,

Ex, 18. //. 28ia IS. 62. 63. 64.

181
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S. Iia ». |1.9a 10. 4 tab*.

4. SS. 5. 48.

if. 1438.

e. n. 7. 43.

Ex. M. 0. naa 7. 21&

//. SSio. 7f. 24. IS. 9016a

Sx. le. /. 33. «. 37. 4. 41.

8. 11. 9. 818. /0. 63a //. 92R.

Ix. 17. 1. 7. *. 21. «. 7. * 607.

Ex. 18. /.40ft «. 6a. 5. 60ft. i il, 10| A, 12 1 O, 18.

4. 600cla. S. 12 in. «. 7 and 12 honw. 7. 29, 181. 8. 37. ». 7 ft

KX. 20. 1. 140688, lit. «. (a) SOS; (6) I30a 4. 1438.

i. 9440. £. 28 bo. & 84 aeo., 8 timM. 7. 32. «. & 9. 138940a

10. 924a

Ex.21. 7. 18,112. «. 8, 7^11,13. «. 18 ft, Oft 4.1,9,4,

8, 8, 10, 14, 20, 28, 88, 40. 86, 70, 14a e. 9. fi. 38. 7. 80a

8. 168 eft 9. •132.84. 10. 828371. 11. 2076 nila It. 1680.

IS. ao, 36g0120a l*. 7| Ib. I5. 1«38 tilM. le. l, 2, 3, 4, 8, 6,

8, 9, 10, 12, 18, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60, 72, 90, 120, 180, 36a

77. (o) 1, 2, 8, 4, 6, 12 j (b) 12 i (c) 1181206. 18. 886 o. ft, 10060 lb.

79. 6|ft «0. •3.12. «7. 28mi. M. ^28.

Ex. 26. S. 16t gaL 6. 68 mi. 7. 88| bn. 8. 18{ ft by 13 ft

9. 2mi. T4fnl. 70. 440 pole*. 77. 46( lb. 7«. 33} hr., 4 bozw.

Ex. 80. 7. II, II. ||. g. i, 1, 1. S. U, II. H. 4- U. 11. U-
*. II. H. «. 6. II. H. M y- M. W*.M »• H. M. M-

9. II, U. H ^0- ^. ^.M " M. M. 1^ 7«. M, «, H
Ex. St 8. H. «. 9. «, A- 70. I, A- '7. A. H-

7«. 42, IJ. IS. I, |. 7^ A. A. *. H. • J«- i. «. I. «. •
18. «. 77. VA-

Ex. 88. 16. l 77. Hbtt. 18. •A- 79. 286 a.

Ex. 85. IS. U. 7^ •}». IS. U. 70. |.

Ex. 87. IS. 14AW g«>- 74. 108A lb. IS. 63^. 78. 0^ yd.

77. 861 bu.

Ex. 89. IS. J. .'4. »• IS- » IB- »•

Ex. 40. 4. 1«. 5. lA- «• »A- '• 2H- 8- »A. » >*•

70. 2H. 77. 2||. 7«. 4|. IS. •7J. 74. llAji

Ex. 4t 7. 2H. «. H. s. 7A- 4. m. «. 3A. e. 811.

7. 13A. «. A- »• «• ^0- 7A.
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IX. 47. i.lTA. *49i. ,.2«a <.,m 5.739U,. «. aoj.

.. rth. 7. ,„.^ . «r .. iZ,T „VA,. '„"?1-

«.iM. A. ..^: ^\S. ^^'»•
,*',|i-

-•«•

SX. 6«. 7. A. * A. 9. 8, 2. J, J.

J™- « W yd. «. tot yd. 14. 416«f yd.
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U. 2la /«. 11108.80. 17. Sfc 7M<»- «• nS6.2SJ. 19. tSSa

M. 27. «. 6 yr. «. 80 t. M. M *• «4. *• ««• 12* ••

te. 18780. «. 34 mi. «ff. $890a ». r«J. 40. »708«.

Bx. 69. 1. Fonr hnndred kiid four million, forty thonnnd, four

bandrad and four, and four-hundredths. S. 82005. 4. 284619.

5. 108, 188, 180, 225, 300, 640, etc. fi. 2471 10827. 7. 1, 2, 8, 4, 6, 12

;

12. «. 8. 9. «yr. 10. A.mi B.iSS. i/. 134.98.

Ex. 60. /. $739,636. t. 95c. S. 12.04*. 4- ^- «• «! I-

e. 70|o. 7. 1984. 8. teO. 9. 1318. 86. 70. 10^. 11. $10.26H-

Ex. 6L 1. A- «• 86. 5. 12.08. 4. 16.25. 5. 8 ft, 4 ft.

8. $30, $46. 7. 36 da. 8. 661 ft. 9. Second, 2^ ml 10. $4.70|.

11. 2H.
,

Ex. 62. 1. $55.55. *. 18. 3. 4a 4. 122400. 5. |. S. lA-

7. 37 da. 8. (a) 4 ft ; (6) 87ic. 9. $6 for 7 yd. iO. U46H. 1^- A-

Ex. 68. i. 25134A- «• A- »• taio. 4. $120. «. A t-

6. $6,371. 7. 62.2 yd. «. 4*, 4i i Hi, 2| j 34, 6A ; A. «t

;

7A. 8A- »• H- iO- >2 ft

Ex.64. /. 12ift *. 886Ab»». «. 2ft8in. ^ 64450a ft

5. $2.8a e. 8910 ft 7. 14 da., lOi da. 8. A-

Ex. 66. «. Nine-tenth*. 9. Twenty-seven hundredths. 10. Three

hnndred and sixty-eight thousandths. 11. Sixty-four thousandths.

It. Four, and thirty-one hundredths. IS. Seven, and two hnndred

and sixteen thousandths. I4. Three, and three hundred and fourteen

thousandths. IS. Five, and eight thousand one hundred and sixty-

seven ten - thousandths. 16. Twenty - one, and three thousand six

hundred and one tin-thousandths. 17. Seventeen, and sixty-four

ten-tbonsandths. 18. Eighteen, and eighty-one hundred thousandths.

19 Twenty, and one thousand four hundred and fifty-eight hundred-

thirosandths. «0. .8 j 2.07 j .009. W. 807.094 ; 3017.0709 ; 3.001008.

Ex. 67. 1. 663.0388. 1. 61.19 a. S. 8.82 1 4- 978.876 yd.

S. 15ai64678. 6. 49a301S. 7. 122.0051 8. 201.9009 mL

9. 122.026 yd.

Ex. 68. IS. 16.809. 14. 173.03863.

Ex. 60. /. .2318 in. t. 36.003 gr. 5. .009. 4. .146.

«. 18.76 yd.

to. aa.6881.

e. 999.999999. 7. 6.664 lb. 8. 829.876 a. 9. 012.
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BX. 70. 7. 23.659. t. 28.114. S. 87.1814. 4. a.7m.

6. 11.8498. e. 2.002. 7. .01. A 131.371 a.

KX. 71. W. 06.4238 mi. 7.7. a«146. 7i. 778 4378

i^iSf '''•"^^^ ^^».7».t'",rL.««92.K

«. .s^r.'i^^ei^Tr-
'"^

'
•«^"- ^'^

Ex. 78. 1. 1862.8. *. SOOtiiies. A 80 i 27l«vrf
*. 18.28. e. 1,8.61... bo. 7.88.8bu. ,. 42.88^ 9. 81^814 ^i

5. 20.087... oz. e. .11. 7. .00421 in. a. no. 9. ia37a.. ,.
^

Ex. 76. 7A .8. 7^ .17. IS. .27. 7fi. .07 n oo7
7A 18.128. 19. 126.367. W. 3100007.

Ex. 76. A. .78. tf. .628. fi. .1878. 7. 226 « IM!»
9. .028. 7ft .0878. 77.1.878. 7* 2t0^" M.^'
H. 46.8126. 75. 47.140826.

* '*'*

Ex.77. 7.8.484876. * 6,Z38yd. 77. .018128. 7«. rf^

fi 1^' '« * A*'
"*• * ^. 9 <«. IS dwt. 18 KT. 5. tow.

10. 2 da. 12 hr. 66 min. 21 aeo.

„ ^- "•.'• '^- <>' *-8b«. 9. 0000628 t 70. 282

1

11. .m^m. 7*. .3128pk. 7A 17.895 ewt li. 7^Th.n
IB. .628 fath. 76. .001628

1

' «» <™T^ 7^ 7.876 bu.

7. AW. A 8.26968126 1 »• Woman. •82.888 , M«,, $109.08278.

. ,^:.*f '.;*'• «•*»«> ?• •86.1876. A $6.

77. .00890626. 7*. 126 ««c. 7A 28a 7A .977 75 ^m
7«.2880b». 7*.G™«..l,b.8<».,bUck.2lt8oI 79^6?^
C. •Ua «. 1881 owt ; nitTB, 100 owt , .nlphur. l^ ewt t3. •S.
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6. 40%. 7. 78X.

6. 208im.

i/. 800.

Kx. 96. 1. •%. t. A. !»%- '• M. •*%
4. 80%, 26%, 20%, 75%, 16|%, 40%. 5. »2%.

a. 60%. 86A. ». 8i%. 10. 40%.

Ex. 86. /. noa «. $1200. s.mn. ^ sao rd.

«. $4. 7. 9100. «. 9aoBa 9. ao ib. lo. rasa
i«. 948oa

Bx. 87. /. 110 men, 88 women, 68 boys. t. 3600, 418S.

5. issia 4. 9i20S7.fia s. $4076.i63, m- s. %\«ao.

7. 800 bo., 720 bu. «. 920. 9. 9470a 10. B,^; C,-fh- H- ^•

it. 8i%. M. a4yr.

Ex. 88. /. 9228. t. 940a 3. 9106. 4. 912S. £. 92.6a

0. 918a 7. 946.

Ex. 89. /. 9S37.8a t. 9155. 4. 9584.25. 4. 91114.92. e. 938a

«r 912.76. 7. 37i%. «. 37i%. 9. 9500.

Ex. 80. 1. 281%. «• 35i%- * 28%- 4- 25%. 5. 9289.80, 19i%.

e. 925a 7. 9400. 8. 45%. 9. 9855.

Ex. 92. 1. 9480,91680. t. 91183.5a 3. 9567. 4. 938.28.

«. 8^0. 6. 972a 7. 93726. 8. 9696.192. 9. 9420. iO. 93927.

Ex. 98. i. 25%. «.20%. A 4%. 4.62i%. 5.44%. fi. 125%.

7. 25%. 8. 68i%.

Ex. 94. i. 945.80. t. 211%. J. 61%. 4- 93125. 5. 9aga

6. 932a 7. lie «. Harchuit, 92.5a 9. LoM925a

Ex. 96. i. 9aa f. 9Z7.3a s. 9490. 4. 962so, 960oa

Ex.88. 5.913.12}. S. 9117, 92483. 7. 910ea75.

5. 9146.121,96659.871.

Ex. 97. 1. 6%. ». 2%. 5. 61%. 4. 2J%. «. 2i%. «. 24%.

7. 12J%. «. 2%.

Ex. 98. 1. 9eia «. 91696. S. 9368. ^ 916.45. S. 982a30.

6. 92500. 7. 650. «. iSSO bU.

Ex. 99. J. 916. 4. 940a 9. 93a 76. 10. 986.aa //. 9171.75.

Ex. 10a 1. i»%. «. 1%. 3. f%. ^. ii%. 5. 3i%. e. i%.

7. U%. 8. 1%.

Ex. lOL i. 97000a t. 9MWa 5. 95276. 4- 94600a A. 97792.

«. 91200a 7. 9275ia «. 9S7S9.2a 9. (a) 9IUO; (») 94900;

(e)9B00a 10. 9260a
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I H milta. 16.78. S. He. e. I164.00SS.

4- SSIMOOa

S. 960a.

Ex. 102. S. U!t.20.

7. (a) (M : (6) 2 miUa.

S. »4218.7«. 6. |32Sa 7. tSUfXO. 8. tSimOOQ.
Ex.104. /. $877.«a *. 14420^ J. 4*0. i Sc.

*.l274.8a «. »2«0a 7.20001b. 8. tmj.M. 9.2S0gL
Ex. 106. 7. taa 1. 116.10. 5. 114. ^. i26.ea 5 isDA.as.

ft $3868.826. 7. »96.976. «. 1264.38. 9. koi^S^^
«• W«W.M.

7.n!'*f4ii"'^"
''*'^- ''^- *-'^- '•"»^- «••«•

ft Dec. 22. 7. 3}x ft Oct. 4, 190a 9. 16|%.
Ex. 109. 7. r8a *. •604.3a 3. $38oa 1 laonn. « ««»

*. »76.60... ft»714. 7.1623.8a ft »1 723. 76.
*««•»"

, «. .
'• ^•"W>' ^.ISOO, CmXi. ft 96c.

^S3fpU. ft^,30e.;i.38c., C,40c ft 66c. 7. 1200g.L
Ex. 11*. 1. 72. 126. ft 66, 66, 77. ft 684, 671

800, 766. ft 153 ba., 170 bo., 187 bu. 9. 626 bu.. 360 bo.
Ex. 118. /. A, 160; B, $144; O, $96. ft «S900, 14800 ttMLA ^.•14.40, /».»9.6a ^. J.18.80; i,»S.28, C.Saa !T'|S:

f*^- «-^.«'«»'i'.»1280;(7,,.440;A»IL'-1:5SA •1766. ft a,»87; C^Saa
EX.U7. /. 103823. t. 168rf. A 6* bu A 86.63348^1

*4876.02a... lb. ft IJ od., •6.6626.
.«•<.«».. f.1..

EX.11L
ft •41.10

Ex.112.
A 128 IK
7. ^39.30

Ex. 118.
A 8SB*

ft •184.

4- $126,

7. 460^
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BZ. 122. 1. 191061. *. 540a 3. 20070049. i. 82^408.

5. 62S. 6. 2025 aq. nL 7. 6. 8. 25, 27, 16, \.

Ex. 125. /. 17. *. 19. 3. 24. ^.25. 5. 86. 6. 75. 7. 95.

8. 49. 9. 64.

Ex. 128. /. 625. t. 512. 5. 343. ^707. S. 906. S. 857.

7. 2401. «. 6325. 9. 6008. iO. 4385. 7/. 6671. 1». 7854.

Ex.127. J. 40rd. *. •2860. 5. 10 yd. by 10 yd. 4- 126-

B. 66 yd. by 22 yd. 6. 63 ft by 42 ft. 7. 86 yd., 85o.

8. 280 ft. 6 in. 9. 260 ft. by 125 ft. 10. $1496. tl. SI.

It. 20 yd. by 4 yd. IS. 18 ft

Ex. 129. /. 2A sq. yd. f. 114A »q. id 3. 141. 1ft

.^$316.80. 5. 132trM8. 6. l60a.,S528. 7. •13.20. 8. 1687 ft

9. 3840a.

Ex. ISO. 3. 144 aq. ft i. 4 times. 5. •26.88. 6. •32.256.

7. 4ch.

Ex.181. .« 612 8q. ft «. 1331aq. yd. 5. 17 ch. .<. 2126L

«. SOSyd. 6. 3840 L

Ex. 182. 1. 86. «. 813. a. 144. .<. 782. 5. 29 ft 6. 20 ft

7. aO ft «. 96 ft 9. 85 it 10. •IS6.60 ; 34.64... in.

Ex. 188. 4. no ft S. 286 oh. fi. 44 ft 7. 33 yd.

9. 24 ch. 64 1. 9. 51 ft 4 in. 10. 14 in. 11. 3 ft 2) in. It. 84 in.

«. 4.9 mi. li. 1 oh. 71i L IS. 70 ft 7«. •158.40.

Ex. 184. 7. 5544 sq. in. «. 7546 nq. yd. 9. 2166621 sq. ft

iO. 13898) aq. ft 2/. 1.832985 a. i«. l'J474 aq. ft iJ. 471|aq. io.

i^. 64.7185 a. «. 3850aq. ft Jfi. 21Haq. yd. i7. 17796» aq. 1.

18. 60Ha. 19. 38iaq. ft tO. 180 aq. ft 106 aq. in. II. 16.4 a.

«r. 9.626 aq. id. M. 346) aq. yd. «^. 886 a

Ex. 136. 1. 17641 yd- '• l«>f " * *22J ft .<. V01&7C
5. 77 aq in. £.11 in., 71| in., 88 in., 99 in. 7. 1210 aq. in.

Ex. ISO. /. «-) 12U «q. in. j (6) 91J c. in. «. 86| aq. ft.

60 c ft J. 138 aq. in., 87$ o. in. 4. 216. S. 43-iO aq. in.

«. I4it ft 7. tIt in- S. 16| ft 9. 22 in. naarly. iO. 28.aa... ia.

11. •264.

Ex. 187. /. 6ift «. 1107HgaL 5. 10 in. .^8MObrioka.

B. 4* ft «. 31 ft 7. 18 ft 8. A in- 9. 6f ft 10. 4616 lb.

i/. 437800 lb.
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*«.79c.ft. ..Tin. .<,.nft ./.31ft «..Vf" "
Ex.139. J.K^jin. t.lOin. *. 733.W sn vd JMltnn

*. 6912a 6.9m. 7.8019JIb. S. ,^j!^" ^^ «*»'"-•

it .^f.';**"' / "'*• * 87878.278 ft. A $99,792. i. 14384 25.
«. 1-6%. 6. $17fl000a 7. »148.932. S. 6J% 9. ^.

^^

^ J^T ^"« '•• *"' ''"•' <*' "*'•' '" 89^ ' ^- ' *M.«a
t^,^.„ **""• «• 26-7... ft 7.10801b. Aiiaaso » ftm

/fi IT J^'.k'*'.'^-'*''
"' =^'-^2%. ,5. 2S0 „,^

^«- lA lb.. 4050 IK, 16872.50. n. 61 mi m iioa 4 k

(6) 16 da. i (c) 11470 ; (rf) »4380. «o. 4* t. tl <o) 104 t. trin.w
«. (1) 3010 ft. 3850) ft. 1408J ft , (2) 22«Vft * « m

*'

>4. «a25. «. 121305«0a. ,6. ^''^wV" ,^ '41^
i9. »l.iO. 25%. SO. 112 ft %7. ZZ « 3^^
":SS';,"fr'**^

'^••^- '^«^e.ftiro*C:

BX. Ml, 7. 10, 100, 1000; 10. 100. * J^ .i .JL, jL
¥.(«) 172.448 m., (6) 882.05 m., .83 mm., (c) 3<W 6 m ST,',t
5. 1272.181. 6.1.801325. 7. 7.6475 mi. A isooll

" "•

loSis. Vi~"''"- '•''*"^-"- ^- •'»•«••«'

- .^ ***• '• •*""* ""• " '• 8-765345 ou. m.
*. 1219.24940201 en. m., 1219249.40201 cu. dm.
«. 38000L «. 10m.

* ^ ^**" ^- **" 8- * 7018 g. 3. 2.47 g.
«. »7iS. a. 30.864 graina 7. 2.15221 IK

Sig. **'»-^«'^"* ^''•»7480g.

*. 6<».19dwt <. 9<».15dwtl8gr. %. 78125o.. Tiul.^
7. Oan«Ji.„.*t716. * 8.155... Kg. 8. 9 7* Jl

«»«-«lb.

^. 188 at

^. 12.021 g.

«. 4479H,g.;
77. 205 mg.

;

*. 9.




